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IN THE WORLD.

Live broadcast events. CATV supertrunking. Post production. Distance learning. High
quality backbone transport. Cable headend consolidation. Just some of the ways the
DV6000 video transport system delivers multiple channels of high resolution, 2.4 Gb/s
video over fiber. Using an uncompressed digital format, the DV6000 moves more
channels, with higher quality, over longer distances than any other transport system.
The DV6000 is ahighly versatile fiber optic transport system offering:
•Transport of QAM, MMDS, HITSTm and other digital video services
•Compatibility with all video standards (NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
MPEG, JPEG, CCIR-601, etc.)
•Centralized scrambling, VBI insertion and subscriber control
•Dense VVDM, embedded switching and single channel options
•Combined multiple analog video, digital telephone and
data transport
So why compromise the quality of your digital broadband transport by using anything
other than the best. To find out more, call us at
800 366-3891 for afree paper on SON ET vs.
DV technology.
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ou know the shock you feel when the best player on your
favorite team is unexpectedly traded? That sense of disbelief
that's followed by denial before realization finally sets in?
Remember how the sinking feeling overcomes you as you realize
your team will never be the same?
Reaction throughout the highest levels within the
cable industry's technical community might have been
similar last month when Wendell Bailey, the National
Cable Television Association's venerable VP of science
and technology, parted from the Washington-based lobbying organization after 16-plus years.
Since 1981, Bailey has arguably been the industry's
most valuable player, working in conjunction with
engineers and CEOs alike to develop techno-political
strategies in the face of growing competition, increasing governmental scrutiny and interference from more
special-interest groups than ever.
Wendell, as he is known to nearly everyone, will
forever be known as the dynamic, diplomatic force
that helped guide the technical community through the
industry's largest growth phase. He was there when
the industry was regulated, then deregulated, re-regulated and deregulated again. He was the key figure
who hammered out technical standards with representatives of the cities. He, along with Dr. Walt Ciciora,
worked tirelessly to improve the oft-strained relationship with the Electronic Industries Association. He
attended countless meetings with the Federal
Communications Commission as well as members of
Congress, arguing the MSOs' viewpoint on complex,
and contentious, technical issues.
And if that wasn't enough, Wendell's leadership was
invaluable to the success of this magazine. He was
already chairman of CED 's Board of Consulting Engineers when I
came to this publication 11 years ago, and since then, has worked
tirelessly to improve the product. Never one to sugar-coat anything, Wendell didn't always tell you what you wanted to hear, but
he always had the guts to tell you what you needed to know.
Istill recall some tough meetings several years ago, when it was
Wendell's opinion that some of our stories were missing the mark.
Those are tough words to take, but they were delivered in the spirit
of constructive criticism. Wendell took his role of chairman quite
seriously, urging us to inquire, understand and get the facts straight.
No, Wendell didn't bat 1.000, but he finished his long career
with more homers than strike-outs. Not even the Babe can boast
that. Wendell, we'll miss your wit, your wisdom and your vigor. It
may sound cliche, but I'll risk it: You might be replaced, but you'll
never be equaled.
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The [Power] of Choice.
Alpha's full line pf broadband power systems ores

System

literally hundreds of different application -specific
configuration choices. Flexibility and choice are
designed into every element of the new systems.
Enclosure size, configuration. mounting options.
power ratings. status monitoring and enh arced
reliability options can all be specified to tie
particular needs of the customer. Investigate tie
IPowerl of Cho ce @800-421-8089.
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By Fred Slowik, NextLevel Systems Broadband Networks Group

Ever heard of "Blaster"? You will. The "broadband layered
architecture strategy to enhance reliability" holds promise for
reducing initial investment and ongoing operating costs, while
increasing the reliability of the cable system, says NextLevel.
The author discusses the goals of the Blaster design.

44 Cracking the commercial market
By Leo A. Wrobek Premiere Network Services Inc.

About the Cover
Photo illustration by Don
Ruth. Screen shot courtesy
of MDSL

Deregulation in the telecommunications industry has cable operators' mouths watering as they
contemplate the new services they could offer, the new customers they could capture. In part
two of this series on new opportunities in telecom, the author details the "right" way to raid the
telephone company's markets; the best way to exploit the small office/home office market; and
finally, some strategies for going after large corporate customers.

54 Audio levels scream for attention
By Linc Reed-Nickerson, Tektronix Inc.

36 Software proves to
be powerful tool

"Why does the volume change from channel to channel on my cable system?" In part three of a
series on headend maintenance, the author tackles audio levels—the biggest area for improvement
in acable system. Key factors are proper engineering practices, attention to proper level setting,
and judicious use of level maintaining devices.

Leading-edge software tools are not only
helping cable operators run their systems
more efficiently, but are also providing marketers and customer care representatives
with unique insight into the minds of their
customers. From dispatching, to billing, to
marketing and plant management, these
unique tools are changing the face of the
cable industry.

62 Network management rhapsody

By Craig Kuhl

By Van Macatee, WTCI Inc.; and Mitch Matteau, Arris Interactive

While few would dispute the growing necessity of network management, many are still in the
dark about how to implement asystem to achieve the greatest effect. For nearly ayear. TCI has
deployed and operated advanced two-way plant and services in several of its markets. Here, the
operator shares lessons learned in testing new technologies, processes and organizational paradigms. How to make anetwork management program more efficient, and cost-effective.

68 DataBank
By Leslie Ellis

What started out as anetwork upgrade has become asuccessful distance learning business for
Galaxy Cablevision. This article describes how the operator designed its system; what is so
appealing about the service to its customers; and how Galaxy stiff-armed the competition.
CED magazine is an officially
recognized publication of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers. All
members of the SCTE are qualeed for a
free CED subscription. To subscribe on-line,
see www.cedmagazine.com.

72 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson

Suddenly, IP telephony has moved from being just an interesting topic of conversation to an area
of serious technological and market exploration for cable operators. Adding to the energy surrounding IP telephony, CableLabs has undertaken two important initiatives which could have an
impact on using the technology to deliver voice on amass scale.
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THE

CHALLENGE

Create a multichannel transmission
system that allows high-speed transport
of original quality headend signals
over long distances

THE

SOLUTION

LYNX Supertrunk System from Barco
Your multichannel, high-speed,
digital transport solution

LY46 provides uniistortec IE_to RF output at the decoder
-'"and is an ideal solution for multi-hub site network
applications using aredundant fiber ring.
•LYNX Transmitter provides two 194 MB outputs—
allowing multiplexing of 32 channels per fiber and
bidirectional transport in one unit
LYNX Receiver has two 194 MB inputs, allowing
simultaneous reception from both fiber rings
• 12-bit sampling for best recreation of original
analog signal
• LYNX receivers feature auto-switching to minimize out
of service time if signal loss from one path is detected
•Distributing IF signal eliminates the need for additional
scramblers for stereo encoders at the hub site
•Frequency agile models for automatic backup
are available
•Unlimited cascading to connect as many hub sites
as your system requires
•Advanced drop/add/pass capabilities at any hub site
Find Out More!
LYNX is just one of the many BARCO headend solutions
that make broadband CATV networks more flexible,
efficient and reliable. And, like all BARCO headend
equipment, LYNX can be remotely monitored and
controlled by ROSA, BARCO's CATV network management
#ftware. For additional information, visit our Web site
at www.barco-usa.com or call 770/218-3200.

3240 Town Point Drive
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Tel: 770/218-3200
Fax: 770/218-3250
www.barco-usa.com
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By Roger Brown
News of amajor personnel change at
an industry trade association shakes up

RCN Corp. teams up with Potomac Electric
Power Company to offer bundled cable and
telephony services to area residents and businesses.

the cable community.
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26 Letters

By Dana Cervenka
With aheritage from the telco world,
Cox Communications' Mark Davis is
helping to move the operator full-
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speed ahead into telephony.

93 In The News
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20 Frontline

79 Product/Services Showcase
See the latest products and services showcased
in adisplay format.

By Wendell Bailey, NCTA
Bailey looks back on his career with the NCTA and thanks the "best and brightest" in the
cable industry's technical community.

22 Farmer's Market
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By Jim Farmer, Antec
In an ongoing quest to improve technical precision in the cable industry's vocabulary,
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Farmer explains the difference between bits-per-second and baud.
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By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
Although LMDS spectrum auctions are slated for this December, Krauss is betting that the
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auctions won't take place until the trees are budding once more. The problem? Telephone
company eligibility and installment payments for small businesses.

112 Ciciora's Corner

88 What's Ahead

By Walter S. Ciciora, Ph.D.
With Wendell Bailey's departure from the NCTA, the cable industry will lose an important
ally and friend in Washington, says Ciciora, who looks back at Bailey's contributions to the
cable technical community.
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without compromising signal quality!
For single or clJal cable installation,
with achoice ot pre-inserted screws.
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NGRESS PROBLEMS SLOWING YOU DOWN?•

01997 Hewlen-Packard Co. TMMID627.I/CED

Speed has never been as important in the race
to install and maintain your return path as it is
today. So the last thing you need is aproblem
with ingress. That's where the HP CaLan 3010R/11
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer comes in.

A compreheisive, flexibile field tool
The HP CaLan 3010R/t1 is the one toot that does
it all—even in the presence of ingress.
• Forward sweep
• Reverse sweep
• Signal-level measurements
(including digital signals)

Highlights of the HP CaLan 3010R/H include:
• Ingress Detection
When ingress corrupts return path communication, the headend unit transmits adisplay of
the ingress image to the fteld unit for immediate
troubleshooting.

• Dual Path Sweep
One headend box for both forward
and return sweep means more
efficient use of bandwidth, more space in the
headend and less equipment to buy.
New!

• Digital Power
New!

Quickly and accurately measures
average power of digital carriers—

1

including return path TDMA (bursted) carriers.
• DigiSweep Technology
HP CaLan set the industry standard with
its 5jis sweep pulse. It's so fast it can
pass through active digital traffic without
interference. And now our sweep speed
is even faster; measurements can be performed in 650 ms.

HP CaLan 3010R field unit

When speed counts, there's no faster way to
activate your return path and troubleshoot
ingress than the HP CaLan 3010R/H.

For more information call: 1-800-452-484e Ext. 5331.
*In Canada call 1-810-387-3154, program number TMU:155.

www.hp.comhoicatv
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Wavetek does more than just put you in the neighborhood.
\Inc, ateldlit path problem h,s air\ ASS been tinGing U. \\a\ etck can help.

Ihe hardest part of

owmpany works harder to help

you find and fiN system problems. And we do it v.lth systems and technology that saves you time and money.
Count on Wavetek for: • Complete partnership tF,rough every phase of sYsteni problem diagnosis. • Diagnostic
equipment for Installers to Teanicians to System Engineers. • Full forward and reverse p;.:th testing, from
'iiaeetek (on
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the heacl._ id to the fiber node to the ,Kp. • Convenient service and CarePlan options that maximize
productivirs:. • Signal level, leakage, proof of performance, monitoring„
multi-user sweep and ingress detection products_ If you're looking
trouble. we'll help you find it: —

Call Wavetek for complete CAl'V

testing solutions. 1-800-851-1202. Visit us on the web at www.wavetek.com.
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C OLOR BURSTS

RCN teams with Washington utility
to offer bundled cable, telephony
While the trend toward convergence has taken
adecidedly divergent path in recent years, there
are still pockets where the "one wire" approach
is being pursued. The latest is in Washington,
D.C., where asubsidiary of local utility Potomac
Electric Power Company (PEPCO), is teaming
with RCN Corporation (RCN) to provide area
residents and businesses local and long-distance
telephone, cable television and Internet services
as apackage from asingle source.
The joint venture will be equally owned by
PCI and RCN, and each will invest up to $150
million over the next three years to provide the
"bundled" services over an advanced fiber
optic network, said company executives. Initial
network construction will begin in the District
of Columbia and portions of Maryland and
Northern Virginia. Within three years, the new
company plans to offer services to more than
40 major communities. The joint venture,
which will be headquartered in the District of
Columbia and will have more than 200
employees, could ultimately expand to more
than 200 communities.
PEPCO President John M. Derrick Jr., said,
"Through this venture, PEPCO is responding to
the desires of our technology-savvy customers
who want many communication options, yet
simplicity of service. By becoming an integrated provider of energy and telecommunications
services in the Washington metropolitan area,
PEPCO will be better able to successfully compete in aderegulated environment."
RCN is already offering bundled telecommunication services in portions of New York City
and Boston. The company's success in those
two markets allowed it to push into Washington
as well, said David C. McCourt, chairman and
CEO of RCN Corporation. "But the overwhelming demand for our bundled telecommunications services in New York City and Boston
encouraged us to enter this market earlier than
we had originally anticipated," he said.
RCN is the nation's first and largest facilities-based telecommunications company to
offer apackage of competitive local and longdistance telephone, cable television and highspeed Internet access to residential and commercial customers over fiber optic networks.
PCI is awholly-owned subsidiary of PEPCO,
which provides electric service to 682,000
businesses and households in the Washington,
D.C. and Maryland suburbs.
In an unrelated deal, RCN International
Holdings Inc., asubsidiary of C-TEC

12

Corporation, struck an accord with Megacable
S.A. de C.V., Mexico's second-largest cable
company, to offer local telephone service in
the country's three largest cities, including
Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey.
C-TEC owns 40 percent of Megacable
through its RCN International subsidiary.
Megacable's new Mexican telephone operation, which will be centered in Mexico City and
expects to begin offering service in the next six
months, will consist of anew local exchange
network with nine advanced fiber optic collector rings and ahigh-capacity fiber optic backbone. Megacable plans to expand this network
to Guadalajara, Monterrey and other cities in
which it has existing cable television operations. Megacable's television system passes
more than 600,000 homes in Mexico, more than
200,000 of which are located in Guadalajara.
RCN and Megacable will be offering the
first local telephone alternative to Telmex, the
formerly state-owned telephone monopoly.
Separately, RCN announced that Megacable
in June began to offer Internet access to its
customers in Guadalajara over high-speed
cable modems.

Sinclair Group
intends to multi-cast

While Congressmen in Washington intend
to hold hearings and attempt to "force" broadcasters to use their new frequency assignments
for digital HDTV, some broadcasters are
instead planning to use that spectrum to broadcast multiple channels of digital, standard-definition TV as well as data services.
Sinclair Broadcast Group said recently it
plans to "multi-cast" its signals, adecision the
company said is based on the available technology already employed by the direct-to-home
satellite industry, as well as several European
countries that already are proceeding with
multi-cast through terrestrial TV transmitters.
Multi-casting, which permits anumber of
TV channels to be broadcast over one of
today's standard TV channels, is permitted
under the new FCC rules for digital television
adopted in April of this year. In accordance
with those rules, Sinclair plans to provide its
current TV program channel for free. Other
TV programs, like those found on cable, will
be available on asubscription basis. Sinclair
will group several TV stations' digital channels

together to permit the delivery of alarge number of free and subscription-based channels.
David Smith, president of Sinclair, said,
"The multi-cast business model can produce
an additional revenue stream to our company
while also providing the public with asuperior
TV service at acompetitive cost. We didn't see
that to be the case if we chose to broadcast a
single channel of high definition television."
Nat Ostroff, VP of New Technology for
Sinclair, stated, "The over-the-air multi-casting business will also include high-speed data
transmissions to home and business computers. We view the high-speed data capacity of
the over-the-air signal as the ideal vehicle for
implementing Internet "push" technology and
finally creating atrue "broadcast" service
from the Internet.
Sinclair plans to roll out afirst demonstration of multi-casting in its headquarters market
of Baltimore in January 1998. The first
demonstration will use at least two television
stations' digital channels. Later in 1998, at the
annual broadcasting convention in Las Vegas,
where Sinclair also owns astation, multi-casting will also be demonstrated.
Sinclair owns and/or provides programming
services to 29 television stations in 21 separate
markets. The television group reaches approximately 15 percent of U.S. television households and includes ABC, CBS, FOX, WB and
UPN affiliates.

AlphaStar goes dark;
DirecTV picks up

After ahalf-year of intense competition
between direct broadcast satellite providers, the
first casualty has occurred. As of August 7,
AlphaStar went dark as aresult of being unable
to find funding to keep the service going.
Ernst & Young Inc., the court-appointed
receiver and manager of Tee-Comm Electronics
Inc. and AlphaStar Canada Inc., said it did not
receive any acceptable bids to acquire the business. As aresult, Loral SpaceCom Corporation
will have the transponders on Telstar 402R and
Telstar 5returned to it.
Tee-Comm Electronics Inc., its Canadian
direct-to-home broadcasting subsidiary,
AlphaStar Canada Inc., and AlphaStar
Television Network Inc., aU.S. subsidiary of
Tee-Comm, have been operating under bankruptcy protection since last May. The remaining assets of AlphaStar Canada and AlphaStar
U.S., including the Milton, Ontario and
Oxford, Conn. uplink stations and real estate,
manufacturing facilities and the inventory of
set-top decoders and antennas, will continue to
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WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T
HAVE IT ALL.
Introducing

the fi rst

1550 nm

transmission system
enough for high-performance

supertrunking

and

versatile

distribution.

Harmonic Lightwaves has always been known for creating prod-

HLT 7709
80 Ch. Analog
200 MHz Digital

ucts that combine versatility with performance. Our innovations
have let network managers stay a step ahead of the competition.
Harmonic's latest additon —the MAXLink - HLT 7709 —further extends

30 km

the applications and affordability of the popular MAXLink 1550 nm
transmission system.
The new MAXLink HLT 7709 improves upon Harmonic's current
1550 nm transmission system by increasing the dual complementary
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CTB

51
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dBc
dBc

Efficient
Distribution

outputs to 9 dBm, without requiring optical amplifiers. This means
new solutions to both old and new system topologies. Who says
you can't have it all?

HLT 7709
Broadcast

The high combined oLtput power of the new MAXLink enables

•

efficient 1550 nm distribution. The high signal output allows for
remote location of the optical amplifier, producing high signal quality
in the new fiber-to-the-node transport architectures. In supertrunking
applications the new transmitter increases efficiency and improves
CNR due to elimination of the optical amplifier. And no matter how
you look at it, this all means better economy—in either long-distance
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1550-to-the-Node
with Digital Narrowcast

or fiber-dense environments.
As television, telecommunications and high-speed telecomputing
converge into one compatible digital domain, Harmonic will be

HLT 7709 '\
80 Ch. Analog
200 MHz Digital

there in every headend, hub and node with products that keep
you online. Simpler, faster and better.
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Harmonic Letwaves
Transcending the ordinary.
www.harmonic-lightwaves.com
549 Baltic Way. Sunnyvale, California

94089

U.S.A.
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* COLOR BURSTS
be offered for sale over the next several weeks.
Already, one of AlphaStar's competitors has
swooped in to replace the service. DirecTV
reached an agreement with Skylink America
Inc. to provide free-to-guest programming to
more than 200 hotel properties in the United
States that previously received satellite television programming from AlphaStar.
Skylink, which has concentrated on marketing its video programming services to hotels
with fewer than 150 rooms, is the third-largest
provider of video programming to hotels in the
United States.

Swiss test shows
cellular TV works

For those who might be skeptical about the
viability of high-frequency local multipoint
distribution service (LMDS) technology in this
country, aSwiss Telecom 10-month pilot of a
42-GHz multipoint video distribution system
(MVDS) involving 50 households in six Swiss
alpine villages has been so successful that the
technology is being launched as acommercial
product, according to Swiss Telecom North
America (STNA).
"The tests prove that 42 GHz MVDS is ideally suited to provide signals into alpine valleys and other hard-to-reach areas," said
STNA's Managing Director, Konnie Schaefer.
"It's tailor-made to provide broadband local
loop technology on short order both for established telcos and new market entrants."
Schaefer said that the tests were conducted
using equipment provided by Philips. The pilot
project involved 24 analog channels brought
by fiber to amountain transmitter where signals were demodulated and retransmitted in
two separate beams aimed at different ends of
anarrow valley. A digital upgrade is planned
later this year, Schaefer said.
While it was thought that signals at 42 GHz
would degrade in inclement weather, an
acceptable signal quality was delivered 99.7
percent of the time, including during heavy
snowstorms and light-to-medium rainstorms,
Schaefer said. The only noticeable degradation
was at signal margins during summer thundershowers with heavy downpour. "In these
instances, most residents unplug their TV sets
to avoid lightning damage," Schaefer said.

Navio's software
found to be seamless

Navio Communications and Interactive
Cable Communications Inc. (ICC) announced
they have successfully finished initial field

14

tests of Navio's TV Navigator—which provides
viewers access to the Internet without personal
computers—in ICC's cable TV Internet Service
Network in Yokohama City, Japan. The test
proved Navio's open architecture operates
seamlessly within ICC's existing cable TV
environment, and that deployment requires no
changes to ICC's existing network or two-way
configurations, said company officials.
Navio officials said they designed the
Navigator software to be compatible with the
wide range of set-top platforms and network
infrastructures that are presently in place all
over the globe. "Navio designed its TV
Navigator software to integrate seamlessly with
anetwork operator's existing equipment and
network infrastructure," said Wei Yen, president and CEO of Navio Communications.
Currently, only about 10 percent of Japanese
consumers have apersonal computer with
Internet access, according to ICC executives.
ICC plans to expand the field tests by
deploying the Navio software to several hundred additional homes. Full Internet service
was slated to start last month. ICC also plans
to expand the Navio-enabled Internet service
model to the 1.7 million subscribers to
Marubeni's (one of the parent companies of
ICC) cable television networks in Japan.

Barco acquires
digital video company

As part of its effort to expand its digital
video and audio transport product line, Barco
acquired Denmark-based RE Group, amanufacturer of digital video and audio codecs for
broadcast and telecommunications applications. The RE Group will become adivision of
Barco's Communications Systems.
The RE Group offers digital video and audio
signal transmission products for the worldwide
television, radio and communications markets.
The company's digital codecs allow signals to
be compressed and reformatted without any
perceivable loss of quality before being transmitted over telecommunications networks.
According to George Walter, Barco product
group manager, "Using the most advanced
compression technology, the RE Group has
succeeded in reducing bandwidth requirements
dramatically with virtually no loss of signal
quality. The key is their expertise in pre-processing the digital video signals."
For Barco Communication Systems, the
merging of the two product lines creates a
complete range of products for transport of
video images from the TV studio to the living room.

The RE Group's video codec line encompasses ETSI and ANSI compliant codecs,
including a34 Mbps ETSI video codec for
transmission of contribution quality TV program material in acost-effective package.
Recent product developments also include a
new family of MPEG-2 video codecs using
4:2:0 and 4:2:2 compression which yield high
picture quality. Established in 1935, the RE
Group employs 235 people worldwide. Fiscal
1996 sales were $38 million.

Ameritech launches
against Jones in Elgin

Who says there isn't competition for cable
operators in America? Ameritech began
offering its americast cable television service
in Elgin, Ill. recently, touting it as having
more channels, better service and greater
value than what was previously available to
area residents.
The enhanced cable service offered by
Ameritech New Media contains more than 80
channels of video programming, including
local broadcast, expanded basic, premium,
pay-per-view and interactive games. The service, which will be offered to the city's
31,000 households over the next several
months, competes with cable TV service provided by Jones Intercable.
Ameritech comes to Elgin with services
such as the Cartoon Network, The Learning
Channel, History Channel, Golf Channel,
Classic Sports Network, Turner Classic
Movies and Home & Garden Television
(HGTV). In addition, Ameritech's expanded
basic package includes at no extra charge The
Disney Channel, the Golf Channel and
SportsChannel.
The americast service also offers an onscreen program guide that features one-touch
VCR recording, acustomized channel guide
and parental control of the programming
watched by children in the household.
Ameritech's competitive cable TV service also
features improved picture resolution, sound
quality and service reliability, and 24-hour, 7day customer service.
Ameritech New Media offers installation
appointments in two-hour windows, and
installers wear plastic shoe covers and carry
handheld vacuum cleaners to minimize dust
inside customers' homes.
Residents in portions of Elgin may now
choose the americast service. Ameritech New
Media now offers its cable TV service in 30
cities and towns in Illinois, Michigan and
Ohio, including Arlington Heights, Glendale
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Heights, Glen Ellyn and Naperville in the
Chicago metropolitan area. The subsidiary of
Ameritech has cable television franchises with
50 cities, with more than 930,000 households
and atotal population of 2million.

MediaOne unveils
national backbone

MediaOne, the broadband services division
of US West Media Group (and formerly
known as Continental Cablevision), has activated anew national data network to ensure
high reliability and performance for the company's MediaOne Express high-speed data
customers.
The new network already stretches coast-tocoast and features multiple rings and diverse
routing to ensure high reliability. The link will
eventually connect networked resources
nationwide, bringing new content and service
options to customers in 19 states, according to
MediaOne executives.
The network, in the future, will boast top
speeds of 620 Mbps, easily outperforming
the more-common T-1 lines that most telephone companies offer. The new backbone
also links six new regional data centers that
provide data customers with e-mail, World
Wide Web, news, and Internet audio and
video services. Advanced services such as
Internet video, IP telephony and multicast
audio/video are also included.
The new infrastructure will also allow
MediaOne to manage the distribution of new
content and media, with advanced caching and
replication systems that will speed Web access
for customers of the service, as well as enable
video-rich interactive content.
MediaOne expects the single platform to
be attractive to content providers as well,
allowing creative firms to minimize content
development effort and offer their services to
every Express customer.
The new infrastructure will also allow
MediaOne to enhance its public and private
interconnection with other content and service
providers, such as @Home or RoadRunner. In
fact, MediaOne has already negotiated several
partnerships, the details of which will be
announced later, officials said.

Vyvx upgrades
to digital platform

Vyvx Advertising Distribution Services, the
nation's largest distributor of video and audio
commercials, has converted its extensive
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satellite network to the digital platform.
Utilizing the latest digital technology, the
Vyvx ADS digital network offers higher
broadcast quality and faster transmission to
advertisers and their agencies.
Nearly 600 television stations and cable
systems across the nation which currently
receive commercials by satellite from Vyvx
have installed digital receivers to decode
transmissions for onsite storage and playback. The new units are "plug-and-play"
compatible for easy integration with stations'
existing satellite, audio, video, printer and
VTR interfaces.
The digital conversion of the advertising
distribution network lays the foundation for
Vyvx's plans to build anationwide store-andforward network of digital video servers. This
technology will enable Vyvx to deliver an
expanded range of content to broadcasters in
addition to commercials—including news,
sports and syndicated programming. Digital
video file servers will be deployed to Vyvx
ADS affiliate stations by the end of the year.
"Vyvx is investing in the technology to
create the premier digital distribution network. This is being supported by the newly
completed digital technical operations center
at our Tulsa headquarters. In our position as
the industry benchmark, the Vyvx digital network will provide unparalleled capacity,
accuracy, signal quality and speed," said a
Vyvx executive.
A leading international provider of integrated fiber-optic and satellite video transmission
services, Vyvx became the nation's largest
advertising distributor this year after it
acquired Cycle Sat Inc. from Winnebago in
November 1996 and MGS Services from
Viacom in January 1997.

Jones purchases
modems from Hybrid

Jones Intercable has signed an agreement
to purchase Hybrid Networks' Series 2000
headend systems and cable modems as part
of the Jones Internet Channel high-speed
Internet access service.
Jones Internet Channel is an Internet programming network which offers high-speed
connections to the Internet via fiber and coaxial cable. In March of 1996, Jones Internet
Channel became one of the first companies in
the world to launch high-speed Internet access
commercially over cable through Jones
Communications in Alexandria, Va. The service features electronic mail, newsgroups and
World Wide Web access, as well as local infor-

mation on government, schools, restaurants
and entertainment, among other topics.
Hybrid's cable modem/routers allow cable
operators to provide each business subscriber
with Internet connectivity, supporting up to 20
PCs per modem/router. Hybrid's products offer
aggregate downstream bandwidth of 30 Mbps
per 6MHz video channel, and upstream telephone return up to 33.6 Kbps, or router return
via ISDN, frame relay or T-1.

Jottings

Integrated chip manufacturer LS! Logic
will develop amodified version of
PowerTV's Eagle multimedia ASIC, and will
market it to makers of set-top boxes under the
name of Falcon. The Eagle chip was specifically developed for video multimedia applications over televisions, and features high-quality text and graphics renderings ... Speaking
of set-tops, Zenith has been selected to supply digital set-tops for Sky Latin America, a
direct broadcast satellite service. Zenith is
scheduled to design and manufacture integrated receiver/decoders and deliver them in
early 1998 ...And speaking of digital,
NextLevel Systems Broadband Networks
Group shipped its 250th digital headend. The
equipment went into TCI Communications'
system in Belvidere, Ill. NextLevel also said
it had shipped more than 400,000 digital settops ... Cox Communications officially
launched Cox Digital Telephone service in
Rancho Santa Margarita. The service will initially be offered to 1,500 households in
Trabuco Canyon and made available to
265,000 others in Orange County by late next
year.. .Meanwhile, Belgium-based Telenet
Operaties has chosen to use Motorola's
CableComm telephony-over-cable product for
its deployment of 10,000 lines. Telenet's network will pass up to 2.4 million homes ...
Marcus Cable isn't waiting for MCNS-compliant high-speed data modems before pushing into the market—the MSO is deploying
Bay Networks' modems to customers in Fort
Worth and Park Cities, Texas. And neither is
Cable Co-op of Palo Alto, Calif., which last
month launched service using modems from
Com21. The Co-op reports that 60 customers
signed up in the first two weeks, and the revenue generated is triple that of regular monthly cable TV fees ...Prime Cable Senior VP
of Engineering and Technology Dan Pike has
been named chairman of the SCTE's
Engineering Committee, succeeding Steve
Johnson of Time Warner, who recently
became chairman of the SCTE board of
directors .... CIED
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SPOTLIGHT

Imagine the frustration of an entrepreneur caged in the
bureaucracy of alarge telephone company. That was the
level of angst felt by Mark Davis, in his former life.
Davis, who is now Cox
Communications' director of engineering
for telephony technology, spent nearly a
decade working for Contel Telephone
Operations in various engineering positions. But in 1991, when the much larger
GTE acquired Contel, Davis decided that
he had had enough of a"big, bureaucratic nightmare," and began searching for a
more entrepreneurial environment where
he could put his knowledge of fiber
optics to good use.
After finding out, via amagazine
article, about Cox's early trail-blazing
efforts in deploying fiber, the enterprising Davis sent the cable operator a
resume, theorizing that he could save
Cox some money with the lessons in
fiber deployment he'd learned at
Contel. As it turns out, his overture was
atimely one, because Cox was considering investing in competitive access
provider Teleport Communications
Group. Initially acting as the technical
go-between for Cox in dealings with
Teleport, Davis used his entrepreneurial
nature to help the CAP extend its reach
into three of the MSO's major markets.
While TCG was focusing on major
U.S. markets, Cox's management felt that it could also
offer competitive access services to smaller markets.
"We convinced the management here at Cox to give us
ashot at building out Hampton Roads, Va.; New
Orleans; and Oklahoma City into Cox `Fibernee
cities," explains Davis. The Fibernet service provides
customers like large businesses, long distance and cellular carriers with high-speed, reliable connections
such as DS-ls and DS-3s.

Telco guy
finds a
home in
cable

Mark Davis

The birth of ring-in-ring
During the course of deploying more and more fiber
for hauling traditional video, while at the same time,
deploying fiber to serve its CAP business, the cross functional engineering team at Cox came up with the idea to
meld the two approaches into ahighly reliable architecture: "ring-in-ring." Davis and Albert Young conducted
an in-depth analysis showing how aring-in-ring network
could be built for about the same price as astar network,
while offering ahigher level of reliability by decreasing
the odds of suffering acatastrophic cable cut.
At the same time that Cox was upgrading to aredundant fiber architecture, Davis was driving aseveral-million-dollar program to upgrade all of the MSO's headends
and hubs to NEBS-compliant facilities, to reliably support
advanced services such as digital TV, data and telephony.
Davis also led the project team to design, build and
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staff the new Cox Network Operations Center (NOC),
which is now fully operational in Atlanta and providing
7x24 network surveillance and management.
And then, convinced that Cox could make the leap
from offering business telephony services to residential
telephony, Davis and the Cox team put together the plan
to engineer, purchase and install seven switches this
year, with more on the way.
Davis recently hopped aplane to Rancho Santa
Margarita, Calif. to celebrate another milestone for
Cox—the launch of digital, residential telephony service
to single family homes there. That comes on the heels of
the operator's launch of service at the Sontena and
Aventine apartment complexes in southern California
earlier this year. "We are currently near 100 percent penetration with telephone and cable at both complexes. We
now have several more sites under construction that will
be ready to launch in upcoming weeks:' adds Davis.
In the process of rolling out telephony for acable
operator, Davis has had to endure good-natured jibes
about his former life. "Sometimes, we hear comments
like, 'you Bell Heads want to gold-plate everything.' We
don't have that approach at Cox:' he says. "Our motto
is: 'Galvanized, never gold-plated'."
Davis has come full-circle from his beginnings in telecom. In 1983, fresh out of Georgia Southern University,
he went to work for Contel Telephone Operations in outside plant engineering. As arural teko, Contel had
acquired anumber of smaller telephone companies which
needed plant upgrades, and Davis participated in designing new networks for the small towns, using the latest
fiber and copper technology. "We interconnected the central offices using ahost-remote architecture, taking one
small town and hooking three or four adjacent towns
together using fiber:' he remembers. "And we put in
some of the first multimode fiber in '83:'
Moving to the present, Davis is amember of the
SCTE, and also serves on the Cable Labs Enhanced
Services Deployment Committee, which is putting
together manuals on methods, procedures and overall
guidelines for rolling out new, enhanced services.
While he puts in long hours during the work-week,
Davis tries to reserve his weekends to spend time with
his family: his wife, Kitty, whom he met while still in
college; and their two children, Marcus, 9, and Diana, 6.
Often, the Davis clan heads to the mountains of
Georgia and North Carolina on mini-camping excursions
or for the occasional rafting trip. "And occasionally, Iget
to play golf. Otherwise, it's snow-skiing in the winter,
water-skiing in the summer," he says. Having done the
latter since the age of 11, sometimes Davis ditches the
skis and goes one-on-one (barefoot) with the lake.
As for cable going one-on-one with telephony, Davis
believes that Cox's success will pull other cable operators
back to the fold. "I think we are going to show the rest of
the industry that there is ahuge business opportunity in
telephony, if it's done well," says Davis. "After all, everyone has atelephone, and alot of people are ready to
change service providers." CIED
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Case Study # 847
He has 15 minutes until show and tell, and there's not
enough time to put all the pieces together
.Sam L Tiffany cost him a full El minutes playing keep
away with his widgets.
*The instructions come in 3 languages and english isn't
one of them.
•He grossly misunderstood the term

pigtail.'
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ell by now, the news must be out. Ihave decided
to leave the NCTA. Itake this step with truly mixed
emotions. After sixteen-and-a-half years, it's hard to
imagine getting up on aweekday
morning and NOT driving to
Massachusetts Avenue N.W. to go to
work. Habits die hard, and I'm sure
that the first few days after my official departure, I'll be on the South
Capital Street Bridge before Irealize
that Idon't work at the NCTA anymore. If you will indulge me, Ineed
to say afew things.

Signing off
as NCTA VP,
looking
to the future

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Have acomment?
Contact Wendell
via e-mail at:
wbailey@prodigy.com
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Best and brightest

First, 1have spent 31 years in the
telecommunications world, and by far,
the best, most competent and brightest
people that Iknow are the ones in the
cable television industry. You all make
me proud that my last decade-and-ahalf was spent in the big leagues. The
friends that Ihave made in the world
of television cannot be replaced.
Second, the staff at the NCTA is
like afamily to me. Many of them
have been at the NCTA as long as I
have, and have been apart of many
milestones in my life, just as Ihave
been apart of their families as well.
Third, the NCTA engineering committee is the cornerstone of my
career. This group is truly outstanding. They are
completely selfless, honest, hard-working and as
smart as any group that anyone could put together.
Once every eight weeks or so, they come to
Washington, D.C. or some other place, and for two
days, they listen, talk, debate, discuss and argue over
hundreds of technical issues that are important to the
future of the industry. The list of past chairmen contains the stars of the technical community. When I
first joined the NCTA, the chairman of the group
was Frank Bias, then vice president of engineering
for Viacom—the same man who brought me to the
NCTA in 1981. Others followed: Gary Tjaden from
Cox; Walt Ciciora, then of Time Warner; Bob Luff,
who was with Jones; Tom Jokerst, then of
Continental; Joe Van Loan; and currently, Alex Best
from Cox. These guys gave of their time and talent,
and in return, they can also claim that they were the
leaders of the single best group of engineers that
were ever brought together in one room.
Since the announcement was made (the afternoon
of September 8, 1997), Ihave received more than 200
calls from friends and colleagues. The words of
encouragement and support from my peers and friends
have been wonderful.
Ihave told everyone who would listen that Ihave
two goals. First, Iwant to make sure that nothing

that Ido in the month of October could be mistaken
for work. Second, after arestful month, Iintend to
look for ajob. It's been along time since Ihave
engaged in this activity, and Iadmit to more than a
little trepidation.

Quiet contemplation
It is important in life to spend some time sitting
quietly in an empty room and asking yourself really
tough questions. If you can find the strength to do
this, make sure that the answers that you mutter back
to yourself are the absolute, ruthless truth. Ihave done
this several times in the past year, and Ican tell you
that it helps to focus your energy on the things that
you really want to do with your life.
The first thought that Ihad when Iasked myself
what Ireally wanted to do in my next job was quite
revealing. The best job that Icould imagine for
someone with my particular skill set was one in
which Icould spend my day being officially nosey
about anything and everything that was going on,
and then tell my boss what Ithought about the intelligence Ihad received, and he/she would listen! The
bad thing about figuring this out was that Irealized
that this is pretty much the job that Ihave had for
the last 17 years. Oh well, back to the quiet room for
more contemplation.
To be serious for amoment, Ido think that it is
worthwhile to make afair and honest assessment of
your skills and sort them into those that you like to
use, and those that you wish you didn't have. For
instance, Iam good at understanding technical and
scientific things and explaining them in meaningful
ways to non-technical people. Ilike doing this. Iam
also good at the nuances that make political maneuvering possible in the context of Washington policy
debates, but Ilike the former, more than the latter.
The plain truth is (always be suspicious of anyone
who offers the "plain truth") that Ibelieve that Ihave
helped the technical community in the cable industry
in avariety of ways over the years. Irepresented their
interests in the political world and before the CEOs
of their companies. Ialso worked to make new things
possible by helping to lay the groundwork that would
be needed in the future. Ibelieve that these things
have made it possible for many exciting developments to occur as we go forward, and it's time to see
if there is aplace for me to use my talents to help
move those things forward.

New adventures
So this is the end of my time as avice president
of the National Cable Television Association. Ihave
been an executive at the NCTA longer than anyone
else in its history. That should make me feel old, but
all it does is make me feel exhilarated at the chance
to use those experiences as the basis of anew adventure. I, for one, am looking forward to it—but not
until November! CED
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FARMER'S M ARKET

You folks are great! Ithought the English language
was dead among cable engineers, but Iwas wrong.
Last July, Ipromised an "attaboy" to anyone who
could send me an e-mail which correctly used "affect" and "effect." The
confusion of the two words is one of
my pet peeves. Iwas hoping that
someone out there would know the
answer, but Idoubted that there were
two people who were sufficiently
schooled in the King's English. Boy,
was Iwrong! Igave away so many
attaboys that Ihad to re-order twice.
The correct answer: "affect" is usually averb, so use that word when you
mean to do something. "Affect" can
also be anoun, if you are referring to
someone's "emotional affect," or the
conscious subjective aspect of an emotion, separate and distinct from bodily
changes. "Effect" is usually anoun, so
use it when you are talking about
something. However, if you want to
talk about bringing something about,
"effect" can be averb, as in, effecting
an improvement in your vocabulary
(thanks to Lucent's Mark Rivecco for
reminding me of that usage).
The best example of how to use the
words came from my good friend Mike
Wolcott at Scientific-Atlanta. Iparticularly liked his salutation, at least until I
recalled that he is given to extreme hyperbole.
Mike wrote:
"0 wise and all-knowing one,
Grand Poobah of knowledge and
light, dispenser of great things, Greetings!
As Brunswick should know, you put 'possum roadkill
in the stew for effect, then step back to see how it
affects the customers."
Mike is one of those guys who has away with
words. Ihave never been able to top him, and Iwon't
try this time. But it will be along time before Ieat at
his house.

The effect
of bits on
baud
demystified

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officen
Antec

Technical precision

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jofanner@mindspring.com
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Let's try amuch misused technical term this month.
Breeds there aman in the industry who knows the difference between abit-per-second and abaud? If Ihave
acable modem, or even one of those old-fashioned
things that are hooked to the phone line, Ican get so
many bits from my end to your end every second. That
number of bits is the bit rate, or the speed at which the
modem operates. Low-speed modems tend to use modulation techniques that transmit only one bit at atime.
These modulation formats, which are also used extensively in cable work, are (usually) frequency shift keying (FSK) and biphase shift keying (BPSK). In FSK,
you transmit is and Os by shifting an oscillator between

two frequencies. In BPSK, you change the phase of a
carrier 180 degrees to indicate the two states.
The problem is that, if you transmit just one bit at
atime, you don't make very good use of the spectrum. That is, your bandwidth efficiency (expressed
as the number of bits-per-second for each hertz of
bandwidth you use—bits-per-hertz) is not very good.
To remedy this, you have to take baby steps back
toward the analog domain, by transmitting more
than one bit at atime. The more bits you transmit at
atime, the more discrete states you have in your
transmitted signal, and the more you start looking
similar to an analog signal, which has an infinite
number of states infinitely close together. It's not
analog, and the spectrum doesn't look like analog,
but with more states, you start approaching the continuous nature of analog.
When you are transmitting more than one state at a
time, we can't talk just about the bits you are transmitting: we also need to talk about the collection of
bits (two or more) you transmit at one time. We call
this collection of bits asymbol. If you are using a
modulation format such as QPSK, which transmits
two bits at atime, the number of symbols transmitted
per second is one-half the number of bits transmitted
per second. Engineers, being the creative types we
are, invented anew term for the number of symbols
transmitted per second. Instead of the bit rate (number
of bits transmitted per second), the number of symbols transmitted per second is called the baud rate.
Where did the term "baud" come from? Ihaven't the
foggiest notion, but I'm sure someone out there will
tell me, and when he or she does, I'll tell you.
Thus, if we are transmitting QPSK, which puts
two bits in asymbol, we have abaud rate of one-half
the bit rate. A 19.2 kbps system is a9.6 kbaud system if it uses QPSK. A 9.6 kbps system is also a9.6
kbaud system if it uses BPSK, where only one bit is
transmitted at atime.
In both cases, the same baud rate is used, but the
number of bits transmitted per second varies by afactor of two. The bandwidth required is essentially the
same, being afunction of the baud rate, not the bit
rate. In 64 QAM transmission, six bits are transmitted
at atime, so abit rate of, say, 30 Mbps works out to
30/6=5 Mbaud. If we are transmitting 256 QAM, we
transmit eight bits in asymbol, so 5Mbaud would be
abit rate of 40 Mbps. (Notice that you don't use a
plural of baud, with an "s" at the end.)

You're right; they're wrong
Now that you know the difference between bitsper-second and baud, you are probably in the top one
percent of telecommunications engineers, at least so
far as that one fact goes. Now, how do you convince
your co-workers that you are right, and they are
wrong? The only way Iknow to do it is to cite an
authority, so try mine: the IEEE Dictionary of
Electrical and Electronic Terms. CIED
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T
he FCC has just released the schedule of upcoming

spectrum auctions. According to the schedule, the betting for LMDS channels should start December 10.
But there are two problems—telephone company eligibility and installment payments for small businesses—
that could delay the auctions until next
spring. Here's an update on LMDS.

LMDS
auctions
next: Place
your bets

By Jeffrey Krauss,
spectrum auction
strategist and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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Background

In 1991, the FCC granted alicense
for 1000 MHz of spectrum in the 27.528.5 GHz band in New York City to a
company that is now known as
CellularVision of New York (CVNY).
CVNY proposed to use the spectrum to
offer 49 channels of analog video, in a
network configuration that reused the
1000 MHz of spectrum in cells only a
few miles in radius. This differs from
the more traditional 2GHz wireless
cable in several respects. It uses FM
rather than AM modulation. The propagation distance at 28 GHz is much
shorter. But CVNY asked for and got a
lot more spectrum than 2GHz wireless
cable has.
In 1993, the FCC proposed to allocate the 28 GHz spectrum for anew cellular wireless cable service called Local
Multipoint Distribution Service
(LMDS), but satellite interests objected
because the band is allocated for satellite service as well
as terrestrial microwave service. After afailed attempt to
negotiate spectrum sharing procedures between LMDS
and satellite interests (see Capital Currents, November
1994, "Negotiated Rulemakings"), the FCC segmented
the 28 GHz band so that, for the most part, LMDS and
satellite users would not have to share frequencies. But
it wasn't until March of this year that the FCC decided
on afinal spectrum plan for LMDS.
The LMDS allocation now consists of 1150 MHz in
spectrum block A and 150 MHz in block B. Blocks A
and B will be auctioned separately. Block A consists of
three pieces: 27.50-28.35 GHz (850 MHz bandwidth),
29.10-29.25 GHz (150 MHz bandwidth) and 31.07531.225 GHz (150 MHz bandwidth). The 29.10-29.25
GHz piece is shared with afew satellite earth stations.
Block Bis 31.000-31.075 GHz and 31.225-31.300
GHz. Why is Block A so complicated? It was the result
of complex negotiations between LMDS interests and
satellite interests, numerous compromises, and in the
end, all the major participants were less unhappy with
this plan than with others that were floated.
LMDS service areas will be the same Rand McNally
Basic Trading Areas (BTAs) that the FCC has used for
PCS auctions and other spectrum auctions. So there
will be about 500 Block A licenses and 500 Block B
licenses auctioned.

LMDS services and auction problems
What will LMDS service consist of? Right now,
CVNY is mainly offering video distribution and data distribution services, but CVNY has not yet converted from
its 27.5-28.5 GHz license to the new frequency plan. I'd
guess that some LMDS operators will use the two 150
MHz pieces for two-way voice and data services, and the
850 MHz piece for wireless cable video distribution.
But others may decide to forego video and jump
fully into the two-way voice and data business.
Remember, this is ahuge amount of spectrum being
auctioned, more than in any other band. Because the
spectrum can be reused from one cell to the next, it
may just be enough spectrum to "wire" afull city for
local telephone service. And that's where one of the
problems has emerged.
When the FCC laid out the final channel plan and
the auction rules, it also decided who would be eligible to bid, and who would not. In order to promote
competition, incumbent local exchange telephone
companies and cable companies are not eligible to bid
for the Block A licenses in their service areas. The
telephone companies were not happy about that decision at all. Some filed court appeals. They could now
go to the courts and ask for astay of the auctions, on
the grounds that they will be irreparably harmed if the
auctions take place and the courts later overturn the
eligibility restrictions—they will have lost the opportunity to bid for the LMDS spectrum.
On the other hand, maybe someone will argue that if
they are found eligible to own LMDS licenses, they
can just as easily buy out the auction winner later, as
they can bid and win in the auction itself. It's only
money, after all.
The other problem facing the LMDS auctions is
that the PCS "C block" auctions didn't work out as
well as the A and Bblock auctions. The C block bidders got special treatment because they were small
businesses, and this special treatment led them to
overbid. For example, they were allowed to stretch out
their payments by making installment payments. Now
that it has become clear to Wall Street that they overbid, no one is willing to lend them the money for the
first installments. At least one company has filed for
bankruptcy, and others are on the edge.
The FCC Chairman recently said that "We need to
eliminate installment payments now and forever?' But the
LMDS auction rules, as they were adopted in March
1997, explicitly include installment payment options for
small businesses. If the ability to use installment payments was one cause of the overbidding, and if the
Chairman is serious about eliminating installment payments, the LMDS rules will have to be changed. Idoubt
that can be done in time to hold the auctions in December.
So I'm betting on spring of next year for LMDS
auctions. Am Ibetting IN the auctions? Iwon't tell.
But if you see an authoritative name like Genghis
Khan Holdings, aname intended to scare off the
wimps with all the money, it might just be me. CIED
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Trilithic's Guardian system gives you
the speed, flexibility and full range of
capabilities you need to keep your return
path and your profits healthy.
CAPTURE INGRESS
With the sheer multitasking power of the
Guardian 9580 SST Return Path Analyzer,
you'll capture and locate ingress events
as short as 12.5 milliseconds on individual
nodes or expand your monitoring configuration to any number of nodes you
choose by combining 9580 SSTs with
9580 TPX Test Point Expanders. Ingress
ManageR PC Software runs the show,
detecting and recording ingress outbreaks and monitoring alarms.
BALANCE AND HARDEN
YOUR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The advanced Guardian system puts more
diagnostic muscle in the hands of your
distribution technicians. The advanced
battery powered Guardian SSR transmits
reverse sweep signals to a9580 SST in
your headend, displays reverse sweep
graphs and calculated values for GAIN
and TILT pads, even shows you ingress
spectrum graphs. All measurements are
updated every 7/10 of asecond, even with
up to 6SSR's accessing asingle SST.
STOP INGRESS AT THE SOURCE
The Guardian RSVP Return Path Evaluator
is asimple, cost-effective tool used by
CATV installers to stop ingress where it
starts: the subscriber's home. Up to 200
RSVPs can communicate with each
Guardian 9580 SST in the headend to
swiftly verify that the return path meets
requirements. Working with aGuardian
IsoMeter Reverse Leakage Detector, the
RSVP verifies the shielding integrity of the
home wiring, hardening your system
against ingress with every installation
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Cable and horizontal resolution
To Jim Farmer:
Ihave aquestion for you regarding horizontal resolution. One of our service technicians is
taking aCommunity College night-school
course in the repair of consumer electronics.
The course instructor made astatement that
"cable television systems are not capable of providing good horizontal picture resolution.
Satellite and VCR tapes have amuch higher
horizontal resolution:'
As far as Iknow, there are only four
items that can limit or impede the horizontal
resolution:
1. The headend modulator (if it's of low
quality or mis-aligned)
2. A baseband convertor or descrambler
3. A baseband scrambling encoder
4. The channels that are adjacent to the
amplifier's diplex filter cut-off frequency may
exhibit some high frequency roll-off in the
transitions.
Iam assuming that any other item in the
cable system that would cause areduction in
the horizontal resolution would be causing
many other worse picture impairments.
Am Icorrect in these assumptions?
Bruce Marshall
Technical Director
Mountain Cablevision
Hamilton, Ontario
To Bruce Marshall:
Theoretically, analog satellite channels have a
bit more bandwidth than does an NTSC channel,
though consumer equipment would be hard
pressed to use that bandwidth. Digitally compressed signals may have more or less resolution
than cable (NTSC), depending on how the signal
is compressed. The main level main profile of
MPEG compression typically does have somewhat more resolution than does amodulated
NTSC signal, but not much more.
Consumer VCRs generally have significantly LESS resolution than does an NTSC
signal (whether delivered by cable or overthe-air). This is due to the processing used.
(Maybe that would make auseful column
sometime?) The exception is super VHS, or
S-VHS. This has never caught on as aconsumer format, though it is used semi-professionally. The magic in SVHS is really that it
does not combine the chroma and luminance
information, so it is not necessary to separate
the two, and the format yields slightly more
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bandwidth than does an NTSC signal.
When properly maintained, there is no reason that cable should be capable of less resolution than abroadcast signal is.
You are correct on the first two items. I
don't feel abaseband scrambler is per se a
limitation on resolution, though you are correct that resolution may be slightly limited by
abaseband set-top.
Further, baseband set-tops can introduce
other artifacts, such as differential gain and
phase, and extra group delay. However, as a
practical matter, the degradation is small
enough that the market has spoken: it wants
volume control and improved scrambling security, which means baseband convertors ....
My bias is that picture quality in cable is
most often limited by the carrier-to-noise
ratio, and sometimes by distortion. Ihave
seen individual channels where modulation
quality or band edge group delay have been
the limitations.
Jim Farmer

HDTV is not doomed

To Jeff Krauss:
Iread your item, "Is HDTV doomed from
the beginning?," in August 1997 CED. As
usual, you speak loudly and clearly on an issue
that will haunt us for several years and could
give HDTV reception ablack-eye as far as the
viewing public is concerned.
It's difficult enough connecting television
receivers to cable as it is, and the complications from DTV could make it worse. Your
analysis of the HBO scenario makes sense, but
Ifear for the worst, with so many conversions
taking place—several in the headend, set-top
convertor, VCR and TV set. Late next year,
hundreds, maybe thousands, of new DTV
receivers will be connected to cable systems.
If the new HDTV signals from broadcasters
and cable services such as HBO, Discovery
and Turner cannot be received, who will be
getting the phone call? Cable systems must be
proactive now if they are to avoid reacting
negatively to viewer complaints about DTV
reception next year. If consumer receivers are
compatible with both QAM and 8-VSB, then
cable could carry HBO and others as QAM,
and the local DTV stations as 8-VSB. How
either gets around the set-top box, other than
an antenna for local broadcasts. Idon't know,

either. But Iunderstand some of the new
boxes may have the ability to bypass certain
signals. Planning ahead can avoid "fingerpointing" in the future. Let's work now to get
HDTV off to agood, clean start.
Ed Williams
Senior Manager for Advanced Television
Systems Engineering
Public Broadcasting Service
To the Editor:
Iam writing in response to the "In
Perspective" column on DBS competition and
the "smoke screen:' As an 18-year veteran
field technician and contractor of
CATV/SMATV/DSS/MMDS/DBS and TVRO,
Icannot see where the DSS smoke screen is
coming from.
Ihave had the opportunity to speak with
many dissatisfied cable TV customers who
were converting from cable to DSS. Many of
the comments were: the customer service
response time is very bad, the reasons for poor
service are inadequate, the selectivity of what
the customer wants is poor, the quantity of service problems with cable compared to the DSS
system (are many), the quality of installation of
cable over DSS....
On the other hand, Ihave heard the complaints and have converted DSS customers
back over to cable due to "the rain fade" problem, too many PPV channels and afew complaints on certain companies' quality of service and installation.
Ihave also heard from certain city officials who are more in favor of small dishes
in towns/cities than all the cable hung all
over the poles, or going underground and
having to deal with the issues of "rights-ofway," tearing through consumers' flower
beds, gardens and grass, not caring about
total quality restoration.
In the field, Isee TVRO systems still going
in at commercial sites and rural areas. Ialso
see many Primestar dishes going in, and also
many DSS systems going in to replace alot of
C-band, Primestar and cable.
Who is actually beating whom? From my
point-of-view, DSS and Primestar are booming! Cable TV seems to be losing ground. But
Isure would like to see an official survey to
see the bottom-line numbers.
Just to add to my credibility, Ido not "sell"
any of the products. Iam strictly acontract
installation/service company.
Mark A. Pickrell
MNM Satellite Communications
Birmingham, Ala.
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FIBERLINE

Figure 3: NL BLASTER—migration. Downsizing can be accomplished by simply placing
multiple nodes at the existing node location.
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behind the development of alternative design methods.
These new methods have produced more efficient
results than the traditional design methods.

BLASTER
The BLASTER enhances the power of the HFC network. With it, anetwork has an inherent migration strategy, significantly fewer active devices, reduced power
consumption, improved reliability, reduced active cascades, and lower maintenance and operating costs—for a
lower capital investment than atraditional HFC network. Furthermore, in many instances, these results are
attainable for both rebuild and upgrade applications.
BLASTER achieves three fundamental goals. It: 1)
improves reliability; 2) reduces cost; and 3) provides a
migration strategy. Successful implementation calls for
Figure 4: NL BLASTER-migration. If further downsizing is necessary, this architecture
migrates to afiber-to-the-last-active architecture, while the powering continuity remains
intact through the express system.
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acombination of system analysis, design engineering
and atool kit full of the right products. However, once
the recipe is developed for aparticular system, the
results are repeatable.
A key element is the BLASTER's micro-cell coaxial
layer that addresses each amplifier as asystem unique
to itself. Based on system demographics, this layer
enables operators to use various types of amplifier
products in concert to maximize design and product
efficiency. Therefore, it is optimized before any consideration is given to node size or location. In fact, node
placement is one of the last steps. Figure 1illustrates
one example of the coaxial layer.
Once the micro-cell coaxial layer is completed, the
challenge is to deploy the micro-cell network interconnect
layer in away that facilitates present node sizing requirements, while maintaining afuture migration strategy. This
procedure is not complicated, because all of the information needed to accomplish it has been pre-defined by the
previous coaxial design layer via house counts per active
device. Figure 2shows the micro-cell interconnect and
fiber layer working in conjunction to the coaxial layer.
If necessary, an initial fiber node size of 500 homes
passed can facilitate amigration path to node sizes as
small as fiber to the last active. It can also provide a
selective migration path for areas of high interactive
service growth, without having to deploy unnecessary
fiber. Figure 3illustrates apossible migration layer.
Figure 4provides an extreme example of future migration, which takes fiber as deep as the last active device.
The express coaxial cable acts as apower conductor to
facilitate node activation without the need to re-power the
network. Although possible, it probably would not be
necessary to go to this extreme for most networks. More
likely, migration fiber would only extend to those areas
where service demands are high. Nevertheless, the flexibility of the network is abuilt-in safeguard.

Results and benefits
Naturally, the proof is in the results. BLASTER has
been used for both rebuilds and upgrades, in anumber
of designs with densities ranging from 60 to 500 homes
passed per mile. Table 1compares the results of aconventional HFC network design vs. the BLASTER
approach in asystem upgrade. (Note: the table illustrates an upgrade, reflecting the fact that 85 percent of
the market looks to upgrade, rather than rebuild.)
The results vary from system to system and can
become even more dramatic in arebuild application
where there is less concern over the amount of cable
replacement. Interesting items to note are the 18 percent reduction in active devices, 29 percent decrease in
active device cascade to the customer and three percent
reduction in power supplies.
There was, however, an increase in coaxial cable
usage, which appears high at 91 percent. However, this
is 91 percent of avery small footage per mile, amounting to an increase of only 511.9 feet per mile of P3-500
cable. The amount of new cable is well within the typical cable operator's goal of 20 percent cable replacement
1997
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in an upgrade
design effort.
Overall, the
HFC
BLASTER
Change
price per mile
Upgrade
Upgrade
was reduced nine
percent, based on
52-750
52-750
inclusion of optoelectronics, RF
5-40
5-40
actives, taps, passives, power sup859
859
plies and coaxial
145
145
cable. Items such
as headend, setTX+N+5
TX+N+3
(29°0)
top units, and
49 dB
49 dB
fiber cable were
53 dB
53 dB
—
not included,
because quanti5.14
4.22
(18%)
ties of these com0.34
0.33
(3%)
ponents would be
equal in both
563.5
1,075.4
91%
designs.
$5,365
$4,870
(9%)
Installation costs
were also excluded from the analysis as labor rates vary greatly.
The benefits can be far greater than those illustrated.
Similar designs have been achieved utilizing the

Table 1: Conventional HFC network design vs. the BLASTER
approach in a system upgrade.
Design method
Type
Frequency
forward
Reverse
Homes/node
Homes/mile
Active cascade
System performance

CNR
CTB

Actives/mile
Power supplies/mile
New cable-feet/mile
Cost/mile

BLASTER concept that resulted in less than two active
devices per mile. As stated previously, the BLASTER
achieves these results based on acombination of the
right products, an in-depth system analysis, and innovative design techniques. Often, several iterations may be
required in order to develop the proper "system recipe."
It is also advisable to maintain atrained design team
that will guide the process until the system is completed. In addition, because the optimization requires some
planning, it is important to allow adequate design planning time in the project schedule to do the job right.

Conclusion
Because the networks deployed today are more than
video entertainment pipelines, reliability is amajor
concern. Today's networks are becoming full-service
networks that can support analog and digital video,
high-speed data access, telephony, security and ahost
of services that are still evolving. The only certainty is
that customers will demand the highest level of quality
and reliability and select from the increasing number of
competitive network providers that exceed their expectations. In reality, this is not an unreasonable demand;
customers deserve to receive the highest level of service available— nothing less will do for any business
that wants to be successful. CED
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What
company
made light talk?
The same company that made the light bulb for Thomas Edison,
the first glass TV tube, and the windows and skin of the space
shuttle. Corning made light talk with the first optical fiber.
We invented it more than 25 years ago and today Corning creates
the most consistent, most reliable, easiest to install fiber available.
If you're interested in lowering installation costs and future-proofing your
communications investment we'd like to talk with you.

Call 800-525-2524, ext 514
to access the Corning Optical Fiber
Information Center and find out
why Corning® optical fiber is the
right choice for your network.
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Leading-edge
so ftware

Better customer
care, improved
system management

drives systems
to new heights
By Craig Kuhl

S

oftware—from simple, off-the-shelf packages to the

most sophisticated—has assumed aleading role in connecting cable operators to 21st century dispatching,
billing, customer care, marketing, and overall plant management.
Leading-edge software packages from averitable legion of companies are helping operators not only run
their plants more efficiently with powerful, cutting-edge
products, but also provide marketers and customer care
representatives with enough detailed psychographic and
demographic data to literally see the future through the
eyes of its customers.
A recent study by Northern Business Information, a
telecommunications market research firm, projects that
service providers will increasingly invest more in the
customer care and billing portions of their operations
support systems (OSS) than in their operations, service
provisioning and planning, and engineering. The study
predicts that by 2001, more than 50 percent of OSS
spending in the U.S. will be for customer care and
billing, compared to 36 percent today. Outside the U.S.,
29 percent of OSS spending will be for customer care
and billing by 2001, compared to 19 percent today.
The competitive edge that software now offers the cable industry has been upgraded from "important" to
"crucial" as deregulation, convergence and consolidation take hold. For most cable operators, seeing the future and the trends that lead there are now vital parts of
the business plan. And it's software that will most likely
get them there.
"MSOs need mission-critical, bullet-proof mainframe
software and systems, and the trend is toward data warehousing. What's interesting is an operator taking infor-
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mation from atransactional system and leveraging it
with managerial information. This is how MSOs can develop acompetitive advantage," says Gary Abbott, research analyst for Harden, Imhoff.
"The ultimate goal with data warehousing is to market one-to-one. Technology isn't mature enough to do
that yet. It's complex, and the solutions are elusive. But
cable has competition now from the telcos and others, so
that's why they are marketing smarter," adds Abbott.
Whether operating from smarts or just plain fear,
gone are the days of yellow stickers on CSR and dispatchers' computers, according to Keith Cutler, asales
consultant for CSG Systems Inc., aleading provider of
software to the cable industry. "The older software and
hardware were not customer- or CSR-friendly, and the
training time was lengthy. There were lots of stickers on
computers," he says.
That is changing with the advent of software like
CSG's ACSR (Advanced Customer Service Representative), Cutler says. "ACSR allows an operator to add other services like telephone lines, Internet and data, and
also allows them to be more reactive to the market,
while printing bills on atrue cycle billing basis, allowing
for asmoother mailing of bills:'
ACSR is an icon-based software which allows CSRs
to point and click through workstation screens, with access to other modules for billing, program information
and all the services acustomer currently has. It can also
log and follow-up with CSR reminders and track their
interactions with customers by category.
Vantage Point, another CSG product, is adata warehouse that captures daily information for customer profiles and demographics, and identifies certain trends,
while addressing potential problems. CSG's Market
Analysis System, Campaign Management System and
its new Rating Editor enable CSRs and marketers to
search for trends among customers, create marketing

Brett Price

Keith Cutler

Source: Saxe Inc.

One-to-one marketing

Interactive services
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'This has been abrilliant success'
By Michael Lafferty
When MediaOne's Network Operations
Center (NOC) in Chelmsford, Mass. went on
line in January (see CED, December 1996),
it capped an extraordinary open-interface effort by Rob Strickland, MediaOne's senior
vice president for information systems, and
his staff. Instead of waiting for one company
to put it all together, Strickland rounded up
vendors in one room and challenged them to
open up their products and systems so that
they could all work together.
As aresult, MediaOne, Cabletron Systems, CSG Systems, Remedy Corp. and Superior Electronics created an enterprise-wide
network management hub that monitors performance and high-speed data offerings nationwide. And that's just the beginning.
Currently, the 2,500-square-foot facility and
its 18-member staff keeps tabs on MediaOne's enterprise-wide business/IT network
across 19 states (i.e., 200 facilities in 75
cities); acts as the company's enterprise-wide

operations center for its high-speed data service, MediaOne Express; and in the northeast
region, it's surveilling the Express product
down to the cable modem in the headend,
and for commercial accounts, down to the cable modems at customer premises.
"In 1998," says Mike Ross, NOC director,
"we will start surveillance on the telephony
services in the northeast region. We are
also surveilling the HFC in the northeast region as well.
"We want to take all the information that's
being collected by all these different network element management systems and
pull that back into an operational data warehouse. That's where we'll be able to look at
our availability statistics, look at our outage
information, look at our repair histories."
The goal, says Ross, is 99.998 percent
availability/reliability, which equates to approximately 10 minutes of down time per
year. 'We have various ways of measuring
the success of operations in the center," says
Ross. 'There's obviously the old MUR

(mean time to repair). But we're
also looking at the
mean time to bypass, to restore
service, even
though you may
not fix the original
problem."
While they've
spent considerable
time in bringing the
Rob Strickland
disparate vendors
together, Strickland thinks it's been ahuge
success and may make it easier for others to
do something similar. 'This has been abrilliant success," says Strickland. "But, alot of
people are afraid of bringing people in together and showing them their business. We're
not afraid of doing that because our business
success depends on their success. You have
to be willing to realize that it's asolution with
various components that come together, and
not just aone-off or one-stop deal."

Out here, two things consume your thoughts. Splicing cable. And your position in the food chain.
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mation from atransactional system and leveraging it
with managerial information. This is how MSOs can develop acompetitive advantage:' says Gary Abbott, research analyst for Hanifen, Imhoff.
"The ultimate goal with data warehousing is to market one-to-one. Technology isn't mature enough to do
that yet. It's complex, and the solutions are elusive. But
cable has competition now from the telcos and others, so
that's why they are marketing smarter," adds Abbott.
Whether operating from smarts or just plain fear,
gone are the days of yellow stickers on CSR and dispatchers' computers, according to Keith Cutler, asales
consultant for CSG Systems Inc., aleading provider of
software to the cable industry. "The older software and
hardware were not customer- or CSR-friendly, and the
training time was lengthy. There were lots of stickers on
computers:' he says.
That is changing with the advent of software like
CSG's ACSR (Advanced Customer Service Representative), Cutler says. "ACSR allows an operator to add other services like telephone lines, Internet and data, and
also allows them to be more reactive to the market,
while printing bills on atrue cycle billing basis, allowing
for asmoother mailing of bills."
ACSR is an icon-based software which allows CSRs
to point and click through workstation screens, with access to other modules for billing, program information
and all the services acustomer currently has. It can also
log and follow-up with CSR reminders and track their
interactions with customers by category.
Vantage Point, another CSG product, is adata warehouse that captures daily information for customer profiles and demographics, and identifies certain trends,
while addressing potential problems. CSG's Market
Analysis System, Campaign Management System and
its new Rating Editor enable CSRs and marketers to
search for trends among customers, create marketing
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campaigns with targeted packages to specific customers,
and single-event bill. Each is designed to use the marketing information derived from software packages as
marketing tools.

Show me the data

Doug Bierschbach
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For Time Warner's Los Angeles division, it was the
reduced training time of ACSR that sold them on the
package. "Our previous training was very intensive and
expensive. With ACSR, we've cut our training time
from six weeks to three weeks and have reduced our
work order errors from four percent to 2.5 percent. With
1,400 work orders aday, that means reducing the number of unhappy customers. That's what we're interested
in," says Roger Workman, vice president of information
technology at Time Warner, Los Angeles division.
Time Warner, Workman adds, allows great autonomy
in its software decisions, which are made at the division
level after input from each system. "Our goal is to continue growing our business, so we've got to have the tools
which allow us to differentiate ourselves from the competition. We must anticipate our customers' needs and offer
one-to-one service." The division plans to launch Roadrunner in 1998, and later in '98 will introduce asoftware
package enabling the company to automatically schedule
outgoing calls 24 hours aday, seven days aweek.

Saxe Inc., another provider of software, offers cable
operators its Empower package. The program integrates
"data islands," or data locked up in multiple systems,
platforms and locations. The challenge is to gather the
data, integrate it and generate actionable information
which is so valuable to marketers.
"We've found that cable operators want to develop
relationships with their customers and build amarketing
campaign around them. The key questions are: Why are
they unique, and what is their transactional behavior?
Once we find those answers, we segment them by files
and store the information in adata warehouse, where we
can track and flag certain records, while tracking campaigns!' says Paul del Toro, vice president, marketing
and product development for Saxe Inc.
Empower also allows for "data mining," where marketers can "drill" down through several layers of data
for amore detailed view of acustomer's profile, which
is helpful in tracking trends that lead to successful marketing and promotional campaigns. Adds del Toro, "As
competition enters the market, operators are asking for
response and trends, and the strongest capability is data
mining, which can identify asubset of people who have,
say, churned in the last six months, and profiles of those
who might churn in the future, and enables you to develop strategies to retain them."
Fully understanding acustomer's purchasing patterns
may not be possible, but with the available software,
their profiles are becoming much better defined. "Do we
truly understand our customers? No!' says Rex Humsteon, vice president of information systems and technology for Jones Interactive. "But we're getting better,
with more emphasis now on marketing. You can point to
competition as the driving factor, but technology (and
software) has always been the enabling tool to help your
business succeed. As competition gets more aggressive,
you realize you need better technology to service your
customer. You don't have achoice!'

Real issues, real time
Choice is the optimum word that affects not only marketing software, but dispatching as well. Digital boxes
and Internet access contribute to new software issues
facing dispatchers and field technicians. "They bring in a
whole new level of complexity for the area of dispatch,"
according to Humsteon. "We need to pinpoint outages
and service problems in real time, and bringing in those
(software) tools will help take us into the next century!'
For many cable operators, however, the next century
is now when it comes to dispatch software. For instance,
Superior Electronics' CheetahNet monitoring software
will allow an operator to gather network status and performance which can be used by technicians, CSRs, dispatchers, marketers and others. If an amplifier, for example, fails in the field, an alarm alerts Cheetah, which
notifies the dispatcher and the CSR, who in turn can immediately respond to customer inquiries.
"Our product manages the physical aspects of thou-
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'This has been abrilliant success'
By Michael Lafferty
When MediaOne's Network Operations
Center (NOC) in Chelmsford, Mass. went on
line in January (see CED, December 1996),
it capped an extraordinary open-interface effort by Rob Strickland, MediaOne's senior
vice president for information systems, and
his staff. Instead of waiting for one company
to put it all together, Strickland rounded up
vendors in one room and challenged them to
open up their products and systems so that
they could all work together.
As aresult, MediaOne, Cabletron Systems, CSG Systems, Remedy Corp. and Superior Electronics created an enterprise-wide
network management hub that monitors performance and high-speed data offerings nationwide. And that's just the beginning.
Currently, the 2,500-square-foot facility and
its 18-member staff keeps tabs on MediaOne's enterprise-wide business/IT network
across 19 states (i.e., 200 facilities in 75
cities); acts as the company's enterprise-wide

operations center for its high-speed data service, MediaOne Express; and in the northeast
region, it's surveilling the Express product
down to the cable modem in the headend,
and for commercial accounts, down to the cable modems at customer premises.
"In 1998," says Mike Ross, NOC director,
"we will start surveillance on the telephony
services in the northeast region. We are
also surveilling the HFC in the northeast region as well.
"We want to take all the information that's
being collected by all these different network element management systems and
pull that back into an operational data warehouse. That's where we'll be able to look at
our availability statistics, look at our outage
information, look at our repair histories."
The goal, says Ross, is 99.998 percent
availability/reliability, which equates to approximately 10 minutes of down time per
year. 'We have various ways of measuring
the success of operations in the center," says
Ross. "There's obviously the old MUR

(mean time to repair). But we're
also looking at the
mean time to bypass, to restore
service, even
though you may
not fix the original
problem."
While they've
spent considerable
time in bringing the
Rob Strickland
disparate vendors
together, Strickland thinks it's been ahuge
success and may make it easier for others to
do something similar. 'This has been abrilliant success," says Strickland. "But, alot of
people are afraid of bringing people in together and showing them their business. We're
not afraid of doing that because our business
success depends on their success. You have
to be willing to realize that it's asolution with
various components that come together, and
not just aone-oft or one-stop deal."

Out here, two things consume your thoughts. Splicing cable. And your position in the food chain.

(Continued from page 38)
sands of components and aggregates together for one
consolidated view of an operator's system. It interfaces
with billing systems and dispatchers, and is typically
tied into marketing software systems," explains Brett
Price, vice president of Superior Electronics.
Superior, Price says, has integrated Cheetah into cable giant Media0ne's plant system. "Media0ne made
the decision to use Cheetah because they had ahistory
of network elements from several different cable
providers. They asked us to integrate avery disparate
system. It's imperative that you seamlessly integrate
those elements to acustomer care environment."
Cheetah, according to Price, can also detect "soft
faults!' "We all know when acable is cut. Soft faults and
plant noise are harder to detect, but they are critical if operators want to keep their plant running 24 hours aday."
MDSI's Advantex, which includes an automated
dispatch module, is another leading product designed
to increasp efficiency in the field. The software allows
field tecliicians to be notified within seconds of incoming provisioning requests or trouble reports, and
by using map-based dispatching, can determine the
most appropriate technician for aparticular work order, while giving aclear geographic view of adis-

patcher's "domain." Managers and dispatchers can
then monitor the status of each work order, technician,
or the entire fleet.
The advantages of a"workforce management" system
such as Advantex, according to MDSI's Vice President of
Telecommunications and Cable Bob Campbell, is more
efficient maintenance and service. "Across the board,
we've seen a10-25 percent increase in efficiency gained
by workforce management. And, on the dispatcher side,
even greater efficiency because you're using one central
location. The primary driver behind our software is fleet
efficiency and customer service. Those are our goals."
Most cable operators and software providers have
similar objectives with advanced software: Cost and
management efficiency, marketing trends and actionable
campaigns, and timely billing/customer data for CSRs.
With software now aimed specifically at key operational
disciplines such as marketing, billing, customer care and
dispatch, MSOs are paying more attention to upgrading
their software and systems and creating ways with
which to use the data generated.
"In the past year, our discussions with operators have
changed to what information can they get from systems
to support their business, and what customers are providing profitability and less churn," according to Rob
Deubell, director of outsourcing services and program

`The assumption
is: If you can't
provide data for
your CSRs, you
could lose
customers'
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CSG's VantagePoint program for data warehousing
tracks customer trends.

The four key
areas of
software
needs for the
cable industry

1) Marketing and data
warehousing to allow
marketers and CSRs a
detailed profile of their
customers, leading to
successful marketing
campaigns.
2) Billing software
which will allow operators an accurate, timely
dissemination of statements, and merge valuable customer profile information.
3) Customer care software which allows CSRs
access to detailed demographics, psychographics and customer history.
4) Dispatch software
which allows immediate
attention to outages, installs and seamless links
between dispatch and
field technicians, while
gathering valuable data
from customers on a
daily basis.
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management for CBIS, aglobal leader in billing and
customer care software services for cable and other
communications industries. Its CableMaster 2000 subscriber management system is being used by anumber
of cable operators.
"Operators are now relating more to marketing elements. The assumption is: If you can't provide data for
your CSRs, you could lose customers, so they're looking to us for data warehousing. They want the best
available, so it's up to vendors like us to figure it out,"
adds Deubell.
He notes that billing and customer care systems will be
"blended" with in-bound and out-bound calls, using new
software which will allow CSRs access to information to
market directly to individual customers, and for "su Kesfive" selling through PCs and the Internet. "What's currently out there is computer/telephone integration, which
pulls billing information and puts it against the database
with critical data regarding previous calls. It automatically queues up out-bound calls, which maximizes aCSR's
efficiency. However, only three percent of the call centers
are currently using it," says Deubell.

Haves ... or have-flots?
Sophisticated, leading-edge software is giving the
now-competitive cable industry aset of valuable tools
to better understand its customers, run its operations
more efficiently, and generally improve its performance.
Yet, for many small- to mid-size operators, the high-end
world of marketing, billing and management solutions
software is beyond their reach and resources, growing a
veritable sub-culture of software users in the industry,
whose software needs are simple, yet becoming more
complex. Just the right environment for the entrepreneurial spirit to arise.
"Our most immediate need was niche marketing,"
says Skip Parcell, director of operations for Cablevision of Loudon, Va., asystem serving 32,000 subs in
northern Virginia. "We needed marketing software because our billing software couldn't do it. So, we converted off-the-shelf Microsoft software by stripping

down our CableData billing information every night,
and downloading it to Microsoft. Now, we don't have
to wait overnight for reports."
The result was atargeted group of people who received multiple campaigns called "Hurricanes" all at the
same time. The company, according to Parcell, saw a
five percent success rate. In fact, it was so successful,
Showtime just completed a90-day analysis and will do
acase study on the campaign.
"In early 1996, we knew we needed to get into niche
marketing, and our marketing department wanted numbers that MIS couldn't get to, or didn't know what to do
with them when they did. Most important was sales and
marketing. You must be niched, and you must have information NOW because marketing campaigns are
planned months in advance. We have really benefited
from our in-house campaigns and have significantly
grown our business," says Parcell.
The numbers bear that out: From July 1996 to July
1997, Cablevision's system grew 10 percent; its "Value
Package" grew 26 percent, and penetration was up 15
percent. Its total premium growth and penetration were
up 44 and 31 percent, respectively. And, its total premium revenues were up 22 percent for the one-year period.
"Software is math. If you can find the tools to reach
people, you can do it," suggests Parcell.
For smaller cable operators, such as Satellite Cable's
9,500-subscriber system in Desmet, S.D., the software
issue is growing in importance. The means to address it
are simply different from the large MS0s. "In addition to
our billing software, which is an Azar system, we wanted
operations software to track installations, determine
where junction points were, where the drop was, the last
resident, the latest post office mailing needs and so on,
and the Azar system does that," says Doug Bierschbach,
vice president and general manager of Satellite Cable.
Though Bierschbach's system is small, its software requirements are similar to the largest MS0s, according to
Bierschbach. "Our needs are: 1) Getting out accurate,
timely customer statements and doing it well; 2) Software
systems must be flexible, with no unreasonable costs, and
progressive enough to see future needs like Internet and
HITS; and 3) Costs. We don't want to devote five percent
of our revenue just to get out amonthly statement:'
Pooling data may be the only way small cable operators can compete in the battle for data, however. "The
greatest hope for small operators may be pooling data. I
wouldn't want to compete with aTCI for data, and data
is gold," says Harden, Imhoff's Abbott.
With turnkey software packages from providers such
as Cable Access America, which is designed to help cable and wireless operators offer Internet services; Proxima's Pro-Cable customer management and billing system (Proxima recently entered into astrategic partnership with London-based Logica); CNI's (Community
Networks Inc.) Pulse; Contec's Closed Loop System,
and others addressing nearly every conceivable cable
system function, acable operator's most pressing software needs could eventually be solved with asimple
keystroke, and data, data, data. CED
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premiere@dallas.net
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hether provided by telephone or cable companies, the networks of
tomorrow will require close collaboration between carriers, equipment
vendors and government regulatory authorities. Does your company
simply wait for its equipment manufacturers to come in and dictate the
direction of technology, running the risk of becoming road-kill on the
information superhighway, or do you like to dabble and experiment
with new ideas?
The best approach, of course, is to be proactive. Test technology. Stretch
your customers' imaginations to the limit. In the process, you can leapfrog
ordinary technology and your competitors at the same time.
In this article we will explore three such areas, and learn how to
proactively drive the upcoming revolution in telecommunications. The
first is essentially what "everybody else in cable will be doing;" namely,
raiding the telephone company's markets. There are right and wrong
ways to do this. The second is what forward-thinking cable companies
will be doing to exploit the "SOHO" (small office, home office) market—one which they are uniquely positioned in many ways to serve.
Lastly, we will tell you alittle about what big companies need, and how
acable company can exploit this difficult to penetrate but highly profitable market segment by differentiating its services and solving pressing business problems.
The availability of unprecedented amounts of bandwidth in local and
wide area networks afforded by cable companies will change the dynamics
of how we do everything. How it is packaged, presented and perceived by
the potential customer is paramount in importance. Hopefully this article
will assist in deciding which markets hold the most promise for your particular company, and in crafting your strategy to profit from them.
For clarity, the three distinct opportunities for cable companies are illustrated as: The $2 window; the $5 window; and the $100 window. The analogy with the racetrack, however, stops there. Unlike agame of chance, if
you craft the proper strategy and introduce it early in the game, these
opportunities can be close to asure thing.

Reselling plain old telephone service (POTS) is what just about
everyone in cable is looking into doing. And why not? At least initially,
the margins look appealing. Resale of residential and business telephone
service will become amajor part of the revenue stream of many cable
companies. Already, some cable companies are deploying shared tenant
services to major apartment and office buildings. While acable company is building amarket presence, it can also capitalize on certain "captive" markets such as apartment or condominium complexes. Many
times, renters like the "all bills paid" convenience afforded by apart-
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POTS resale (S2 window)
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ments. Items like electric bills are already
billed in the monthly rent, so why not local
telephone services, too?
A nominal monetary incentive to an apartment complex owner may even be used to
secure ablock of customers for not only cable
TV services, but local telephone service, long
distance and Internet services as well. Caution
should be the operative word, however.

Already we have heard stories of afew cable
companies locking in customers, then denying
choices to long distance carriers and engaging
in anti-competitive practices by virtue of their
"monopoly" position in the apartment building. It can be expected that regulatory agencies
will stand rather hard on this kind of behavior
when the complaints start coming in.
So what is the best way to exploit these

OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CABINET SYSTEMS

kinds of markets? Unquestionably for the
present it is through the purchase of unbundled components from the local telephone
company. Your cable company will have to
file for certification in the states it wishes to
serve (if it has not already), and once
approved, it will negotiate an interconnection
agreement with the local telephone company
in the service area desired. This company is
now called an ILEC, or incumbent local
exchange company. Your company will technically become aCLEC, or competitive local
exchange company.
A CLEC can buy unbundled components
from the ILEC to build and market whatever
kinds of services it desires. For example, you
can lease acopper "loop" from the ILEC and
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connect it to your own switch. Your company
can also lease T-1 services, interoffice switching, billing and collection services, operator
services and myriad other services under terms
and conditions negotiated with the ILEC in the
interconnection agreement. Specifics of exactly how to do this are far too complicated to be
included in this article. Suffice it to say, that if
your company is astute enough to assemble
unbundled telephone components and combine
them with other services, the margins are
good. and prospects for profit exceptional.

Enhanced SOHO services ($5 window)

Next to consider are more emerging technology-based services such as Internet access
and advanced telecommuting services for the
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Round-the-clock customer support
help desk center with 15 minute or less
call back guarantee.
Digital UNIX' operating system for
mission-critical reliability.
Powerful Oracle database for schedule
management and system monitoring.
Flexible encoding bit rates from
1.5 Mbps to 15 Mbps.
Capable of handling 4to 40 channels and
multiple zones in asingle headend server.
Value-added business partnership with
Digital Equipment Corporation aworld leader in computer design
and manufacture.

SkyConnect
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1172 Century Drive •Suite 200 •Louisville, CO 80027
Tel: (303) 218-9100 •1-800-759-2583 •Fax: (303) 218-9112
sales@skyconnect.com •www.skyconnect.com

• NEW O PPORTUNITIES
small-office home-office (SOHO) market. In
many ways, this is one of the areas where
cable is positioned to take the lead.
There are areas in virtually every metropolitan service area where people have the
demographic profile in terms of income,
occupation and technical savvy to avail themselves of high-speed data services to the
home or small office. Internet access is particularly lucrative at the present time. Anyone
who has every surfed the Internet at 14.4
Kbps knows that the speed of traditional
modems, even the newest 56 Kb variety
(when they run at that speed) is woefully
inadequate. ISDN lines provide some relief,
but even 128 Kbps is underpowered for large
downloads, graphics, video and multimedia.
That's where cable modems come in.
Of course, as we pointed out in last month's
article, this is easier said than done for the
cable company. Large capital investments must
be made to upgrade the network for two-way
traffic. Or is there away to sidestep this
expense, at least initially? There is. Read on.
Think back for asecond to that certificate
of operating authority your company filed for.
Remember, it allows companies like yours to
buy unbundled components from an ILEC for
resale. Just suppose you combined this capability to buy what you need from the telco
and then supplement it with what can be provided in your own network. The key here is
to be sure your certification does afew
things, namely:
1. Provide for co-location of your equipment in the ILEC's central office. This will
give you the meeting point you need to connect your equipment to its.
2. Make sure your certificate of operation
in the state where you are doing business
allows you to be afacilities-based carrier.
That way, you can use your network whenever possible to save money, but round it out
with the telephone company's network where
it makes economic sense.

The "Fortune" level (8100 window)

This class of customer might just represent the most demanding, highest cost, least
loyal and most highly competitive market
segment your company will tackle. It might
also just be the most profitable. Large corporations have insatiable appetites for telecommunications services of all types. They historically play hardball with all service
providers, shop the market thoroughly and
take asharp pencil into negotiations.
Nonetheless, they possess in many cases the
intellectual savvy to understand even your
most technologically advanced offerings and
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have the muscle and capital to help you
develop them—allowing you to sell the
process elsewhere in years to come.
The cable company
Getting afew of these bellweather users
under your belt is therefore very useful indeed.
must be prepared for a
To even have achance in this market, howev
er, the cable company needs to understand the
long sales cycle
unique dynamics of these organizations, and
be in tune with what they care about. They
must also be prepared for along sales cycle,
and be prepared to craft real, effective business
solutions. Here are afew tips:
VUse your advantages to tap the corporate
market. First off, understand afew of the
operational issues which plague today's large
corporate information systems and telecommunications departments, especially surrounding the hard-to-manage client/server
arena. A few of the operational issues associated in today's processing environments
which can be capitalized upon by asavvy
cable company include:
1. How do we give our users the bandwidth
they will require at aprice they can afford?
2. How do we intelligently overlay core
business problems onto the appropriate
advanced network technology?
3. What are "killer applications"? How do
we grow them, shrink wrap them, and sell
them to askeptical user base?
Figure 1: The $2 window.
4. How do we measure the results of netTraditional resale.
work improvements in ways which will elevate our standing as professionals and create
Start with "traditional"
maximum impact on the core business?
telephone
ervices
5. What are we going to do about providing help desk support? Can we off load any
of this responsibility to our vendors?
6. Can you imagine the "spare CPU
cycles" on everyone's desk in our organization at this time? Is there any way we can tap
this capacity by sharing services over aradically advanced network?
7. What about the long-term environment?
Break into unbundled
How can we exploit opportunities in local
components
telephone competition, for example, and
other major industry changes afforded by
new regulation and legislation?
In addition to these "hot buttons," anything which helps manage aclient/server
environment better might just provide the
compelling reason aFortune-500 company
Copper
needs to give you atry.
Billing & loop
components Intero e collection
VInsatiable user demands for capacity.
transport
Users want to share larger and larger files,
taking agreater and greater toll on network
Projection: The average resale rate
capacity. They need higher capacity seradopted by state regulatory commissions is
around 20 percent. Companies astute enoug vices, and T-1 is not enough anymore. Cable
is technologically capable of providing 10
to assemble unbundled components
purchased from the telco can expect much
Mbps and 16 Mbps services—native LAN
higher margins, at least initially.
speeds. These are much more appealing to
CATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN OCTOBER 1997

RDU

The Return Display Unit

The RDU is anew piece of test equipment.
It allows technicians to monitor the return
system from any point in the cable system
without the traditional and cumbersome
HE spectrum analyzer /camera setup.
The RDU allows system installers and technicians
to view on any TV screen, the RF levels, Ingress and
Noise present back at the HE from asubscriber's home,
system amplifier, feeder tap or fiber node.
The RDU processes the X /Y output data generated by
an internal spectrum analyzer and converts it to NTSC
video for input to astandard CATV modulator.

RDU: patent pending
RDU © 1997, Cable Resources Inc.

The RDU displays noise, ingress and RF
carriers, the same as aspectrum analyzer.
In addition, the RDU displays HE return
levels on any 2carrier frequencies in the 4-44
mhz bandwidth with a.5db resolution.
All controls for the RDU are software driven,
no accidental changes in analyzer settings.
The RDU is astable environment for return
monitoring and testing.
RDU allows test carriers and ingress /noise
levels to be easily documented from every
installation and service call.
The RDU is an efficient new tool to activate
and maintain broadband return networks.

===

CABLE RESOURCES INC.
Above are samples of aTV screen that system
installers or technicians would "see" in the field.
Reader
SereIce
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Call 800-537-9995
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Figure 2: The $5 window. New services for the SOHO market.
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DSL loop

Telephone 1
cable
modem

Telephone 1
Telephone
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this class of user and will sell.
t/Help desk support. This is abig deal. Any
value-added services that the user can get
from his supplier are abig selling point. As a
minimum, do not expect this potential user to
take on any additional overhead in this area
just to accommodate your company—they'll
show you the door.
VSystem backups and archival. Could your
company provide this user enough capacity
to do things like on-line vaulting? That's
where the user has enough affordable capacity (T-3 level or better) to connect to aremote
location and do transaction backups in real
time off-site. It is avery salable commodity
to banks, brokerage companies and other
firms where last night's tape backup is obsolete at five past nine.
VNetwork management. This may be the
most important consideration. Before opting
for an "unproven" carrier, the Fortune-500
level client will want to see aJohnson Space
Center level of network command and control. There are sound business reasons for
improving your network management and
control capabilities. This includes providing
(or selling) high level network management
services to client/server customers essentially
"black-boxing themselves to death." Many
information executives and end users alike
are having second thoughts regarding management of technology because of cost, the
rapid pace of technological change and staying focused on their core business issues.
Things to consider in anetwork management system include:
1. Can you log on to one device and survey

‘0MI

alm

T-1
(1.536 Mbps)
for Internet

Up to OC-1
(51.84 Mbps)
for Internet

"SOHO" environment
(small office/home office)

o

Discounted telephone services procured in multi-tenant sharing
arrangement, using FCC proxy rate or by assembling unbundled
components.

e

Telephone services are packaged with enhanced components
through partnership or acquisition of ISP (Internet provider services).

O
A
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O
A
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OC-XX facilities provided by cable company or leased from ILEC
through ICB assembly to central office serving "affluent" market.
Cable modem equipment placed in Bell central office under
co-location tariff.
Coaxial "loop" to customer provided by cable company.
Result: Phone line, plus T-1 interconnection to Internet delivered for
less than $50 per month.

TCS COMMUNICATIONS, INC
PROVIDING

TOMORROW'S COMMUNICRTIONS SYSTEMS

TODAY

Since 1978
Reader
Service
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We're not interested in being the whole world's contractor...
Just YOURS

TCS Communications, Inc. has been providing construction and engineering services to the CATV, telephone, and alternate bypass
markets for nearly twenty years. Our reputation has been built on high standards of performance, integrity, and quality workmanship.
Let us be your single source provider to the demanding needs of an emerging industry.

http://www.tcscomm.com
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1-800-999-8270
Employment Opportunities Available!
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email: tcsmail@tcscomm.com
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Does the first indication
of trouble come from
screaming users?

can be replicated elsewhere. They can also be
licensed, shrink-wrapped and resold to less forward-thinking companies (after you have
moved on to bigger and better things), providing new sources of revenue. CUD

About the author
Leo A. Wrobel holds degrees in
Telecommunications Systems Technology,

Electronic Systems Technology and
Business and Public Policy. An active
author, lecturer and technical futurist, he has
published eight books and dozens of trade
articles on avariety of technical subjects.
For the past 10 years, Wrobel has been president and CEO of Dallas-based Premiere
Network Services Inc.
www.dallas.net/—premiere

Power E
T
Telephone
SlamLock Self-Locking CATV Closures

everything going on in your network right nom,?
2. Do you have "blind spots" in the network
behind critical components where you have to
guess what is wing on?
3. Does the first indication of trouble come
from acontrol system, or from screaming
users?
4. Do you ever get knowledge of impending
trouble before the users notice it? Are you able
to perform proactive maintenance?
5. Does your network management system
provide your organization performance management; accounting and chargeout management; change control; alarm and problem resolution; audit and inventory of asset management capabilities; and capacity planning for
future needs?
You will need these kinds of capabilities to
be up to par with that bank, factory, brokerage
house or other demanding user. You will also
need to refine your capabilities in this area as
your own company's network becomes more
complex as aresult of the new directions we
have outlined in this article.

Summary

If you bat 1.000 on all of these issues,
then your company has achance to crack
these potentially lucrative markets. Then the
fun starts.
With the capacity that awell-designed cable
company can bring to this class of user will
come new services, some of which will permanently alter the way that user does business—and
the way you do business. The things you learn
by dealing with these new classes of customer

Lock out cable theft with SlamLock
According to recent studies, active cable theft accounts
for
percent of CATV revenue losses. But with the
SlamLock family of self-locking closures, you can lock
out thieves and lock in more revenues.
Offered on pedestals, low-profile housings, and
apartment boxes, SlamLock automatically secures the
dome/door onto the base/backplane, saving time and
deterring unauthorized entry. And adiversified star-lock
pattern on the head of the SlamLock provides even
tighter security. By using the starlock pattern on all
your closures, you can use common lock keys, which
translates into greater operating savings.
So if you want to turn cable cheaters into paying
subscribers, call Power & Telephone today. And find out
more about our family of SlamLock anti theft closures -from RELTEC.
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800-238-7514
www.ptsupply.com

RE LT EC .

Power&Telepligine

SUPPLY

THE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS

SIN CE 1963
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CI997 Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc. 2265 East 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90810, USA

Pioneer entertainment technology builds

upon itself with each successive generation

of products, enriching our viewing

experience in exciting new ways. Larger

bandwidth supports increased channel

capacity. Virtual channels allow

instantaneous communication between

viewer and provider. And digital technology

provides superior picture quality. At

Pioneer, we integrate these innovations

into our products so audiences can

experience greater love, deeper wonder

and more intense excitement.

(
1
,
1
)PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment
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TESTING

Audio levels scream for attention
By Linc Reed-Nickerson, Product Development
Manager, TV/Communications Test Business
Unit, Tektronix Inc.
linc. reed-nicke rson@ tek.com
Editor's note: Parts 1and 2of this series discussed several ways to improve video performance at the headend. Part 3deals with audio.

S

imply stated, audio levels are the biggest
area for improvement in acable system.
Audio was long the poor stepchild of
video in broadcasting. In 1953, the major
television networks offered color, but it wasn't until 25 years later that they added high
fidelity audio. FM stereo was in use in the
early '60s, and by the 1970s, most FM stations broadcast in stereo. AM radio had multiple proposed standards for stereo. Stereo
never caught on, however, probably because
of alack of receivers. Now, many AM stations are turning stereo off, or going off the
air altogether. Television didn't adopt stereo
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until the 1980s. with many markets still
transmitting monaural sound in 1990.
Fortunately, with the availability of receivers
and programming increasing, there is acorresponding increase in stereo broadcasts.
Today, consumers have moved from the
five-inch or smaller speaker found in most sets
regardless of cabinet size to home theaters
with elaborate speaker systems and Dolby surround sound. With the quality of television
sound improving, subscriber expectations are
raised correspondingly. Many cable systems
fall short of what consumers expect.
It is interesting that asurvey of the public
has indicated the number-one reason for
moving from VHS tapes to the new DVD
disks is not improvement in the quality of
the picture, but improvement in the sound.
The biggest complaint about audio is,
"Why does the volume change from channel
to channel on my cable system?" Ihave heard
many excuses about why this problem cannot
be solved, but good engineering practices,

attention to proper level setting, and judicious
use of level maintaining devices do work.

Getting Into the problem
First, let's look at some technical basics to
make sure the system is properly wired.
Most operators know how to make up
good F-fittings. Audio connections can be
another matter. Unfortunately, there are as
many different connectors or terminal strips
as there are manufacturers of equipment, so
making up connections can be achallenge.
Let's start with the wire itself. The author has
seen everything from microphone cable to zip
cord used! There is good two-conductor
shielded cable available from several manufacturers, however. As aformer broadcaster,
the author has agreat deal of experience with
Belden* 8451. It can be used wherever balanced or unbalanced audio connections are
required. Belden 8451 is atwisted pair of #22
stranded wire with afoil shield and a#22
tracer. The use of solid conductor cable is
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He Did It All Himself...
2sausage pizzas, asix pack, and hooked-up his own cable TV.

We don't even know his name, but we know his method of operation. He can cost your company
thousands in lost revenues, not to mention the fact he offered to hook-up his brother-in-law
this weekend.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection business for over 6years and
Wavetrackers have patrolled millions of miles of cable all over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive
identification, 2-5 meter accuracy and one step prioritization. And all of that because CLT invented the
original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
Now the New Wavetracker makes it even simpler...but it doesn't come with pepperoni.
All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready •2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy •Windows Based
•One Step Processing •All New Hard/Software •Solid State Memory •Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation •Quality Control •Proof •Quarterly Monitoring/Comparison •Archiving
•Time Management •GPS Tracking

To some people, accuracy and
consistency are worth it...an original.

THE NEW WAVETRACKER

CLT CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES
1200 Executive Drive, Suite 136
Richardson, Texas 75081
800.783.8878 •972.907.8100

TESTING
shield unconnected, just as you would with a
balanced pair. Connect the black wire as negative terminal if you are making abalanced connection, or to ground if unbalanced.
Audio cables are available with acolored
jacket. This can be avery good way to identify a
left, right, mono or control pair. The author uses
red to identify acable that is carrying acritical
signal—one that should be thought about before
it is disconnected, such as power to an LNB.
As mentioned in part 2of this series, the
three most important things to remember for
good performance are levels, levels and levels.
If you observe good engineering practices and
keep levels correct, your system will perform
at its best. Of all the levels to set, audio can be
the most challenging. Comparable to the 1volt
p-p level nominal for video, most cable TV
audio equipment expects to work at 0dBm.

Use some tools
Figure 1: An audio monitor will help you optimize stereo performance by showing the relationships between the left and right channels.

Figure 2: Left and right channels matched in
phase and gain.

Start the headend audio
'tune up' with the off-air
broadcaster
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Figure 3: Out-of-phase stereo, unsuited for
mono.

NOT advised because it breaks too easily.
There seems to be some confusion in the
industry on how to properly prepare audio
cable. In audio wiring, the shield is connected
at one end only. Connecting the shield at both
ends of acabie may result in common mode
problems, often referred to as ground loops.
The best way to make up agood cable is to
remove about two inches of the outer jacket.
Peel off the foil shield, use 1/16-inch shrink
tube on the shield trace, and 1/8-inch shrink
tube (about 3/4-inch) to seal the point where
the wires emerge from the jacket.
Systems typically have both balanced (two
wire and shield) and unbalanced (single conductor and shield) inputs and outputs. When using
two-conductor cable with unbalanced connections, tie the black wire to the shield on one end
of the cable, but not on the other. Leave the

Before we get into proper levels setting for
subscriber satisfaction, let's talk about asimple tool often overlooked—the TV set in the
headend. If you are still using a12-inch
monaural TV set, you need to upgrade. Select
the same class of TV set as the majority of
your subscribers—a 19-inch or, preferably,
large stereo TV with remote control. When
you make the purchase, be sure the set has
stereo audio and video outputs available on
RCA jacks. Now you can look, listen and surf.
Because acable headend, which often has
high ambient noise, is not atypical living room
environment, agood pair of stereo headsets
with high impedance should be part of the tool
kit, too. Expect to pay about $100. At aminimum, you should have asound level meter,
such as the Radio Shack 33-2050, which you
can use for general level setting. Many volt
ohm meters (VOMs) will have an audio scale
that is calibrated in dB. For proper stereo level
and balance, you will want atest set with
stereo metering and alissajous display.
With these tools, plus your eyes and ears,
you are now ready to balance your headend
for high quality audio with little variation from
channel to channel. Start the headend audio
"tune up" with the off-air broadcaster. Most
broadcast stations pay particularly close attention to audio levels. With the exception of the
non-commercial stations, most TV stations
heavily process their audio to accommodate
loud commercials, which commercial producers have, in turn, heavily processed to make
them loud. Being loud does not mean overmodulated; it does mean average levels are
kept artificially high, however.
What this means to you, as aheadend operator, is that any channel, broadcast or satellite
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Figure 4: Stereo with strong left content.

Figure 5: Severe clipping.

Figure 6: Balanced stereo well-suited for
mono.

that has commercials will typically be the easiest to set and maintain. In many cases, processors are used to place abroadcast station on
the system. Because you cannot control audio
levels in processors, this is the place to start
setting your system loudness. The broadcasters
are the reference point. .. use your ears.

Now use the meter
Meters are of limited help in setting loudness, but can be used to get close. It can be as
simple as placing the sound level meter in front
of the TV set audio. Initially set the meter so
the ambient room noise causes little or no
deflection on the meter using the range selector.
Now set the volume control on the TV set for
peaks of about +2 dB. These are relative settings and do not tell you anything about deviation. At this point, you are just setting loudness.
Once your meter is set, surf through the
channels and look for those that are high or
low. You can get close with the meter, then
use your ears for the final tweak.
For channels with commercials this should
be easy, because audio processing is similar
from channel to channel. The challenge comes
in setting the levels for the premium channels
and pay-per-view channels. You have to use
your eyes and your ears. Regular program content may not be satisfactory. The best place to
set levels is during movie credit music or,
because you might not be able to wait that
long, amale voice center channel. If you set
the level during scenes such as air-to-air combat or during amore romantic moment, you
are probably not going to get it right.
Once this is done, do it again; but wait a
day or two between set-ups. It usually takes
about three set-ups to get it right. Once you
do, it is very easy to keep it right by surfing
your system about once aweek. Very soon
you will know which channels need an occasional adjustment. Today, most operators provide relatively consistent audio—a few still
don't. For those channels, you might want to
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consider adevice such as the Audio Rider.
Local origination channels can be completely out-of-control. The author highly recommends audio processing be done here. Aphex,
DBX and others make compressor/limiters that
can be used successfully for this application.

The finer points

To this point we have only talked about setting loudness in aquick, yet highly effective,
manner. Now let's review some of the finer
points of setting audio in aheadend. As with
video, it is important to set levels throughout the
audio chain. Be certain there is 0dBm maintained from the output of the satellite

The male voice center
channel is agood place to
set stereo balance
receiver/IRD to the input of the modulator. If you
want, you can use bessel nulls to set deviation,
but that is probably overkill in most headends.
To optimize stereo performance, you need
to see the relationships between the left and
right channels. For that, you need an audio
monitor such as that shown in Figure 1.
The ability to look at stereo audio using the
lissajous pattern displayed on an audio monitor
will allow you to instantly see if your stereo is
working, is in phase, is balanced, and is not
being distorted by clipping. It is usually best to
get the mono levels right first, and then work
through the stereo channels to fine tune them.
The audio monitor can be connected to the
left and right output of the stereo TV set or
demodulator. The lissajous display will show a
single vertical line for amonaural signal, as
shown in Figure 2. If ahorizontal line is dis-

played, as in Figure 3, it is an indication of an
out-of-phase connection somewhere in the
headend. This is avery bad condition, because
anyone with amonaural signal will have weak
and distorted audio.
Quite often, with only the bar graph metering
on the front of the stereo generator, it is very
difficult to achieve correct stereo balance. Just
as in setting loudness, the male voice center
channel is agood place to set stereo balance,
using your eyes and ears, of course. Figure 4
shows stereo with the left channel set too high.
If the display on the audio monitor shows
distinctive lines at the outer edge, it is aresult
of clipping. This usually means adevice in the
audio chain is being overdriven (most likely)
or acomponent has failed (less likely). Figure
5shows astereo signal with severe clipping,
which will make it sound very distorted.
You can make up aset of leads like those
you made up for your stereo headset to check
levels and balance throughout your system.
Once you have your system balanced for
stereo, take the time to go through the headend
again to be sure you have proper loudness settings. Figure 6is how your system will look
when it is properly balanced.
Many things can be done to polish the performance of aheadend, and the suggestions Ihave
made in this series only scratch the surface.
SCTE chapter meetings are agood place to
exchange ideas and find out how other operators
have dealt with problems. The SC11, list on the
Internet is another. You can join the list by sending the message "subscribe scte-list" to listserv@doit.wisc.edu. There are other methods
that can be used to produce the same results.
The final article in the series will discuss
ways to turn on digital services with minimal
problems and increased subscriber satisfaction. CED
Editor's note: Radio Shack is aregistered
trademark of Tandy Corp., Fort Worth, Texas.
Belden is aregistered trademark of Belden
Wire and Cable Company, Richmond, Ind.
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RBI is turning the
TDR world on its ear
Upper bandwidth problems? Riser-Bond Instruments can help!

Introducing the NEW Model 1205CX
Additional channels can push the upper bandwidth of your cable system. Minor faults can become
major problems. Your system is not as forgiving as it used to be.
The Model 1205CX TDR features anew sub-nanosecond pulse width that helps uncover even the
smallest imperfections in your cable. Model 1205CX will troubleshoot all lengths of trunk, distribution, and drop cables and help locate faults.
Let the Model 1205CX help turn your system around.
TDR technology from Riser-Bond Instruments. NO SMOKE, NO MIRRORS, NO WIZARDRY!

Riser Bond
INSTRUMENTS
TM

Telephone: 402-466-0933

Toll Free: 800-688-TDRs (8377)

E-mail: email@riserbond.com

Web site: http://www.riserbond.com
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LOOKING FOR A WAY TO TEST

THERE'S ONLY ONE

HP ESA-L1500A Portable Spectrum Analyzer:
Low cost, high dynamic range, spectrum
analyzer for return path and ingress
maintenance.

HP 8711C Bench Sweep:
For fast, accurate fault location/SRL
measurements in asingle box.

HP E6277A MPEGscope DVBplus:
Real-time measurements and monitoring
of MPEG streams.

HP 8591C Cable TV Analyzer:
The industry's only one-box tester for all
non-interfering RF and video measurements.

Your subscribers depend on you—you can depend on

Be Prepared for the Interactive

Hewlett-Packard. HP has dedicated itself to keeping

Technology of the Future.

your broadband system at peak performance by

To stay competitive, you have to be prepared for new

providing acomplete range of test solutions for:
•R & D •Manufacturing •Headend •Field

digital technologies—including interactive services.
And you have to know that the products you buy

HP E6000A Mini-OTDR:
Fast, easy and accurate optical fiber analysis
during cable installation, maintenance and
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competitors figured this out along time ago.
To put it another way: to be aserious player
in the telephony, Internet access and digital
television markets, it is essential to master the
subtleties of network management. Our industry is flooded with articles that describe models for designing network management systems, but without an understanding of how to
build aresponsive organization around the
system, and how to use every bit of data delivered from asystem to optimize cost efficiencies and increase customer satisfaction, their
true worth will never be realized.
For almost ayear, TCI has deployed and
operated advanced two-way plant and services
in several of its markets. These test beds have
proved invaluable for trialing and testing new
technologies, systems, processes and organizational paradigms. The following lessons and
benefits—many drawn from our experience in
deploying cable telephony—can be of great
value to system operators, suppliers and vendors who are looking for acritical competitive
edge as they enter anew age of cable service.
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By Van Macatee, Director,
Managed Network Services,
WTCI Inc.; and Mitch Matteau,
Director, Customer Service,
Arris Interactive
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A

sthe cable television industry begins to seriously contemplate the ins and outs of network
management, two facts are becoming increasingly clear: 1) no matter how sophisticated the
technology, it is of limited value if not organized and used to its fullest benefit; and 2)
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The effective network manager skillfully
blends industry and technological knowledge,
avision for customer satisfaction, and organizational leadership to create aprocess that
continuously challenges the operator (and its
vendors or suppliers) to strive for higher levels
of customer service. Preventing problems or
fixing network faults quickly and efficiently
removes cost from the business, drives the
unit cost of activities to the lowest possible
level and improves customer satisfaction.
However, agood management structure is
also essential to asuccessful network management operation. A wide diversity of disciplines—fault management/status monitoring,
customer repair diagnosis, alarm/trouble correlation, tracking and escalation, event management and preventive/scheduled maintenance programs, among others—must be
functionally organized to allow for effective
multi-tasking and clear accountability. This
structure allows the network manager to successfully deal with simultaneous issues by
targeting inquiries to specific persons
responsible for specific functions, without
placing them in the impossible position of
solving conflicting priorities.
In general, it is necessary to group some
functions and clearly separate others. The fault
management process and the customer repair
process are two examples that must be structured to occur in parallel. The fault team must
be able to detect and manage amajor I-IFC fault
in one section of the network without hindering
1997
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Figure 1: Network management functional organization
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Figure 2: Ancillary network management functions
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the customer repair team's ability to continue to
work "normal" troubles from the balance of the
network. This type of thinking reduces process
failure, while keeping resources free to address
problems as they occur.
As acompany grows, the ability to scale
becomes important. In avery large operation
that spans dozens or even hundreds of mar-
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Capacity
planning

kets, splitting the functions into appropriatelysized regional network centers leverages the
in-place network management assets across a
larger network base, and therefore creates
ever-increasing economies of scale. A typical
functional organization is depicted in Figure 1.
Also, non-real-time functions of anetwork
management organization should be structured
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separately from real-time activities. Although
separate, these functions still support and complement the network management center,
forming acritical and comprehensive suite of
activities (see Figure 2). Although these functions presume aproduct portfolio that contains
analog cable, digital television, Internet services and telephony services, this model can
be adjusted to reflect aparticular network and
the products it carries.

Network management in action
The following incident provides agraphic
example of how an effectively-organized network management system can impact cost and
customer service issues.
6/Tuesday, 9:05 a.m.: A delivery truck knocks
down seven drops in acul-de-sac.
V9:06 a.m.: An alert message reporting atelephony voice port (one of the seven drops) has
gone out of service appears in the network
management center.
V9:12 a.m.: Status monitoring technician
checks HFC status monitoring system and
determines there to be no fault reported.
Therefore,
V9:14 a.m.: A truck is dispatched to the location of the fault to investigate.
V9:40 a.m.: Truck arrives and reports drops
down. Assistance is requested.
6/9:55 a.m.: Second truck arrives.
V10:20 a.m.: Network management center
sees telephony fault clear.
V11:20 a.m.: Field tech reports all drops
replaced and all service restored. Door tags
placed explaining that aservice failure had
been detected and repaired while the customer was away.
This is an actual event that occurred in
March 1997. Although the outage lasted for
more than two hours, not one customer service
call was generated. Without the telephony
voice port installed in the cul-de-sac, residents
arriving home that evening would have discovered that they were out of service and barraged
customer service with angry calls. Without status monitoring capabilities, there would have
been no way to know the HFC plant was clear
of faults, therefore preventing unnecessary
truck rolls or "windshield time." If you extrapolate this event across an entire network, it
becomes easy to see the enormous benefits of a
well-thought-out network management system.

Operations science
Operations science is apractical methodology that supports and defines acompany's
fundamental commitment to understanding
and improving the outcomes of its business
and network practices on adaily basis. The
1997

key component of operations science is
proper measurement, which in this sense,
should be thought of as asystematic plan for
collecting information about the quality or
performance of network output.
Today's status monitoring and network management technologies generate enormous volumes of performance data that often go unused
because of their sheer volume. One important
tool that allows anetwork manager to rapidly
identify and correct problems is statistical
process control (SPC), which uses control
charts as statistical methods for charting multiple data points generated by aprocess or network. The mean, upper and lower control limits
for astring of data points are then calculated to
determine performance. The mean reflects the
average or overall performance, as well as the
general trend, while the control limits reflect the
highs and lows around the mean, helping to
define the quality of the process or service.
This can be illustrated in atypical telephony-over-cable application (see Figure 3).
Some equipment provides alert messages
(indicated here as code EQP803) each time a
voice port experiences achange-of-state (i.e.,
any time the device goes from in-service to
out-of-service, or vice versa). The element
manager logs each event both in terms of
device name (location) and date/time, down
to the second. Figure 3charts the daily total
and calculates the mean and control limits
based on arolling 30-day format. The mean
(the light purple line) moves from around
100 to near 300 at the end of the first 30-day
period as aresult of aseven to 10 day period
of instability. In statistical process control,
data points (the sharp spikes above the upper
control limit) are most often caused by forces
external to the process or network, which is
the case here. The points in this example
were the result of planned upgrade activity in
the network that occurred inside of maintenance windows (1 a.m. through 5a.m.).
The perfect companion to acontrol chart is
aPareto chart (see Figure 4), which "decomposes" the data and provides arank order
view of the variation. In this case, the chart is
published weekly and reflects the locations of
the daily voice port alerts. The left scale is the
count of voice port alerts, while the right scale
is the percentage that each element is of the
whole. By focusing on the "high bars," the
effective network manager has aroadmap to
prioritize the team's efforts into the area with
the highest return and greatest impact—in
other words, concentrate on the "worst
offenders," instead of trying to fix everything
at once. Each successive week should yield
fewer alerts (typically resulting from adiffer-

Figure 3: EQP803 alert count SPC
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ent root cause), and the result over time will
be acontinuously improving network.
While these and other tools are critical
elements in any network management system, the key remains constant vigilance over
the network. Careful monitoring, combined
with adaily review of available data, must
in turn be followed by taking corrective
action on every event in the network.
Dealing with issues as—and in many cases,
before—they occur will pay handsome dividends in both cost and customer satisfaction.

Lessons learned
We could list many other examples in
which raw data can be used to optimize anetwork's efficacy. However, the point cannot be
made strongly enough that without acarefully
designed network management system that
enjoys broad organizational support, the potential impact of such data can be greatly diluted,
or lost entirely. Using the following suggestions as logistical and philosophical underpinnings will provide economies of scale that will
make any network management program more
efficient and cost-effective.
t/Centralize NOCs. Traditional wisdom in the
cable industry places anetwork management
center in each local system or market. However,
local exchange carriers (LECs), interexchange
carriers (IXCs) and Internet service providers
(ISPs)—all of which are either in the process of
completing, or have recently completed the task
of consolidating their regional management
centers—prove that one national network man-
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Figure 4 EQP803 voice port pareto
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Voice port #

lated and analyzed to help provide an extremely
high level of reliability to cable customers.
Voltage and current data from the status
monitoring equipment depicts the state of all
power systems. If readings are sampled daily
and trended over time, the resulting curve can
help predict and manage power consumption.
Telephony voice ports often report their
transmit level back to the headend. This data
can be captured and plotted into aBell curve,
and amodel can be developed that predicts
what the levels should be based on tap values,
average drop length, etc. When compared to
the actual curve, the model will quickly identify outliers that are victims of return path level
misalignment.
Telemetry from the cable modem and telephony element managers will highlight plant
problems that affect cable customers. Use the
data to repair the fault before the cable customers calls.
Cable modem element managers often contain tools that measure bit error or errored
packets between the headend equipment and
the modem at the customer's premise. This
data will identify return path problems.
t/Change the culture. Traditional cable companies rely upon individual technicians who
make their own decisions as to when and how
they respond to service calls. However, as
cable companies begin operating advanced
networks carrying telephony and/or Internet
services, this culture is counterproductive and
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undermines the reliability of the overall service. Strict compliance with achange control
and scheduled maintenance policy is vital to
success. Technicians need to understand the
services carried on the plant to ensure both
timely fault detection and afull comprehension of the impact of maintenance actions.

Good for the core business
implementing asound network managestrategy will produce benefits across all
aspects of the business. All products and services that operate under the umbrella will
enjoy the benefits of greater reliability,
reduced repair times and improved efficiency.
Network management will dispatch trucks to
specific locations in the network based on
alert telemetry. Multiple technicians in trucks
searching for the location of afault based on
unhappy customer calls will be dramatically
reduced. Increased network reliability means
fewer truck rolls. Increased network reliability and reduced repair time translate to
reduced customer service cost, as well as
reduced churn by dissatisfied customers.
The lessons from network management are
clear: Relieve your customer of the burden of
alerting you to network problems by managing
and monitoring the network yourself You will
do it far more efficiently and cost-effectively,
and will have amuch greater chance of reaping the ultimate reward: asatisfied and loyal
customer base. CIED
ment
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Afay 21, 1997

Aft -Toe Wu, President
TFT, Inc.
3090 Oaknkad Village Drive
Santa Clara, California 95051
Dear Air. W.

Seque
In arecent survey °factual users of EAS encoder/decoders, the

71-YeAs 91I's

keyboard
was preferred
7to I
forand
purchase
over
the competition. The
emergency
management.
survey was
conducted
by telephone
between April
29
May 16,
1997, to determine
customer reaction and preferences from asane* of over 1,000 users in broadcast and

sample
favored

During the two w eeks of calling, Cablehle was abk to speak to 9.2% of the
group who were identified as having used both the four-key and the 50 sequen-

tially-lighted-key EAS units. Among the qualified respondents, the TFT 50-key products
was overwhelmingly reported to be easier to use on aday-to-day basis by 54.2% who

Most respondents found both units easy for
al setup, but 95% said that
the TPT was easy to setup, afull 20% more than the other type. 89% of the users told
researchers that the TFT was easier to setup. For day-to-day operations, 83% of the

EAS 911 Encoder/Decoder

qualified respondents preferred the TFT front panel design. When asked "Ifyou had to
add more EAS encoders/decoders to your system, which would you buy?" the TPT was
Oncewould purchase
the clear favorite.
68.5% said
they would
TFT: Only 8.5% said
they
the competition's
product
to the purchase
exclusionthe
of TFT

TPT provided CableFile With ,,000 names derived from its product registration
cards to sample. Later in the surveying, TFT provided an additional 75 names of association presidents to broaden the sample. Out of the 75 names on the EAS association
14.2%
of these
had
used both systems.
presidents
list, contacts
32% were
unqualified,
40% were unavailable, and 28% were contacted;
Paten t Pen di ng
emergency alert systems, TFT was the definitive choke.
Based on the above results you will find that of those We called who purchased
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Nebraska op
cashes in on
educational data
Distance
lea rning

By Leslie Ellis

Galaxy and BNI employees
conduct network testing.
All photos courtesy of Broadband
Networks Inc.

When Galaxy Cablevision undertook anetwork
upgrade two years ago, it seemed alogical way to save
on costs by consolidating headends.
This month, that upgrade turns into amoneymaker,
too, as Galaxy starts collecting state funds from the
Nebraska Department of Education for distance learning and high-speed data services.
The paycheck is large: One-time fees of roughly
$60,000 per school from 30 participating schools, and
about $279,000 per year in recurring fees collected
from the aggregate schools.
Galaxy, headquartered in Sikeston, Mo. runs 550
cable systems in 16 states. In Nebraska, the MSO has
been routinely interconnecting its 95 systems there,
collapsing awidely-scattered topology into seven or
eight system clusters per headend.
More recently, Galaxy's upgrade surpassed the pre-

dictable and also became atale of how it and avendor
partner seized an opportunity, then fought to keep it.

The smell of opportunity
It all started last November, when Galaxy
approached the Nebraska Department of Education to
see if there were any fits between local schools' needs
and Galaxy's upgraded networks.
It turned out to be awell-timed call. The state was in
the midst of planning how to interconnect four educational service units (ESUs 3, 4, 5and 6) that served
more than 60 K-12 schools in the same region.
At the time, Galaxy had already installed 350 strand
miles of fiber in the southeastern portion of the state,
which enabled it to gang 35 systems over four headends, executives explained to the NDE.
To educators, Galaxy's upgraded plant meant they
could link 24 schools to three headends, says Terry
Cordova, vice president of engineering for the MSO. Two
weeks after it identified the distance learning application,
Galaxy executives demonstrated the system to 175 educators. "We knew we had to work pretty fast to come up
with adesign for three of the ESUs," recalls Cordova.
Galaxy took along executives with Broadband
Networks Inc., aState College, Pa.-based manufacturer, as
akey technology partner that would enable the services.
Their pitch: To link Galaxy's fiber network directly
to coaxial plant in each school, moving signals in an
analog format, says Bob Beaury, president of BNI. "It's
basic broadband—broadband plant dedicated to schools.

A map of Galaxy/EDCOMM's interactive systems in southeast Nebraska. Source: BNI

Multichannel, multiple service backbone
connecting access between districts
• Potential interactive site
Galaxy/EDCOMM interactive headend

(LS
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"The idea was to craft ahybrid fiber/coax
configuration with fiber to the schools, and
coaxial inside them:' says Beaury.
Together, Galaxy and BNI showed educators how their analog solution could provide
full-motion videoconferencing, wide area networking (WAN), high-speed data, and links to
"NebSat," an educational satellite service.
"Frankly, it was ahit," says Cordova.

"Most of the schools had some form of dialup Internet connection; some had a56 kbps
line:' he continues. "We offered, as part of our
basic package, to deliver Internet traffic over
our fiber network, so that they didn't need the
phone lines, and they, of course, had the high
speeds of cable modems:'
The NebSat link also raised enthusiasm levels among the educators. NebSat isn't fully

Technical personnel dig trenches for fiber,
In preparation for network deployment.

".'"geese*etMe,,,
E'ertcateófedeten

available in rural areas of the state, so Galaxy
demonstrated how the programming could be
moved from the downlink to the fiber, then
dropped off to participating schools.
Educators loved the idea. One school system in particular—Milligan Public Schools,
which graduated nine students this year—was
especially relieved with the link for sheer survival reasons. "They're fighting just to survive, and adistance learning network could
save them," one BM executive recalls.
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But, predictably, as acceptance levels grew
from the educators, so did interest from competitors US West and Alliant Communications,
two telcos serving different parts of ESUs 4, 5
and 6. Their counter pitch: Digital technologies.
Don Ferneding, manager of direct services
for three of the FSUs, says the telcos and the
Nebraska Telephone Association lobbied heavily
against the analog approach pitched by Galaxy,
pushing instead adigital scheme for the schools.
And, says Don Vanderheiden, aretired
school superintendent who works as aconsultant for the NDE's telecommunications projects:
"There was actually apolitical move. .. to disallow any state funding for any projects that
didn't use digital. It was not just alittle thing,"
Vanderheiden continues. "It took several of us
two months to get that fought and won."
The telco contingent proposed adigital
scheme based on DS-3 lines, which
Vanderheiden valued at $468,000 per year,
based on ayearly line connection charge of
$15,600 per school multiplied by 30 schools.
Links to the Internet at T-1 speeds (1.54
Megabits per second) were priced separately
by the telcos, at approximately
$1,300/year/school, says Vanderheiden.
Pinched for pennies, educational executives
were underwhelmed by the pricey digital alternative pitched by the telcos.
"(Galaxy) offered twice the capabilities at 30
percent less cost. We're working with tax dol1997

plans to use headend and cable modem gear
made by Bay Networks Inc. Students will
receive apartitioned 10 Mbps link, says
Beaury. That's so that some of the throughput
can be dynamically assigned to control, conference scheduling and other applications.
Galaxy is planning to link another batch of
30 schools by early next year, executives say.
On the plant side, plans are now underway to

lengthen its fiber network to span 1,200 miles.
Galaxy is also in discussions with other
Nebraska MSOs and independent telephone
companies to create astatewide network for
educational and other business applications.
"We've been able to show some of them the
potential business, and they're excited about
it," says Cordova. "It's apretty significant revenue stream." CED

Students interact with television monitors to
enhance the distance learning experience.

tars here, so we had to find the best deals without sacrificing quality:' Ferneding explains.
Despite enthusiasm from the schools, the
next four months wrapped Galaxy in red tape.
Executives were hauled off to meetings and
public hearings around the state, to defend
their pro-analog approach.
"It was aterrible political fight. (The telcos)
were saying that analog is dead, and that
Galaxy's approach was proprietary—pretty much
anything they could come up with, to protect
their revenues," says one source who was close
to the negotiations, who preferred anonymity.
Ferneding says the schools rallied for
Galaxy's analog approach "because we could
get more bang for our buck—digital was too
expensive." Plus, he was intrigued by Galaxy's
high-speed Internet proposal, which offered
connections at 10 Mbps. which were faster
than telco proposals.
Ultimately, Galaxy was told it had to file for
an intrastate telecommunications certificate.
At one point, according to Cordova. Ascent
offered to match Galaxy's price. "But by then,
it wasn't as much acost issue as it was functionality, and we still killed them on video
conferencing as well as data expandability."
In the end, Galaxy won. It received its
telecommunications certificate in early July,
and immediately began hooking up equipment
to meet aSeptember 15 deadline to have 30
schools operational.
Executives representing the Nebraska
Department of Education were glad to see it
happen. "It looked like (telco) was going to be
the technology we had to use, until the cable
company stepped up," explains Vanderheiden.
At press time, BM was busily readying racks
of equipment to ship off to Nebraska. In addition
to all lightwave transmission and reception gear
used in the network to connect each school, BM
is supplying "everything but the fiber
plant—classroom equipment down to cameras and
VCRs, as well as all the data networking equipment for the LAN and WAN," says Beaury.
For the high-speed data service, Galaxy
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SOs: IP telephony
st:datetistios plan no longer
stuck on 'hold'
By Fred Dawson

I

Ptelephony, floated as an interesting possibility for cable interests in industry forums at the
start of this year, has quickly moved to the
front burner, bringing with it aseachange in
MSO thinking about voice services, and
indeed, about data networking in general.
Cable companies and their affiliates
involved in the delivery of data services are
working closely with avariety of vendors in
hopes of starting tests of various approaches to
exploiting the power of packet-based voice and
videoconferencing technology, starting as early
as this fall. At the same time, through Cable
Television Laboratories, they have begun two
initiatives which could have agreat bearing on
their eventual ability to use the technology to
deliver voice services on amass scale.
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One of these initiatives, undertaken by a
CEO-level taskforce led by Time Warner Cable
Chairman and CEO Joseph Collins, is attempting to put together an agreement on anational
cable data backbone that would establish a
common distributed computer networking
architecture for delivering awide range of services based on the advanced applications tied to
Internet-protocol technology. The other initiative, focused specifically on IP telephony under
the leadership of CableLabs Senior Vice
President for Internet technology Jerry
Bennington, is one of several special information-gathering strategic projects which are
designed to help CableLabs members determine
the opportunities surrounding new technologies.
"A national cable IP network would be a
slam-dunk for us with respect to just about any
high-speed data application you can think of,"

says CableLabs President Richard Green. "The
(cable company) CEOs have made it clear they
believe the industry really needs to take advantage of this opportunity."
As Green notes, the Internet industry,
through projects undertaken by the Internet
Engineering Task Force, is churning out awide
array of standardized approaches to advanced
applications such as IP multicasting, videoconferencing and telephony which are best suited
for implementation over privately-controlled
high-speed IP networks, as opposed to the less
well-equipped public Internet. "Given the stateof-the-art computer networking infrastructure
that cable is building, these applications are
really made to order for us;' Green notes.
Indeed, recent vendor successes at improving the quality of Internet-based telephony
have triggered asurge in commercial support
for widescale implementation of the technology outside the cable industry in applications
ranging from the integration of voice onto
local area networks to the creation of commercial long distance calling infrastructures. As a
result, vendors report, the market environment
is right for moving to the next stage, which
involves development of IP-based systems that
will allow MSOs to exploit their high-speed
local access and national backbone infrastructures to greatest advantage, going well beyond
the range of initial applications now taking
shape here and abroad.
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Get Small

"We expect to have cable customers using
our product in trials before the year is out,"
says Tom Houghton, technical manager for
Lucent Technology's Internet Telephony Server
SP product line. "There's alot of R&D still to
do to meet all the requirements for commercial
applications over cable, but the current algorithms are sufficient for use in trials."
Cable strategists are reluctant to discuss
specific plans at this point, though they widely
acknowledge they are avidly investigating the
possibilities. "As vendors come up with ways
to make packet telephony amore useful tool,
it makes sense that we would include it as an
option over high-speed data connections,"
says James Chiddix, senior vice president of
engineering and technology at Time Warner
Cable. "But just how broad ausage there
would be depends on alot of things, including
progress on standards."
Progress on standards, driven by growing
corporate demand for packet voice options,
has been considerable over the past several
months. Where, ayear ago, IP telephony was
confined to proprietary, incompatible products
with no way to interface data network calls
with the public switched telephone networks,
today, the latest IP telephony software products come with such interfaces, known as
"server gateways," and are compliant with the
IP telephony standard H.323.
Standardization of these products is now
THE PREMIER M AGAZINE

or

possible because 11.323, once focused on
videoconferencing over fairly high bandwidth
feeds, has been extended to apply to voiceonly applications and to high-latency environments as well, thanks to advances in compression that have made quality voice transmission
possible at bit rates of 5kilobits-per-second or
less. As aresult, cable operators have a
tremendous range of options to choose from,
where voice or videoconference add-ons to
data services such as chat, e-mail or on-line
games might turn out to be as popular as a
pure voice service.
For example, VDOnet Corp.'s release of its
VDOphone 3.0 serves as "a proof of statement" that it is now possible to bring together
the multimedia and two-way communications
components that can enable these types of
applications, says Steve Chambers, vice president of marketing at VDOnet. "What we're
saying is that the tools are here to develop
content that really distinguishes broadband
connections from other connections,"
Chambers adds.
Where previous iterations of VDOphone
and VDOlive, the company's video streaming
software, were tailored to work in the lowbandwidth environment of dial-up access, the
latest versions are scalable from low- to broadband access levels, Chambers notes. This
means that the transmission between any two
Internet connections will automatically adjust
to bandwidth capacity, making it possible for
people on high-speed data links to see each
other or view clips or live feeds in high resolution without the herky-jerky motion associated
with low frame-rate transmissions, he explains.
At the same time, he adds, implementations
of VDOphone 3.0 in various applications by
software developers will interface with the
same applications using other videophone
software that is compliant with H.323.
One of the first applications combining the
VDO software suites will be for call centers at
alarge travel concern, where people calling in
over the Internet will be able to converse "faceto-face" with travel representatives and then be
shown video clips of hotels and destinations,
depending on their interests. "This is just one of
awide range of applications you'll be seeing
involving use of call centers in conjunction
with video streaming," Chambers says.
Sources also report that MediaOne Express
is preparing to put the VDOnet technology to
use in new content components, including a
classroom-in-the-home service which allows
students and teachers to talk to each other while
sharing access to text and graphics material.
MediaOne officials decline to discuss their new
content strategies, which will be introduced in
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various systems as the year progresses.
As the VDOphone travel agency application
suggests, the gains in voice and videoconferencing technologies also have implications for
cable in on-line commerce, customer service
and marketing applications. In another example of how the technologies might be used,
MCI is developing Internet interfaces with its
call centers that will allow people connecting

to the carrier's home page to click on an icon
and be connected to an operator.
"We can do least-cost, least-latency, leasthop or closest-geography routine' says
Harvey Kaufman, president of MCI supplier
NetSpeak Corp., which developed the
Webphone, a"smart" device that supports
Internet voice and video applications without
use of aPC. "The plan in this environment is
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to take the call and give the caller the best
connection or experience possible."
Such capabilities require interface of
Internet connections with server gateways put
in place by the coimnercial entity. As standards-compliant tools supplied by software
developers gain wider distribution, commercial
entities are likely to see the videophone/
streaming connection as an important attraction in drawing Internet users to their Web
sites, Kaufman says.
"There are many other benefits to companies
as well:' he notes. "They reduce their exposure
to 800 number incoming calls and to making
return calls over the public switched network,
and it's much easier to get data on the caller
because you're getting it through the Web site,
as opposed to having to ask alot of questions!'
But, of all the applications cable might have
for IP telephony, the one that remains most
galvanizing is the use of the technology as a
substitute for circuit switched standard phone
service. The cable trials Lucent is preparing to
supply would allow operators to deliver firstclass quality local and long distance voice service using their own facilities end-to-end,
Houghton notes. "We're seeing tremendous
interest in IP telephony as afull substitute for
standard voice service:' he adds.
But this application, even for Lucent's highly regarded technology, represents abig leap
beyond the capabilities of the system Lucent
began delivering for trials in non-cable applications this past summer. Where Lucent-supplied
trials by MCI, France Telecom and ICG
Communications are aimed at allowing corporations to provide low-cost connections from
local PBX (private branch exchange) locations
to distant ones that bypass long distance networks, the planned cable trials not only will
require low latency in the translation from IP to
circuit switched protocols and vice versa, but
will also require an automatic latency-adjustment capability to compensate for fluctuations
in network performance, Houghton notes.
"We're now in the process of measuring
latency in the context of how areal product
performs over operating networks, and we're
getting pretty good numbers:' Houghton says.
"It's still noticeable, but it's low enough to
meet requirements for the cable trials."
Along with working to further reduce the
gateway-induced latency to where it isn't
noticeable at all, Lucent is making headway on
the latency adjustment requirements of the
cable environment, where contention for bandwidth can create wide variations in the bit rate
over any user's connection. "This is abigger
challenge, but we think we can meet it,"
Houghton says.
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Another major supplier of IP telephony
products, VocalTec Communications Ltd., is
promoting an alternative approach in cable
that would avoid the technical and cost hurdles
associated with meeting this challenge.
VocalTec, in talks with @Home Network and
other cable entities, hopes to build on the
approach taken in anew strategy that's intended to make use of its latest advances in the
dial-up domain.
In one of the most far-reaching IP telephony
initiatives yet mounted by avendor, VocalTec
has established aglobal alliance of "Internet
Telephone Service Providers" to support cutrate long-distance calling over the Internet in
conjunction with Release 5of its Internet
Phone software. The new release, with
enhanced video and audio performance, will
be used by an initial lineup of ITSPs serving
23 cities outside the U.S., and another eight in
this country to provide long-distance PC-tophone connections at discounts of up to 80
percent from standard connections, says Scott
Wharton, product manager at VocalTec.
"We look on this as the first stage in ashift
to making IP telephony areal business opportunity for service providers:' Wharton says.
"Involvement of the cable industry will take us
to the next stage, where high-speed connectivity
makes phone-to-phone call quality almost indistinguishable from circuit switched service!'
The pre-cable infrastructure described by
Wharton involves initiation of calls from PCs
to standard telephones located anywhere in the
territories served by the ITSPs, which are local
Internet service providers who install
VocalTec's Internet Telephony Gateway server
at their points of presence. The ITG server
allows packet-based calls coming into ITSP
facilities to be translated to standard analog
phone signals for distribution through local
switches to the final destination.
Users must download the $49.95 Release 5
version of the Internet Phone client software to
their PCs in order to participate. When seeking
to dial anumber in any of the covered cities,
the user goes to the service Web site and is
registered with the ITSP serving the region the
user wants to call. Once registered, the user
can place acall to any number in the ITSP's
area for afee that's charged against acredit
card. Typical rates are 15 cents per minute to
the U.K., alittle more to various other
European points, and 20-25 cents per minute
to various Asian cities, Wharton says.
While the Internet backbone imposes some
latency on the two-way connections, the latest
improvements in VocalTec's system using new
packet loss reconstruction algorithms and better delay handling to reduce audio delay to

where it is barely noticeable in the PC-tophone application, Wharton notes. The new
VocalTec system, its first to be compatible
with the H.323 Internet calling standard, also
supports videophone connections for users
equipped with aparallel port video camera or
avideo camera with astandard Windows-compatible video capture card.
VocalTec has been pitching an approach to
exploiting these capabilities that would be very
low cost and relatively simple for cable operators, allowing them to offer phone-to-phone
long-distance connections at deep discounts
using high-speed backbones that bypass the
Internet backbone, Wharton says. "A backbone
such as @Home's reduces end-to-end latency
to 80 milliseconds, which overcomes the problem we have with phone-to-phone applications
of our technology over the Internet," he adds.
In acompletely packetized end-to-end voice
application over cable, if the customer uses a
standard phone, as would be the case for non-PC
calls, the signal must be instantly converted to or
from the digital IP packet format, Wharton notes.
"What we're saying to operators is that you can
avoid having to install costly conversion equipment at every customer site by using standard
telephone links between the premises and the
Internet Gateway Phone server," he says.
In this scenario, the operator would lease
lines from telcos, convert voice signals to IP at
the server and send them out over the highspeed data backbone for conversion back to
standard voice at aserver at the other end of
the call. But, as Wharton acknowledges, cable
operators are reluctant to embrace any service
plan that would use someone else's facilities,
even though those facilities might be readily
available under terms of deregulation.
Nonetheless, Wharton says VocalTec's pitch
has been well received. "The opportunity to
move quickly into this and offer avery lowcost long-distance service is very appealing:'
he says.
As VocalTec's ITSP initiative suggests, ISPs
represent another class of potential users of IP
telephony who might find the opportunity
appealing as well, offering competition to
cable as it moves in this direction, notwithstanding the bandwidth limitations of the dialup world. This is agood news/bad news scenario for cable, insofar as the industry will
benefit to the extent IP telephony technology
gains broad market support even though new
competitors will be going after the same customer base as they, too, find ways to expand
bandwidth to the end user.
One ISP that believes it has hit on asuccessful path to early entry is Concentric
Network Inc., anationwide ISP based in
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IP taxing is not
nearly as
daunting a
challenge as
IP voice
telephony

Cupertino, Calif. that is starting out in IP telephony on the enterprise side and hopes later to
move into the residential market. "We're
working on some partnerships (with software
vendors) that we'll be announcing shortly to
enable us to package and deliver video (conferencing) and voice services to our business
customers," says Connie DeWitt, product line
manager for voice and video services at
Concentric.
Concentric has built its strategy on an ability to offer various speeds of access services,
from 28.8 kilobit-per-second dial-up to dedicated T-1 (1.5 Mbps) links, in conjunction with
high-speed regional and national interconnections that avoid the traditional telecommunications and Internet backbone bottlenecks. In
California, where the firm has installed three
"superPOPs" (points of presence) to cover the
entire state, competitive local exchange carriers supply the pipes that take data off the local
telephone switches and deliver it to the POPs,
which are interconnected with other
superPOPs as well as traditional POPs
throughout the country over an ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) network.
In some respects, this model resembles the
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one the cable industry is attempting to fashion
through cooperation on anationwide data backbone and the various provisioning protocols and
transport techniques required for end-to-end connectivity industry-wide. But while Concentric
has dial-up reach to 95 percent of U.S. households and most businesses, it is taking aguarded
approach to rolling out telephony services.
"We have aguaranteed latency of 150 milliseconds or less over all connections, including
28.8 dial-up, which is well below detectable
latency for voice communications, so some of
our (corporate) customers are implementing
voice and video conferencing for internal communications on their own:' DeWitt says. "But
there are limits to how fast you can move in
offering services, especially video conferencing,
based on the way things are presently done
within the corporate environment."
For example, she notes, most desktop computers are not equipped with microphones, cameras and headsets, and many LANs are not set
up to support distribution of video. As aresult,
the first application Concentric will focus on as
it rolls out IP-telephony services is one that supplants the legacy switched video conferencing
systems that are connected to specific conferencing rooms within the corporate facilities.
"We're not at the general use stage within
companies, but that will come:' DeWitt adds.
Concentric's first voice-only IP service will
target the hot market for links that bypass
international toll calls. "We see ahuge opportunity in the international arena because of the
price differential, but we know that opportunity has afairly short life of maybe two or three
years," DeWitt says.
More important to long-term prospects is
the telecommuter and small office environment, she adds. "This is the direction we're
going, but not right away," she notes.
One factor holding back ISPs is the flat-rate
price bind they find themselves in, DeWitt
says. "You can look to Concentric for leadership in creating value-added pricing structures," she adds, declining to elaborate.
Further fueling the push into IP telephony
are ISP uses of the technology to provide fax
services. WorldCom Inc.'s ISP subsidiary,
UUNet Technologies Inc., recently became the
first ISP to promise circuit-switched quality
with fax-to-fax as well as PC-to-fax or PC-toPC capabilities on aworldwide basis. PSINet,
another leading ISP, and Concentric made
known their fax plans in June, and, amonth
earlier, Netscape Communications made available the fax-over-Internet technology of
NetXchange Communications Inc. as part of its
Navigator browser, meaning virtually anyone
could begin sending faxes over the Internet

with asimple download of client software.
But it's the strategy outlined by UUNet that
marks emergence of IP faxing as an industrialstrength phenomenon. By bypassing both circuit switched networks and the hodge-podge
of data links that make up the Internet backbone, UUNet will be able to deliver alowcost, high-quality fax service to anyone who
signs up with the company for an Internet connection, officials say.
"We're installing over 100 fax servers
around the world using our existing infrastructure," says John Sidgmore, CEO of UUNet
and vice chairman of WorldCom. "This is a
major, major play for us."
IP faxing is not nearly as daunting achallenge as IP voice telephony, where the need
for very low latency isochronous communications is amajor barrier to widescale use. But
the principle is the same when it comes to
interfacing people on data links with people
making connections through circuit switched
lines. In both cases, servers at data network
points of presence provide support for directing and translating calls back-and-forth
between the data and circuit switched links,
thereby eliminating the need for all participants in an IP-originated communication to be
connected to the Internet.
UUNet's service also demonstrates the
importance to IP telephony of data networks
that avoid the bottlenecks in the Internet. By
using its own data links rather than the Internet
backbone, in which it shares responsibility as a
provider, UUNet achieves latency levels that
meet the quality of service standards for fax
services, notes Allen Taffel, the ISP's vice
president of marketing and business development. "Our ability to control the quality of service by avoiding peering points (Internet interconnection points) has ramifications for how
quickly the fax is delivered, the reliability of
the service and the overall security of the service as well:' Taffel says.
Such advantages explain why the cable indusuy has put so high apremium on working out
the business and operational issues associated
with creating aubiquitous IP data backbone. As
previously reported (see the June issue, p. 116),
there are major obstacles to be overcome, but so
far, the commitment at the top of the industry
appears to be driving MSOs toward solutions.
There's too much at stake for the industry to
fail in its backbone initiative, Green says.
"There's atremendous interest in things like IP
telephony where the benefits really come into
focus once you have everybody connected to a
universal backbone:' he notes. "I think we're
already seeing significant progress under Joe
Collin's leadership." CIED
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standards that are the
most demanding in
the industry.

and Repair of

Sweep Equipment and
Signal Level Meters

INC
1-800-890-3624

Fax 717-828-6235

A Quality Service
A Quick Turnaround Time
A Reasonable Rates
A Personalized Customer Service
A Technical Support

Also Available:

Contract Engineering Services
CTV Inc. RR 1, Box 86-V7 Dingman's Ferry, PA 18328
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GHz Subcriber Amplifier

LOCK
POWI
tR OF
CABLEFI LE
The cable industry's most comprehensive database of
cable systems and ownership companies will be the key
to your sales, marketing or research plan.
Cablefile has all the information you need, all in

it, you won't know what you did without it.

one place—and better yet, it's information you can

• Do you market a service to a specific group

really use. Because the data is stored electronical-

of decision makers at cable systems—Chief En-

ly, you can import it into most data management

gineers for example?

and spreadsheet software programs. Then

•Do you sell aproduct to the cable tele-

you are limited only by your creativi-

vision industry?

ty. Select any number of criteria to

•Are you conducting research on

find a group of potential buyers

cable TV?

for your product or service—sub-

If you can answer "yes" to any of

scriber count, location and build-

these questions, then Cablefile

out plans, for example. The next

can be the key to your next sales,

day, a week later, a month later,

marketing

six months later, select adifferent

research

plan.

Cablefile will make your efforts

group based on another set of criteria

easier, more thorough and more tar-

such as channel capacity, billing system
vendor or number of coaxial and fiber optic

or

geted by providing you with key personnel, complete contact information and dozens

cable miles. There are over 60 fields of data that

of fields of information about the nation's cable

you can use to select just the right group! Cable-

systems and ownership companies. Call us today to

file is such aflexible tool that once you begin using

find out how Cablefile can work for you.

Cablefile—Your key to sales, marketing and research in the cable industry.
Call today for all the details! 303-393-7449
Or visit us on the Web at http://www.cablefile.com to download sample files
and view complete information about Cablefile!

600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400 •Denver CO 80222

CABLE file

RETURN PATH
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The issue: Signal theft
Over the past year or so, cable systems have attempted
to "get tough" on cable pirates in an attempt to recoup
some of the estimated $5 billion the industry loses to

cable thieves every year. It's not an easy battle, and it
takes commitment to make areal impact. What are your
thoughts when it comes to cable theft?

The questions:
1. What is your system's current penetration rate for
basic subscription services?

7. How concerned is your system's management about
local signal theft?

Below 35%

Very concerned Somewhat concerned Not concerned

35%-55%

56%-75%

Over 75%

2. What would you guess is the current level of basic
service theft in your system?

Less than 5%

5%-15%

16%-25%

Over 25%

3. What is your system's current penetration rate for
premium services (of all basic subs)?

LI

8. Has your system filed charges against anyone for
service theft over the past year or so?

50%-75%

Don't know

No

9. What hardware do you have in place to battle piracy?

LI

LI

LI

Locking pedestals

Traps

Scrambling
Less than 50%

LI

LI

Yes

75%-100%

LI

LI

4. What would you guess is the current level of premium
service theft among basic subscribers in your system?

Set-top descramblers

Less than 5%

10. Do you think piracy rates will drop with the advent
of digital set-tops and digital TVs?

5%-15%

16%-25%

Over 25%

None

LI

5. How much revenue does your system expect to lose
to signal theft during 1997?

Yes

Less than $20,000

11. Do you think you have more, about the same or a
fewer number of signal pirates today compared with a
year ago?

$20K-$35K

LI

LI

Over $50,000

$36K-$50K

6. What recent steps has your system taken to reduce
signal theft?

LI

None

LI

LI

Regular audits

Started security program

No

More

The same

Fax us at
303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and tille

Don't know

Fewer

System name:

Location:

Your comments:
Your MSO:

LI

Offer amnesty

Your job function:
Other

Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via fax
or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words 'CED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on November 30, 1997. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per
person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole
discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about December 1, 1997. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize
is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability

Daytime phone it:
against CED magazine, Chilton and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may
occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her
name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18 years of age or older.
Employees of CED magazine, Chilton and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change
or modify the sweepstakes rules while the sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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RETURN PATH

RESU.
For cable operators, it's
clear that upgrading to interactivity is an important goal.
Large majorities who
responded to the survey said
it's "very important" that
high-speed data or some
form of interactive service be
offered over their cable systems, and for the first time, a
majority of those queried
have some amount of twoway plant up and running.
With that experience of
running two-way plant
comes knowledge. The jury
is still out as to how difficult
it's going to be to maintain a
clean return path, but the
majority expects it to be
problematic. That could
force some to evolve toward
higher-order modulation
schemes that are designed to
mitigate those problems.
An interesting shift has
also occurred in the PC vs.
TV fight. A clear majority
of cable personnel now say
it's the PC that will become
the interactive appliance in
the home, whereas acouple
of years ago, the TV was
seen as the dominant interactive device.
Odd, however, are the
respondents' views on interactive video. While no one
said interactive TV was a
priority for their systems,
they did say they'd get similar penetration rates for
interactive video-on-demand
services as they would if
they rolled out Internet
access services.
Congratulations to John
Wallis ofAdams CATV in
Carbondale, Pa., who won
$50 for his response. Want to
become eligible for $50? Fill
out the survey on the previous page and fax it in!

82

The issue: Going interactive
Operators are spending millions of dollars to upgrade
their networks and implement new services like highspeed data. Along with that has come anew push for
networks to become more transactional than ever. But to

do that, acable network has to be two-way active.
Getting that return plant working well can be atricky
proposition, especially in large networks. This survey
asked for your thoughts about upgrading to two-way.

The results:
1. How important is it to the management of your system that high-speed data or some sort of interactive
service be offered over your system?

7. Seven years from now, do you think people will be
spending more time interacting with the TV—or with a
personal computer?

Very important

TV

Somewhat important

78%

11%

Not important

Don't know

11%

0%

11%

2. How soon do you think services like interactive
shopping, games and other services will be offered
over your cable system?
1-2 years

56%

3-4 years

33%

5+ years

11%

Don't know

0%

3. Is your system presently real-time, two-way active?
Yes

78%

No

Don't know

22%

0%

4. If not, are there any plans to activate the return path
within the next 12 months?
Yes

0%

No

100%

Don't know

0%

5. How difficult do you think it will be to fire up the
return plant and keep it "clean" enough to offer services like telephony and data reliably?
Difficult

33%

Slight problem

33%

No problem

22%

6. Do you think your system will have to use an
advanced modulation scheme like spread spectrum to
make the return path more usable?
Yes

22%

No

33%

Don't know

44%

PC
67%

Don't know

22%

8. If you offered true video-on-demand services today
where movies cost $5 each, what percentage of your subscribers would buy them each month, in your opinion?
Less than 5%

33%

5-10%

22%

10-30%

11%

30+%

22%

9. If you offered high-speed data and Internet access at
$40 per month today, what percentage of your subscribers would sign up, in your opinion?
Less than 5%

33%

5-10%

22%

10-30%

33%

30+%

0%

10. Has your system added fiber optic technology to
help break the system up into smaller "cells"?
Yes

No

Don't know

56%

44%

0%

11. Overall, of the following choices, which has the highest priority with your system's management right now?
Data delivery

44%

Telephony

11%

Interactive TV

Plain old TV

0%

44%

Your comments:
"Even with the small node sizes we have (20-100
homes per mile), noise funneling back to the headend
is amajor problem."
—Gene Neaty, Adelphia Cable, Plymouth, Mass.
"We have been testing two-way cable modems for
years. On July 1, we began commercial service at $99
per month for two-way 500 kbps service."
—Bob Moss, Cable Co-op, Palo Alto, Calif
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VideoleskTm
Interdiction System
Multiple Dwelling
Interdiction Unit (11,
101U)
Blonder Tongue's VideoMask'm Interdiction System is
the complete program security solution for today's cable
market. The Multiple Dwelling Interdiction Unit (MDIU)
is anew member of the VideoMaskTm family and is ideal
for MDU installations. The MDIU is available in 8, 12,
and 16 port configurations and is housed in arugged,
outdoor, steel enclosure. Each MDIU consists of one or
more 4-port subscriber groups mounted in an RFT-tight
steel inner enclosure. An outer steel enclosure provides
excellent protection for outdoor installations, while an
integrated lock prevents tampering with the interdiction
components.
The MDIU is suitable for wall mounting and includes a
backing plate with locating studs for quick installation.

Headend
Grade
Spectrum
Analyzeill
re

A removable bottom panel provides easy access to the
entry/exit connections and subscriber drops. Ample room
is provided for

Available in 8, 12, and
16 port configurations

installing adirectional
coupler for those
system designs
requiring cascaded.

MDIU's. This work space can also accommodate the
installation of L-band components for those systems providing both analog (50-750 MHz) and digital (950-2150
MHz) programming. Blonder Tongue also manufactures
these L-band components -please contact our

BTSA-8558C
See... Low Level Beats 70 dB Dynamic Range
Sel... Depth Of Modulation Directly On Screen
Own... Your Own -Personally Affordable

Sales/Marketing Departments for more information.

hiedidi011... View Jammer & Picture Levels Simultaneously

Blonder Tongue's VideoMaskTm Interdiction Unit

hailed...

(VMIU), which serves 4subscribers from adie cast
housing, is also suitable for pedestal based MDU

With Additional Features

installations. Blonder Tongue has recently begun
offering several pedestal mounting kits, including
Channell (SPH1320, SPH1212, SPH1010) and Reltec
(TV1024) models. These bracket kits allow up to 4
VMIU's (a total of 16 ports) to be mounted in one
pedestal, with plenty of room for entry/exit connections
and subscriber drop cables. Both the MDIU and VMIU
provide identical
electrical
performance and
can be intermixed

.............

on properties to
increase the
Videollasr

MDIU

Call today for ahill-Nne catalog &CATV reference guide

efficiency of the
system design.

Multiple Dwelling
Interdiction Unit

BLONDER
TONGUE
LABORATORIES,

INC.

The Standard Of Quality In TV Signal Distribution

One Jake Brown Rd., Old Bridge, NJ 08857 •Tel.: 908-679-4000 •Fax.: 908-679-4353
Shares of Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.'s connon stock are traded on the American Stock Exchange under the symbol BOA.
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Advanced Networking
C-COR Electronics, Inc.

Headend Equipment

Circle #10

C-COR's RF amplifiers, AM headend equipment, digital fiber optics, and customized service and maintenance provide global solutions for your network. p. 31

Nexlevel Systems, Inc./Broadband
Networks Croup Circle #32

Lindsay Electronics

Circle #44

Our revolutionary new technology creates 1GHz
communication amplifiers, passives, taps, and subscriber materials to solve system problems before
they become subscriber problems. p. 79

Philips Broadband Networks

GUNextLevel Broadband Networks Group is a

Circle #14

A global supplier of broadband RF and fiber optic

worldwide market leader in digital and analog set top
systems for wired and wireless cable television networks. p. 57

Nextievel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)

transport equipment, is also aleading provider of advanced systems used to access broadband telephony
and data services. p. 27

Circle #19

:1 4d0111 :toi 1101 1:11 i1:

worldwide market leader in digital and analog set top
systems for wired and wireless cable television networks. p. 39

Distributors
ITOCHU Cable Services

Circle #8

iCS, Inc. is aleading full service stocking distributorr,
operating ten sales offices and nine warehouses conveniently located in North and South America. p. 15

.LAini Construction Equipment

Power &Telephone Supply Co.

Circle #45

DROP INSTALLATION tools include CLI preventing torque wrenches; hardline coaxial SPLICING
TOOLS perform one-step cable preparation; AERIAL CONSTRUCTION tools for safe and productive
system deployment. p. 79

Telecrafter Products

Circle #4, 29

Supplies drop installation products for CATV, DBS,
and wireless operators, single and dual cable fastening products, identification tags, residential enclosures. p. 8,89

Datacom Equipment
Bay Networks, Inc.

Circle #90

TeleWire Supply Company

Coming Incorporated

p.43

Circle #11

you FREE access to the most extensive fiber-optic library in the industry. p. 35

Circle #17

Leading manufacturer of fiber optic loose tube, ribbon, interconnect, and distribution cables. Supplier of
connectivity systems including connectorized cable
assemblies, drop cable, distribution panels, adapters,
and optical fiber access tools. p. 33

Circle #2

World leading manufacturer of power conversion
products, widely used in cable television, telecommunications, and data networks around the world. Offer
acomplete line of AC and DC UPS systems, line conditioners, batteries, and accessories. p. 5
p.46

Circle #18

The Corning Optical Fiber Information Center gives

Distribution Equipment

Circle #86

p. 19

TeleWire Supply is aleading nationwide distributor
of products needed to build and service abroadband
communications network. p. 21

Pirelli Cable Corp.

Holiessy Products

Circle #10

P2 Fiber Optic Equipment

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
CirCle #35 p.69

Alpha Technologies Inc.

Circle #26

Power & Telephone Supply serves the power and
communications material distribution needs of the U.
S. through 18 strategically placed stocking warehouses, including aspecialized export facility in Miami,
Florida. p. 51

Sprint North Supply

Slecor Corporation

Circle #20

Celebrating its 20th anniversary, Siecor Corporation
is aleader in telecommunications technology for
voice, data and video applications. Siecor—At Your
Service. p. 40-41

Synchronous Croup Inc.

Circle #37

The Actair and Antares 1550nm external modulation
transmitters offer outstanding performance and the
best specifications in the industry. Perfect for super
trunks and direct distribution. p. 71

84

ADC Telecommunications, Inc.

Circle #1

Leading global supplier of transmission and networking systems. The company holds apreeminent market position in physical connectivity products for
fiber optic, twisted pair, coaxial and wireless networks worldwide. p. 2-3

Barco, Inc.

Circle #21

BARCO's Gemini Upconverter is an ideal alternative
to conventional modulators for hub site headends, accepts digital or analog IF inputs and saves cost and
space. p. 43

Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
Circle #47, 48

GI/NextLevel Broadband Networks Group is a

Lemco Tool Corp.

FREE INFORMATION

Quality manufacturer of headend equipment (including pre-fabricated headends), reception, distribution,
MDU interdiction products and test equipment. p. 83

Dawn Satellite

Circle #15

Technical information and competitive prices on
products such as: satellite "dish" antennas, satellite
receivers, digital ready LNBs, modulators, processors
and awide variety of related products. p. 29

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.

Circle #7

A worldwide supplier of highly integrated fiber optic
transmission, digital headend and element management systems for the delivery of interactive services
over broadband networks. p. 13

Microwave Filter Co., Inc.

Circle #43

Passive electronic filters, traps and filter networks for
interference elimination and signal processing at the
TVRO, headend and distribution equipment. p. 79

Passive Devices

Circle #87

Pico Macom Inc.

Circle #38, 48

p. 63

Pico Macom offers afull line of quality headend
components including satellite receivers, agile modulators and demodulators, signal processors, amplifiers, and completely assembled headends. p. 73,75

Scientific-Atlanta

Circle #50

Scientific-Atlanta's new Continuumns Headend System for analog and digital applications. This features
avertical packaging design which allows for up to
forty front-loaded modules to fit into astandard 70"
rack. p. 104

SkyConnect

Circle #23

SkyConnect meets the demands of the growing cable
advertising industry by offering the most complete
digital advertising solutions available. p. 47

Spectrum

Circle #33

The Sub-Alert utilizes the advanced features of the
Sage Endec for total automation and will interface with
your headend by IF, baseband video or comb generator.
p. 28-29,66
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Ad Index
TFT, Inc.

Circle #34

Manufactures and markets through CATV OEM's &
system integrators (EAS) Emergency Alert System
Products, including: EAS 911 Encoder /Decoder,
EAS 930A Multi-Module Receiver and (IHAD) In
Home Alert Device. p. 67

El

Services

International Engineering Consodium (IEC)
A nonprofit organization dedicated to advancing the
field of business and engineering in the information industry through noncommercial and university programs. p. 92

National Cable Television Institute (NCTI)
Circle cl 36
National Cable Television Institute (NCTI) is the
world's largest independent provider of broadband industry training; both technical and non-technical. p. 70

TCS Communications

Circle #25 pso

Women in Cable
A professional association serving more than 3,300
members across the country. Its mission is to empower women in cable and telecommunications to achieve
their professional, personal and economic goals while
influencing the future of the industries it serves. p. 28

Circle #22

Pioneer New Media Tech.

Manufactures advanced analog and digital CATV terminal featuring interactive functions, as well as controller software. p. 52-53

Blonder-Tongue

AM Communications

Circle #24

CRI manufactures "original tools for cable operations?' Tools include converter container lock boxes,
foam shelves, converter bags and return test equipment. p. 49

CTV Inc.

Circle #46

CTV Inc. offers quality repair and calibration of
CATV test equipment, and specializes in the upgrade
of CALAN 1776 RX and 1777 TX. Also available, refurbished CALAN equipment. p. 79

Hewlett-Packard Company

Circle #5, 31, 41

Hewlett-Packard offers acomprehensive range of test
equipment to keep your entire broadband system at
peak performance -from headend to subscriber drop.
p. 9, 60-61, 77

Riser Bond Instruments

Circle #30

Manufacturer of TDRs with unique and exclusive features to locate and identify faults and conditions in
metallic two conductor cable. p. 59

Sadelco, Inc.

Circle cl 39

Sadelco, Inc. manufactures SLMs for CATV. Minimax meters can now provide accurate reading of the
average power of all digital channels. p. 74

Circle cl 9, 13

Trilithic manufactures test equipment for the CATV
and LAN industries and components for aerospace
and satellite communications. Key products are
SLMs, leakage detectors, and acomprehensive line of
return test equipment. p. 17, 25

Circle #6

Manufactures equipment for CATV, telecommunications, wireless, and general purpose test. CATV equipment includes signal level, analysis, and leakage meters, sweep and monitoring equipment. p. 10-11

Circle #49

OmniStat by AM is the worldwide choice for monitoring HFC telecommunications networks. It is the
standard for ADC, NEXT Level, Philips and Scientific-Atlanta. p. 103

2

AM Communications

5

49

103

Barco, Inc

21

43

Bay Networks, Inc

90

43

47,48

83

Laboratories, Inc.
C-COR Electronics, Inc.

16

31

Cable Leakage Technologies. .28

55

Cable Resources, Inc

24

49

Corning Incorporated

18

35

Dawn Satellite

15

29

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.

7

13

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc
Hennessy Products

35

69

86

46

Hewlett-Packard
Company

5 31, 41.. 9, 60-61 77

International Engineering
Consortium (IEC)
ITOCHU Cable Services

92
8

15

National Cable Television
Institute (NCTI)

36

70

NextLevel Systems, Inc./ Broadband
Networks Group

32

S7

NextLevel Systems,
Inc. (Corp. HQ)

19

39

Pace MicroTechnology

22

45

Passive Devices

87

63

Philips Broadband Networks . 14

Circle It 12

Wavetek Corporation
Test Equipment

)3

Cable Resources, Inc.

»Mc, Inc.

Circle #27

Page g

Alpha Technologies Inc

Sencore designs and manufactures afull line of
CATV, Wireless CATV, QAM and MPEG-2 test instruments. Each instrument is designed to meet your
system analyzing and troubleshooting needs. p. 23

17 Subscriber Equipment

Reader Service g

ADC Telecommunications. lne... 1

With the FCC imposing stiff fines for leakage, CLT
presents operators with the only sure, comprehensive
method of locating and documenting the nearest
street address of system faults/signal leakage. p. 55

Sencore

Pace MicroTechnology

Circle #28

.

Cable Leakage Technologies

.II
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Pico Macom Inc.

27

38,40

73,75

Pioneer New Media Tech.

27

52-53

Pirelli Cable Corp.

17

33

Power & Telephone Supply Co 26

51

Riser-Bond Instruments

30

59

Sadelco, Inc.

39

74

Scientific-Atlanta

50

104

Sencore

12

23

Siecor Corporation

20

40-41

SkyConnect

23

Spectrum

33.

47
.
28-29, 66

Sprint North Supply

10

19

Synchronous Group Inc

37

71

TCS Communications

25

50

4 29

8 89

TeleWire Supply Company

11

21

TFT, Inc.

34

67

9 13

17,25

Telecrafter Products

Trilithic, Inc
Wavetek Corporation

6

Women in Cable

,Iiii-I-FP

FREE INFORMATION

10-11
28

Product Showcase
CIV Inc

46

79

Lemco Tool Corp

45

79

Lindsay Electronics

44

79

Microwave Filter Co., Inc

43

79
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Companies in this issue
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The following companies are cited in articles and features in the current issue. Page numbers refer to where the
initial mention takes place in aparticular story. Listings do not include some departments.
Alpha Technologies

92

MCI

AlphaStar Canada Inc.

12

MDSI

Ameritech

14

Media0ne

74
41
16, 40, 73

Antec

22

Megacable S.A. de C.V.12

Artel Video Systems

91

Navio Communications

Barco

14

NCTA

Bay Networks Inc

93

NetSpeak Corp.

Broadband Networks Inc.

68

NextLevel Systems-Broadband Networks Group

C-TEC Corporation

12

Northern Business Information

36

C-Cor Electronics Inc.

93

Philips

14

Cable Access America

42

Potomac Electric Power Co.

12

Premiere Network Services Inc

44
42

14
4, 20, 102
74
30, 93

CableLabs

72, 93

CableTime

93

Proxima

Cabletron Systems

40

RCN Corporation

12

Cablevision of Loudoun, Va

42

RE Group

14

CBIS

42

Remedy Corp

40

CellularVision of New York

24

Satellite Cable

42

Saxe Inc

38

Century Communications of Rohnert Park, Calif.

93

Community Networks Inc

42

Scientific-Atlanta Inc

Concentric Network Inc

75

SCIE

22
58, 91

Contec

42, 90

SeaChange International Inc.

93

Cox Communications

18, 93

Sencore Inc.

90

CSG Systems Inc

37, 92

Sinclair Broadcast Group

12

Stanford Telecom

90

DCM Industries

92

DirecTV

14

Superior Electronics

38

France Telecom

74

Swiss Telecom North America

14

FrontLine Communications

91

TCI (Tele-Communications Inc.)

Galaxy Cablevision

68

Tee-Comm Electronics Inc

Galileo Corp

90

Tektronix Inc

GTE Media Ventures

93

Telecommunications and Technology Policy

24

Hanifen, Imhoff

37

Telect

92

Harmonic Lightwaves

90

Tellabs

93

HITS

42

Time Warner

38

Hybrid Networks

16

lime Warner Cable

72

42, 62
12
54, 92

ICG Communications

14

UUnet

76

Interactive Cable Communications Inc

14

VDOnet Corp

73

Jones Interactive

38

Vicon Industries Inc

92

Jones Intercable

14, 16

VisionTeq

91

VocalTec Communications Ltd.

75

Leader Instruments

91

Lindsay Electronics

93

Vyvx Advertising Distribution Services

16

Loral SpaceCom Corporation

12

WorldCom

76

22, 73

WTCI Inc.

62

93

YAS Corp.

93

Lucent Technologies
Marcus Cable

86
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ADC Telecommunications, I
ne.
http://www.adc.com
Alpha Technologies Inc.
http://www.alpha.com
AM Communications, Inc.
http.//www.amcomm.com
Barco, Inc.
http //www.barco-usa.com
Bay Networks, Inc.
http://www.baynetworks.comicable
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
http://www.hometeam.com/blonder
C-COR Electronics, Inc.
http://www.c-concom
Corning Incorporated
http://www.comingfibetcom
CTV Inc.
http://www.budcocable.com
Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.
http://www.hannonic-lightwaves.com

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.
http://www.hayes.com
Hennessy Products
http://www.hennessy.com
Hewlett-Packard Company
http://www.hp.conegolcatv
International Engineering
Consortium (WC)
http://www.iec.org
Microwave Filter Co., Inc.
http://www.ras.com/mwfiltermwfilter.htm
National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI)
http://www.ncti.com
NextLevel Systems, Inc./Broadband
Networks Group
http://www.nlvl.com
NextLevel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)
http://www.nlvl.com

Passive Devices Inc.
http://www.pdi-eft.com

Spectrum
http://www.spectrummhz.com

Philips Broadband Networks
http://www.be.philips.com/pbn

Sprint North Supply
http://www.sprintnorthsupply.com

Pico Macom Inc.
http://www.piconet.com

Synchronous Group Inc.
http://www.syngroup.com

Pioneer New Media Tech.
http://www.pioneerusa.com

TCS Communications
http:www.tcscomm.com

Power & Telephone Supply Co.
http://www.ptsupply.com

Telecrafter Products
Email: teleprod@compuserve.com

Riser-Bond Instruments
http://www.riserbond.com

Tele Wire Supply Company
http://telewiresupply.com

Sadelco, Inc.
http://www.sadelco.com

TFT, Inc.
http://www.TFTInc.com

Scientific-Atlanta
http://www.seiatl.com

Trilithic, Inc.
http://www.trilithic.com

Siecor Corporation
http://www.sieconcom

Wavetek Corporation
http://www.wavetek.com

SkyConnect
hap://www.skyconnect.com

Women in Cable
http:www.wictorg

Pace MicroTechnology
http://www.pace.co.uk

•
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W HAT'S AHEAD
oc -roe
6-8 Technology Forecasting

for the Telecom Industry, produced by Technology Futures
Inc. Location: The Renaissance
Hotel, Austin, Texas. Call
Diane Sanso (800) 835-3887; or
(512) 258-8898.

:1 4:101 I:I•4 eiiik k11 :1

20-24 Fiber Optic Splicing
and Testing, produced by
Nynex. Location: Nynex
Learning Center, Marlboro,
Mass. Call (800) 239-3300.
22 Analog Headend Design,
produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: Atlanta. Call
(800) 722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.
23-24 Operating Analog

Trade shows

Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call (800)
722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.

October
8-10 Private & Wireless
Show, produced by National
Satellite Publishing Inc.
(NSP). Location: Wyndham
Anatole Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Call (713) 975-0030, ext. 28;
or (800) 555-0224.

11 Emerging Video and
Telecommunications
Technologies, produced by
Tektronix Inc. Location: Dallas,
Texas. Call (800) 763-3133.

20-22 Eastern Cable Show.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
the Southern Cable TV
Association (404) 255-1608
for more information.
21-23 1997 National
Communications
Forum/InfoVision97.
Location: Chicago. Call (312)
559-4600.

Headend Systems, produced
by Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call (800)
722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.

December
10-12 The Western Cable
Show. Location: Anaheim,
Calif. Call the CCTA at (510)
428-2225.

27-29 Rocky Mountain

January
8-11 Consumer Electronics
Show (CES). Location: Las
Vegas, Nev. Call the
Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association
(703) 907-7600.

SCTE Chapter 2nd Annual
Cable TEC Symposium.
Location: Holiday Inn, Ft.
Collins, Colo. Call Hugh Long
(303) 603-5236.

2711/7

Outside Plant
Engineering—Basic (OPE-BX),
Bellcore TEC Training from
Nynex. Location: Marlboro,
Mass. Call (800) 832-2463 or
(708) 960-6300.

28-30 Digital Network

Engineering, produced by
NextLevel Systems. Location:
Hatboro, Pa. Call (215) 6744800.

28-30 SCIE Emerging
Technologies Conference.
Call the SCIE (610) 3636888.
February
25-27 The Texas Cable
Show. Location: San
Antonio, Texas. Call (512)
474-2082.

NOVEM* 7Emerging Video and
5Emerging Video and

Telecommunications
Technologies, produced by
Tektronix Inc. Location:
Raleigh, N.C. Call (800) 7633133.

88

Telecommunications
Technologies, produced by
Tektronix Inc. Location: Atlanta,
Ga. Call (800) 763-3133.

7-8 Operating RF-IPPV
Systems, produced by

1741 Hands-On Fiber
Optic Installation for Local
Area Networks (Multimale
and Singlemode), produced by
Siecor Corp. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.

Maintenance and Restoration
for CATV Applications, produced by Siecor Corp. Location:
Hickory, N.C. Call (800) 7432671, ext. 5539 or 5560.

JANU.
8-9 Telecommunications
Fundamentals, produced by
American Research Group.
Location: Morristown, NJ. Call
(919) 461-8600.
2647 Telecommunications
Fundamentals, produced by
American Research Group.
Location: Chicago, Ill. Call
(919) 461-8600.

1840 Cable Television
Technology, produced by
C-Cor Electronics Inc.
Location: Fremont, Calif. Call
C-Cor Technical Customer
Services (800) 233-2267, ext.
4422.

26-29 ComNet '98. Location:
Washington, D.C. Call MHA
Event Management (800) 5453976.

1940 Planning,
Implementing and Managing
Network Telephony, produced
by ICM Conferences Inc.
Location: Las Vegas, Nev. Call
Eric Beauchamp (312) 5403854.

2-4 Wireless Cable
International's Winter Show.
Location: Singapore. Call the
Wireless Cable Association
(202) 452-7823 for additional
information.

21 Emerging Video and
Telecommunications
Technologies, produced by
Tektronix Inc. Location: Santa
Clara, Calif. Call (800) 7633133.

8-11 CompTel '98. Location:
Las Vegas, Nev. Call the
Competitive
Telecommunications
Association (202) 296-6650 for
more information.

DEcEm
8-9 Fiber Optic Network
Design, produced by Pearson
Technologies Inc. Location:
Washington, D.C. Call (800)
589-2549.
8-11

Hands-On Fiber Optic
Installation for Outside Plant
Applications, produced by
Siecor Corp. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.

15-18 Hands-On Fiber
Optic Installation,

I
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FEBRUÓ

8-12

1998 Western
ComForum. Location: Dallas,
Texas. Call the International
Engineering Consortium (312)
559-4600.

22-27

OFC '98 (Optical
Fiber Conference). Location:
San Jose, Calif. Call the
Optical Society of America
(202) 416-1980 for additional
information.

2345

CTIA's Wireless '98.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call the
Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association (202)
785-0081.

Universal Cable Markers
...still the best.

Flex Clips
...stress-free
installations for
better transmissions
and longer lives.

Feed-Through
Bushings
...for multiple
access — now or
in the future.

RB Clip Gun Systems
Fitting Savers

...tried and true,
cannot impair the cable.

...the most versatile
and efficient method
of avoiding costly
fitting replacements.

icier-rdit
er
Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry
800-257-2448 or FAX 303-986-1042

Reader
Service

29

N EW PRODUCTS

Optical amp
module
STURBRIDGE, Mass.—Galileo Corp. has
introduced its FluoroAmp, its first fluoridebased optical amplifier module. The module
is designed for use in wavelength division
multiplexed (WDM) and dense wavelength
division multiplexed (DWDM) networks.
Based on Galileo's proprietary fluoride fiber,
the module exhibits uniform gain in excess

Galileo's FluoroAmp

of 30 dB from 1534 to 1562 nm, asaturated
power output in excess of 13 dBm and a
noise figure of less than 4.5 dB. It incorporates all necessary components, including
WDM couplers, optics, pump laser and monitoring photodiodes in acompact module that
interfaces electronically via aSCSI-2 connector and silica SMF-28 fiber pigtails with
the option of any standard fiber connector.
Circle Reader Service number 52

Simplified remote

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.—Contec has introduced
asimple remote to operate NextLevel
Systems' (formerly General Instrument)
CFT2200 and DCT1000 advanced convertors.
The RT-SR21 fills the need for simplicity and
ease-of-use, says the company. The remote
features asimple design, clean layout, wellspaced keys, a"One Touch" power button that
simultaneously turns on the TV and the convertor, and Point and Press programming.
For cable operators, the RT-SR21 will help
minimize confusion and reduce customer service calls, says Contec. With the launch of this
latest remote, the company now offers three
remote controls that operate advanced analog
and digital set-tops.
Circle Reader Service number 53

1550 nm transmitter

SUNNYVALE, Calif.—Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc. has announced the availability of its new
high-power MAXLink 1550 nm transmitter.

90

Horizontal analyzer
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.—Seneore Inc. has
introduced anew universal horizontal circuit analyzer that works with all computer
monitors, televisions, projection TVs and
other CRT video displays.

Available in two models, the HLT 7709 with
750 MHz bandwidth, and the HLT 7809 with
870 MHz bandwidth, the transmitter provides
improved performance and economy in both
distribution and supertrunking applications,
says the company.
The MAXLink extends the company's
series of 1550 nm transmitters by increasing
the optical output power to 9dBm from each
of the dual complementary outputs. The high
output level, effectively 12 dBm of total optical power, enables dense distribution without
requiring the use of an optical amplifier. The
complementary outputs enable cancellation of
common mode noise when used with the
Harmonic Link Extender, resulting in highperformance supertrunking, says the company.
Circle Reader Service number 54

VSAT modem

SUNNYVALE, Calif.—Stanford Telecom has
introduced anew VSAT modem, the STEL9260, which can significantly reduce the cost
of aVSAT system, says the company.
Specifically, Stanford has tailored the product's features to mid-range data applications.

The HA2500 provides aunique frequency lock and variable horizontal frequency system that allows the user to
quickly service all horizontal circuits, no
matter the frequency (15 kHz to 125 kHz).

MOM
Stanford Telecom's VSAT modem

The transmitter section of the STEL-9260
has direct RF output covering the 52 to 88
MHz IF range, and programmable power levels from -5 to -25 dBm. The receiver is atrue,
variable rate demodulator, which is user-programmable from 19.6 to 1,024 kbps BPSK,
and 64 to 2,048 kbps QPSK.
The STEL-926() receive function includes
on-board forward error correction (FEC), which
provides aconstraint length K=7 at Rate 1/2 to
reduce overhead and assure the highest signal
integrity. Higher speed modems require more
costly FEC options at Rate 3/4 or 7/8.
Performance is better than 1dB from theoretical. The STEL-9260 can track input frequency
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A SAMPLE OF TOPICS ADDRESSED
Business, Marketing, and
Regulatory Issues
-Evolving competitive landscape
-Effects of the 1996 Telecom Act
-New entrants vs incumbents in the local
loop
-Building the information society
-Causes and effects of industry
convergence
-Customer satisfaction and profitability
-Imperatives in customer care
-The ITS and Nil initiatives
-Business-case modeling for new ventures
-The new data dial environment
-Providing rural telecommunications
-Optimum service planning
-Data warehousing applications
-Smart cards and marketing
-Broadband deployment options
-Standards and the Gil
-The tradeoffs of universal service
-IN, UMTS, and TINA
-Understanding market share growth
-Service branding and bundling
-Telecom alliances and outsourcing
-Sources of capital for telecom providers
Network Technology and
Applications
-ATM service categories and network
evolution
-xDSL technologies and options
-ASDL and ISDN
-Fiber deployment in the loop
-Intelligent networks
-Hybrid fiber/coax networks and
applications
-TCP/IP network design
-Implementing frame relay
-Full-service networks
-Video-on-demand
-Global information infrastructures
-Network access architectures
-Client/server network developments
-Network security
-Interoperability, compatibility, and
testing
-Broadband network operations
-CATV trials and technology evolution
-Messaging, signaling, and broadband
protocols
-Metropolitan SMDS
-Enterprise voice networking and ATM

Multimedia, the Internet, and Online Services
-Basics of the Internet
-Evaluating the multimedia market
-The fiber-optic information
superhighway
-Future of the World Wide Web
-AFS and the Web
-The future of telecom and the Internet
-Internet access router requirements
-Internet Protocol Next Generation
-MPEG-2
-Distance education
-Videoconferencing
-Standardization of multimedia services
-Networks for broadband multimedia
-Video over ATM
-Interactive broadband and PCS services
-Electronic commerce
-Content-delivery services
-Digital broadcasting
Computer Applications, Data
Communications, and Software
Directions
-Intelligent peripherals and the advanced
intelligent network
-Gigabit Ethernet networks
-Enterprise computing in
communications
-Rapid service delivery
-Data warehouses
-Smart cards
-Service creation for MN
-Global IN standards
-Computer/telephony integration
-Digital content management
-IN speech recognition
Wireless
-Basics of cellular communications
-Wireless local loop
-Wireless telecom access
-Network issues for PCS
-PCS versus wireless

-Smart antennas
-Economics of wireless systems
-Advanced wireless access systems
-FDMA, CDMA, and TDMA
-Wireless 911
-Wireless and service mobility
-Mobile IN architectures
-Satellite services for rural communities
-Broadband digital wireless
-Wireless/wireline integration
-Wireless fraud
Operations and Quality Control
-Business support systems
-Total quality management and
re-engineering
-Exceeding customer expectations
-Network simulation and testing
-Performance standards and
interconnection
-Powering issues and solutions
-TMN and local loop service
management
-Full-service network management
-IN testing
-Customer business-support systems
-New directions in billing services
-Enterprise network reliability
-TMN and IN
-Service control in interactive
communications

1

Market Pull

Customer

In this section, the following Chief Executive Officers
share their visions on avariety of key issues facing the

I

•
industry.

>
Lester M. Alberthal, EDS Corporation

Network Capabilities

Nehvork
Provider
Products

Vendors

"Robert Annunziata, Teleport Communications Group
Michael J. Birck, Tellabs
Sir Peter Bonfield, British Telecommunications plc, and
Concert plc

Technology Push

r
-

Robert E. Allen, AT&T

h

Salim A.L. Bhatia, BroadBand Technologies, Inc.

SNA Over a Frame Relay Network

.5

RELAY

/bps/
Cluster

1.5
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NETWORK
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FEP

— Controller

SDLC Within

Data
Center

Frame Relay
SNA

Packets

SDLC

SNA
SDLC
Packets

SNA NETWORK

The International Engineering Consortium's Annual Review
of Communications is an indispensable reference publication
for telecommunications and information industry
professionals. Each year, the Consortium brings together
into one unique resource the most current thinking and
practical experience of industry professionals on avariety of
topics currently facing the information industry. This
invaluable reference tool is amust for executives, managers,
and educators in all sectors of today's changing
communications industries.

Special 50th Anniversary Issue

Features
•Offers up-to-date information on arange of key topics, all
in one volume
•Discusses the hard-won experiences of industry players
over the past year
•Contains aspecial focus on the international
telecommunications/information industry in countries
such as China, India, Africa, Brazil, Mexico, France,
Germany, England, Canada, Russia, and Japan

The Annual Review of Communications 1997 marks the
50th edition of the Annual Review. This special

William V. Catucci, AT&T Canada Long Distance
Services Company

commemorative issue contains both cutting-edge updates
of current technologies and applications, as well as basic

James L. Donald, DSC Communications Corporation

tutorials intended to bring readers up to date on new
developments in the industry. Brought together in one
1,100-page volume are insightful essays on:

William T. Esrey, Sprint
FRAME

ANNUAL REVIEW OF COMMUNICATIONS 1997

Brian A. Canfield, BC Telecom Inc.

David W. Dorman, Pacific Bell

Packets

The International Scene
-Canada and the communications
millennium
-Telecom in China
-Fiber optics in developing countries
-Access technologies for developing
countries
-The Asia-Pacific satellite market
-Telecom in developing Asia
-Latin America and the Caribbean in the
GATS
-Japan in the information age

diref Executive Officers
Visions

Evolving Technology to a Revenue Platform

Michael Fitzpatrick, Pacific Telesis Enterprises

-Business, marketing, and regulatory issues

Louis V. Gerstner, IBM

-Multimedia, the Internet, and on-line services

George Gilder, Discovery Institute

-Network technology and applications

Richard R. Green, CableLabs

-Computer applications

George H. Heilmeier, Bellcore

-Data communications

Royce Holland, MFS Communications Company, Inc.

-Wireless communications

Glenn R. Jones, Jones Intercable Corporation

-Operations

Robert W. Kinzie, Iridium LLC

-Quality control

•Evaluates the status of critical industry technologies and
applications
•Forecasts how and where markets will develop for various
services
•Provides insight on successful business practices and
strategies
•Contains extensive diagrams, graphs, and tables to help
illustrate key concepts
•Includes an acronym guide and extensive index

Robert J. Massey, CompuServe Incorporated
Fundamental aspects of current technologies and
network operations are explored.

Residential Subscriptions to

Enhanced Service Curve — Examples

Richard D. McCormick, U SWest Inc.

Communications Services — 1985-2000

John McLennan, Bell Canada

350

Scott McNealy, Sun MicroSystems
The International Engineering Consortium,

John Millard, Mitel Corporation

t
«.—

Early Market

-

Mainstream Consumers

Pragmatists

Internet/On-line

-

300 -

Conservatives

established in 1944, is anonprofit

Jean C. Monty, Northern Telecom Limited (Nortel)

250 -

organization dedicated to catalyzing positive

Richard C. Notebaert, Ameritech Corporation

200

change in the information industry and

Philip J. Quigley, Pacific Telesis Group

university communities. The Consortium

Bert C. Roberts, Jr., MCI Communications
Corporation

Available on CD-ROM

provides unsurpassed educational opportunities for today's

The full text of the Annual Review of Communications 1997 (including

industry-university programs. The Consortium also conducts

figures, diagrams, tables, etc) is available on CD-ROM. This format allows for
quick and easy searching of the entire 1,100-page volume for specific topics and
key words. This CD-ROM also contains the full text of the Annual Review of

research and provides publications addressing major

Charles Sirois, Telesystem Ltd. and Teleglobe Inc.

opportunities and challenges of the information age. The

Raymond W. Smith, Bell Atlantic

Consortium is affiliated with more than 70 leading, high-

Communications 1996 (Volume 49) complete with search engine capabilities.

Edward Whitacre, SBC Communications Inc.

technology universities.

information industry professionals and conducts avariety of

W.J. Sanders III, AIV1D

The Chasm
Speech Recognition
Based Services
One Number
Services

Innovators

Early
Adopters

Voice
Messaging
Call
Management
Services
Ea
Major

o
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Calling

Late
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TouchTone
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Paging

Cellular PCS

150 -

Cable TV/
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100
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Source: The Strategis Group, Inc., historical primary lines. FCC

Up-to-date information on key industry markets, trends, and consumer behavior is presented.

MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED
More than 200 experts from awide variety ofchange-driven corporations and research institutes are represented in this edition ofthe
Annual Review, including:
SBC Communications Inc.

Tandem Computers Inc.
TDS Telecom
Technology Trading House
Teleport Communications Group
(TCG)
3Com Primary Access
3M Telecommunications Systems
Division
US Robotics
U SWest

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Securicor Telesciences Inc.
Shyam Telecom, Ltd.
Siemens AG
Southern New England Telephone
Company
Sprint
Sun MicroSystems
Swiss Telecom North America
Tadiran Telecommunications, Inc.

Announcing the 50th-Anniversary Volume of a
Critical Resource for the Information Industry

DBS Terminal Average Cost Breakdown

The Annual Review of Communications 1997

Memory

Annual Review of Communications

ASICs
•RF

II
D

rA

Power Supply
Mechanical

ORDER FORM

O Annual Review of Communications
1,100 pages, Volume 50

$195

Please Provide Your Complete Information.

O CD-ROM (Volume 49 & 50)

$195

O Book plus CD-ROM ordered together

$295

Conversion

NAME

Order handling and domestic postage (per piece)
Order handling and international postage (per piece)

LAST

FORMAL FIRST

1997

$10
$25

TITLE

1997
Volume 50

All Orders Shipped via FedEx
Present Value of Investment Over 5 Years:
Regulated Service Deployment

S21

S.8

Year 2

Year 3

ROOM it/M.S.

STATFJPROVINCFJCOUNTRY

Year 4

Additional Returns
Returns
Initial Investment
-$1.33
-1.5

Initial
Investment

CI DISCOVER

CI Invoice Me

CI Bank wire transfer

U VISA
CI

U MC

CI AMEX

P.0.#

AREA CODE/LOCAL t

FAX NUMBER

EXP. DATE

MONTH/YEAR

Year 5

Yearly Returns

-1.0-

CI Check Enclosed*
CREDIT CARD NUMBER

e-mail
-0 5—

Total amount of order

$24
OFFICE PHONE

Year 1

Booksellers, please callftr special discount.

ZIP/POSTAUCOUNTRY CODE

S34
2'
1

DIVISION/DEPARTMENT

CITY

$0.5
---,

COMPANY

COMPANY ADDRESS

Net Present Value =-$.02 million

Dollars (In millions)

AG Communication Systems
AirNet Communications
Corporation
Alcatel
Ameritech
Arthur D. Little
A.T. Kearney, Inc.
AT&T
BC Telecom Inc.
Bell Atlantic
Bell Canada
Bellcore
BellSouth
Boston Technology
BroadBand Technologies, Inc.
CableLabs
Celcore, Inc.
Cisco Systems
Clear Communications
CompuServe Incorporated
Comverse Network Systems
Digital Equipment Corporation
DSC Communications Corporation
ECl/Telematics
EDS Corporation
E/O Networks
Frontier Technologies Corporation
General Instrument Corporation
Global Broadcasting Corporation
GTE Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
IBM
Iridium LLC
Jones Intercable, Inc.
Lightbridge, Inc.
Lucent Technologies
MCI
MFS Communications
Mitel Corporation
Mitsubishi Corporation
Motorola
MPR Teltech
MTA-EMCI
National Semiconductor Corporation
Northern Telecom Limited
Omnipoint Corporation
Pacific Bell
Pacific Telesis Enterprises
Probe Research
Qualcomm, Inc.

Additional Initial
Investment

Assumptions: 5-year planning horizon; 10% discount rate; mandated deployment increases the
initial investment 33%; 10% increase in variable operating costs; and 20% increase in revenues.
Also assumes market or territory is increased but demand is weaker in these areas.
Copyright e 1996 Carol Weinhaus and the Telecommunications Industries Analysis Project Work
Group, Boston, MA

The economics of various technology options and
deployments are analyzed.

IEC Publications
549 West Randolph Street, Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60661-2208 USA
Fax: +1-312-559-4111 or Phone: +1-312-559-3730
publications@iec.org http:Ilunmv.iec.osg

NAME AS IT APPEARS ON CREDIT CARD
CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE

Payment must be received prior to shipment.
*Make Checks Payable to: "Communications Forum"

OTHER PUBLICATIONS (Please fax me detailed information on the following checked items)
• AStrategic Vision of the Wireless Industry: Communications Unbound
• The Wireless Industry and the Coming Personal Communications Services
Revolution
• The Local Loop: Access Technologies, Services, and Business Challenges
(Volume 2in aseries)
CI Intelligent Networks: Current Advances and Business Issues (Volume 2in aseries)
• The Telecom Outlook Report: 1997 2007
LI Competition for Access Services in the Local Loop

CI The Consolidation of the Information Industry: AParadigm Shift

CI Broadband/Multimedia Services and Networks: Technologies,
Applications and Recent Developments (Volume 2in aseries)
CI Worldwide Wireless Communications
Plenary Session VideoForwn Series
CI Capturing Today's Broadband/Multimedia and Local Loop
Opportunities
CI The Wide World of IN Solutions

Presented by the

International Engineering Consortium

Two SDI inputs are accommodated with
an active output of the channel selected for
observation. Waveform display and decoded
picture monitor outputs may be set to GBR
or YPbPr form.
Circle Reader Service number 56

Sencore's universal horizontal circuit
analyzer

The unit provides a"Horizontal Output
Load Test" that simplifies testing and setup. The unit allows the user to test the circuit ¿yen without applying AC power.
This feature will help provide more accurate estimates, reduce the number of damaged replacement parts and will speed the
technician's diagnosis and repair, says
Sencore. The HA2500 also incorporates
the patented "Ringer" test for analyzing
flybacks and yokes in seconds.
The new "dynamic tests" help the user
analyze horizontal circuits in apoweredup condition to catch even subtle defects
in the power supply and drive signal. This
test can help eliminate call-backs and
reworks associated with horizontal circuits. The HA2500 also incorporates a
special variable-current limited and protected B+ substitute supply. This feature
allows the tech to test and troubleshoot,
even when the power supply is dead.
Circle Reader Service number 51

drift up to ±2 MHz without the loss of signal
lock. For instance, the specified carrier tracking
range is ±2 MHz for adata rate of 64 kbps with
BPSK, or adata rate of 128 kbps with QPSK.
Circle Reader Service number 55

Digital waveform monitor

HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—Leader Instruments has
nnounced anew monitoring unit, the LV
5150D, which
handles both
serial digital
s
and analog
n
components for
•
HDTV signals
in the 1125/60
(59.94) forLeader's LV 5150D
mat. It promonitoring unit
vides full
waveform monitoring functions, including
line select, cursors and memory presets of
test setups. Picture display of the Y or G
component, with aline select strobe, is also
provided. The unit offers avector display of
chroma component, as well as aLissajous
display for stereo audio.
1.

Interactive training

EXTON, Pa.—The Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) has
expanded its educational offerings to include
computer-based training for industry technical
personnel. Two software packages, Telecom
Technologies and T-1 Transmission Basics,
which are currently available only to SCIE
members, provide asolid introduction to the
fundamentals of telephone and T-1 transmission, as well as switching technologies.
Graphics, navigation tools, glossary features
and on-line help bring the practical information on the technologies to life. Each program
takes about four to six hours to complete.
The information provided in the interactive
training programs is designed to support the
Society's Telephony Certification program in a
way that is both convenient and cost-effective
for telecommunications employers, says the
Society. The CBT courses are licensed to
allow each cable system to purchase one copy
of the program and install it on acomputer for
up to one year—allowing for not only an unlimited number of trainees, but flexibility in
opportunities to learn and review the material.
"As our industry deploys telecommunications services, it becomes imperative that the
Society's members understand the telephony
and wide-area data services history of development," says SCIE VP of Technical
Programs Mary Nelson. "This is one of the
reasons behind the introduction of the
Society's Telephony Certification Program."
Circle Reader Service number 57

ports all of the Artel video, audio and data
transport products.
MegaWav is designed to easily integrate
current fiber optic technologies, and gives
multiplexing functionality to Artel's DigiLink,
MegaLinlc and SL4000 product lines, as well
as products from other manufacturers, providing an advantage over traditional electrical
multiplexing, says the company, which
requires the same transmission speed. When
combined with the SL4000 multichannel video
transport product, up to 54 studio quality
video signals can be transported on asingle
fiber, with an aggregate bit rate of 10.8 Gbps.
Circle Reader Service number 58

More ACM fonts

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah—FrontLine
Communications has announced the availability of 28 new fonts for its All Channel Message
System. The new font selection allows users to
create more stylized and unique looks for their
scrolling messages and pages, and will be
especially useful in applications for community bulletin boards and cross-channel promotions. The text messaging capabilities of ACM
are suited to EAS solutions, as well as other
multichannel applications. All new fonts are
free to current ACM users and can be downloaded from the FrontLine Web site at
www.frontlinecom.com.
Circle Reader Service number 59

Test signal generators

CORAL SPRINGS, Fla.—VisionTeq recently
introduced the HG-701, anew return path signal generator which produces six ultra flat,
high output level (51 ±0.25 dBmV) carriers

Dense INDM

MARLBOROUGH, Mass.—Artel Video Systems
has released MegaWav, anew dense wave division multiplexer (DWDM) system for multichannel broadcast video transport, cable TV
supertrunlcing, multichannel interoffice trunlcing
and high-channel density solutions. Originally
designed to increase the capacity of the installed
fiber plants for telephony networks, the technology has been adapted by Artel for deployment
in local area video networks.
MegaWav has the capability to optically
multiplex up to nine optical digital data
streams on asingle fiber, providing easy
expandability for operators, without the cost of
installing additional fiber. The platform sup-

VisionTeq's return path signal generator

spaced 7MHz apart within the 5to 42 MHz
return band. The ±0.25 dB ultra flat output
removes the need for awkward-to-use calibration charts.
The unit is rugged and compact, with encapsulated components, and has are-chargeable
battery which allows continuous operation for
more than 8.5 hours. This high-quality, highstability, crystal-controlled signal source is a
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cost-effective solution for those looking for an
end-of-line test signal generator to implement
and align the return path of two-way cable
systems, says the company.
In addition to the HG-701, VisionTeq has
developed afamily of test oscillators, which
includes models compatible with most
international standards, and welcomes
inquiries for any custom broadband RF
product designs.
Circle Reader Service number 60

connectors and requires no special cable
preparation. Software features include test
program, specification editor, tabular and
graphic data output, ASCII conversion and
data file management. Integrated test reports
for low- and high-frequency tests are produced in several user-selectable formats and
can be automatically compared against userdefined specification limits.
Circle Reader Service number 64
Telect's cross-connect module

Signal monitoring software

BEAVERTON, Ore.—Tektronix Inc. has introduced its CSS50 Cable Television System
Software to address the complex maintenance,
installation and regulatory compliance challenges faced by cable TV network operators.
The CSS50 software supports anew line
of instruments currently applicable to the
North American NTSC standard. In addition,
the software provides full compatibility with
32-bit remote control software products,
making remote operation in Windows 95 and

Tektronix Inc. 's CSS50 software

Windows NT more straightforward. CSS50
supports the DS1000 Series of demodulators,
the VM100 Series video measurement sets,
and both the 2714 and 2715 cable TV spectrum analyzer models.
The CSS50, DS1000 Series, VM100
Series and 2714 or 2715 together offer atotal
solution that automatically performs all FCC
proof of performance tests to specification
and ensures consistency and repeatability of
all measurements, according to Tek.
Circle Reader Service number 61

Cross-connect module

SPOKANE, Wash.—Telect has introduced its
new Broadband Intra-Office DSX module
which allows network administrators to
accomplish digital signal cross-connects
between floors and buildings without expensive repeater modules. The module integrates
the repeater function within the DSX to handle cross-connects up to 450 feet in distance.
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The industry-compatible module fits in
Telect's Broadband Connectivity System, or
in any other industry-standard broadband system. It occupies half the rack space of conventional DSX plus repeater configurations.
Circle Reader Service number 62

Cable TV enclosure

BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha Technologies
has added anew application-specific enclosure, the UPE/M6, which allows the co-location of autility meter, power supply and up to
six float-service, gelled electrolyte batteries.
The UPE/M6 is constructed of durable,
long-lasting aluminum and apowder coat finish for corrosion resistance. The enclosure's
doors are flush and mechanized with double
locks for safety and security.
The unit features a15 amp "HM" High
Magnetic circuit breaker, aduplex AC receptacle, aservice power inserter with acable TV
fitting, and an LRI lamp for simple status
monitoring. Sliding battery trays hold up to six
gel cell batteries near the bottom of the enclosure to maximize battery convection cooling.
Circle Reader Service number 63

Cable measurement system

UNION CITY, Calif.—DCM Industries has
announced the availability of its coaxial cable
measurement system for testing all types of
coaxial cables.
The CMS coax system evaluates and
records test data for
every significant
high- and low-frequency parameter.
The stand-alone,
fully integrated system requires minimum operator skills
to learn and operate.
The system features an advanced
DCM's coaxial cable
coaxial cable conmeasurement system
nection fixture. It
eliminates the need for expensive termination

Financial service products

ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—CSG Systems Inc.
has added two new financial service products—Credit Verification and Recurring
Credit Card Processing.
CSG's Credit Verification is an interface to
athird-party credit bureau that allows customer service representatives (CSRs) to verify credit instantly and detect fraud of potential or current customers. It comes in either
Basic Service or Enhanced Service versions.
The Basic Service displays information
that matches the Social Security number
given by applicants. It also indicates if the
address of the applicant is non-residential and
displays "public alert" flags to alert CSRs
when aSocial Security number is assigned to
someone who has filed bankruptcy or has a
tax lien. The Enhanced Service calculates a
credit risk score on the applicant and includes
all features of Basic Service.
CSG's Recurring Credit Card Processing
allows customers to have their bills paid
automatically by credit card charge, which
reduces deliquencies and churn. It also eliminates such problems as lost payments, misread scanlines or check document amounts.
Circle Reader Service number 65

Video multiplexer

MELVILLE, N.Y.—Vicon Industries Inc. has
introduced its AurorA Digital Video
Multiplexer. The AurorA offers achoice oi
16 channel monochrome or color units wil h
simplex or duplex operation. Nine multi-,
screen displays with various titling options
liNFINIarg

ii

_

Vicon's AurorA multiplexer

for live or playback video are available,
including full screen, picture-in-picture, quad,
3x3, 4x4, three variations of these and auser
configuration. The picture rate is optimal,
based on scenic activity.
Circle Reader Service number 66
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Marcus to deploy Bay solution
SANTA CLARA, Calif.—Marcus Cable has
selected Bay Networks Inc.'s internetworking
solutions for the delivery of
Marcus@Home—the company's new highspeed data and Internet access service.
The operator will deploy Bay Networks'
LANcity Personal (LCP) cable modems to
provide connectivity for the launch of its new
on-line service, Marcus@Home, to households
in the Fort Worth and Park City, Texas area.
"In launching this program to enable our
subscribers high-speed Internet access, one
of our top priorities is to ensure dependable
connectivity for our customers," said Jeff
Tokar, director of new business and technology at Marcus, in astatement.
The Marcus@Home service will give
users 24-hour unlimited access to the
Internet, as well as other on-line services and
applications, including home shopping, distance learning, interactive gaming, videoconferencing and IP telephony.

Time Warner—Tampa picks Lindsay taps
LINDSAY, Ontario—Lindsay Electronics has
entered into asupply contract with Time
Warner, Tampa, Fla. to provide Lindsay's
model LOT nine-inch tap. The multi-year deal
will provide product for the entire Tampa Bay
and St. Petersburg area. The electrical/mechanical design of the tap makes it suitable for the
extreme environmental conditions found in
this area, as well as allowing additional services without extensive plant modifications.

GTE selects NL solution for digital
HATBORO, Pa.—GTE Media Ventures has
selected NextLevel Systems Inc. Broadband
Networks Group to supply technology and
equipment to support GTE's launch of full
digital video service.
NextLevel's end-to-end solution include
the ACC-4000D addressable controller and
related headend equipment, plus DCT-1000
digital consumer set-top terminals for GTE's
Florida plant. GTE is one of the company's
first U.S. customers to launch the NextLevel
ACC-4000D in adigital system.
GTE's 750 MHz video network currently
passes more than 150,000 homes, and under
its current expansion plans, this number is
expected to exceed 400,000 by the end of
1998. GTE has expanded its Florida network
to include Safety Harbor and Dunedin, in
addition to Clearwater, St. Petersburg and
parts of Pinellas County.
GTE's deployment will increase the number of video programming channels from 79
to 114, and will include the Starsight elec-

tronic programming guide, as well as Music
Choice. NextLevel's digital technology provides the GTE system with the ability to
deliver features such as expanded channel
capacity, digital-quality video, Dolby digital
audio, the option to deliver a16x9 aspect
ratio "movie-like" video display, and the
capability to offer other interactive services.
The ACC-4000D family of access con-
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trollers features amulti-tasking system server
platform that controls all of the signaling and
messaging to and from the GTE customers'
DCT-1000 addressable set-top terminals. It
accurately stores records of all addressable
transactions and links directly to the operator's
business system for timely billing.

C
-Cor to supply Century
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—C-Cor Electronics
Inc. will provide Century Communications of
Rohnert Park, Calif. with FlexNet 700 Series
750 MHz trunks, bridgers and line extenders,
and FlexNode AM fiber nodes. The equipment will be used in an HFC architecture
with afull fiber backbone. C-Cor has been
selected for Phase 1of the system. which
was started this past July.

CableTime, SeaChange announce deal
MAYNARD, Mass.—SeaChange
International Inc. has announced amulti-million dollar commitment for the purchase of its
digital ad insertion systems and satellite services from CableTime, aU.S. cable ad sales
contractor. Beginning with 100 headend systems to be installed in 1998, the SeaChange—CableTime relationship will create
the largest single cable advertising delivery
system, according to executives at
SeaChange.
". ..Working with SeaChange will enable
our existing digital systems to receive satellite delivery of ads to local headends," said
Darrell Campbell, president of CableTime, in
awritten statement.

•

Based in College Station, Texas, CableTime
is asubsidiary of U.S. cable operator TCA
Cable TV. CableTime manages ad sales in
more than 500 headends in more than 30 states,
reaching more than three million subscribers.

CableLabs contracts with Yassini
LOUISVILLE, Colo.—To help attain interoperable cable modems, Cable Television
Laboratories Inc. (CableLabs) has contracted
with cable modem inventor Rouzbeh Yassini,
CEO of YAS Corp. Yassini is the former CEO
of LANCity, which was among the first companies to develop and commercialize cable
modems. Yassini will direct the testing and
verification stage of the MCNS/DOCSIS standardization process, according to information
released by CableLabs.
"Because interoperability testing and verification is critical to cable, modem mass
deployment, CableLabs has sought Yassini's
advice as the technology's developer to
employ his proven strategies and tactics in
the direction of this standardization process,"
explained Dr. Richard Green, CableLabs
president and CEO, in astatement.
CableLabs is managing the three stages of
the Data-Over-Cable Service Interface
Specification (DOCSIS) under the leadership of Bob Cruickshank, director of
CableLabs Digital Network Technologies.
Stage one, the RF specification, concluded
in March 1997, enables suppliers to begin
building interoperable, high-speed cable
modems plus modem headend systems.
Stage two, testing and verification, overseen
by Yassini, is expected to be finished by
March 1998. The final stage, commercialization, follows with an anticipated year-end
1998 retail availability date.

Cox selects Tellabs' Titan system
LISLE, 111.—Tellabs is supplying its Sonetbased Titan 5500 digital cross-connect system
to Cox Communications for use in local service offerings throughout Cox properties
nationwide, including California, Oklahoma,
Virginia and Arizona.
The two companies signed athree-year contract that names Tellabs as Cox
Communications' exclusive source for Sonet
3/1 digital cross-connect systems. The agreement is estimated to be worth about $5 million,
according to information supplied by Tellabs.
Cox is building amulti-service network
designed to deliver voice and data services in
select markets nationwide. The company is
beginning to roll out local telephone service to
both business and residential customers in three
markets (see "Spotlight," page 18). COD
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CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
1-800-338-9299

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on atimely basis
http: fiwww.cahleconstructors.com

*Design

•Installation

APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
802 Networks •Process Control •Security •
IVHS •Educational Networks

Bridgers Line Extenders

55OFF
55OFF
450PP
45OFF
45OFF
45OFF
Housing
AGC

370660 550PH
344000 550PP
370664 450PH
376141 45OPT
499939 45OFF

550PH
55OPP
450PH
750PH
Housing

System Amp II 550 & 750 mhz
More than 2500 in Stock

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

ifi11111111

372393
372391
372392
503148
232700

Fiber Optic Services

Passives

ToPs 1ghl
Taps 750 mhz
Taps 600 mhz
Splitters
DC's
Two Ways
Three Ways
P/S Inserters

"For all your fiber needs"
Specializing in Fiber splicing, construction,
consulting, engineering and design.

Call: 1-800-651-7960

TU LSAT 800-331-5997

White _gandi

REFURBISHED

ommil

1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F N to N BNC, RCA. F-81

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
9640 $295
(MIN 01V lO)

y,

Try our
half-sized
chassis.

?el! e"
l

JERROLD
C4R
$295

$225

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arroa, Ok 74012

$139.99

11AUSIZE vEli (4.ASSIS

(MIN 0115)

TU LSAT 800-331-5997

Emerge"SUBncy
A1
LERT"
rge
yftem
RT"
FCC &LOCAL FRANCHISE COMPLIANT
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.
"Solutions" Not Just Products...

THERMOSTAT CONTROLLED FAN
SAVES RACK SPACE

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

4OCK $325

6650

Is your headend cramped for space?

STANDARD
320( $275

$199

9630

RG-56
BELDEN
RG-59
TIMES
RG-11
COMM/SCOPE
RG-213
INTERCOMP
RG-214
We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

REFURBISHED

RECEIVERS

GILBERT AHS
LRC
OFF SHORE
PPC

Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

Planes 1057

,0 eleee-14"

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
Trunks

•Full Turn Key Services
PO. Box 571
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783

SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915; Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

NEW and REFURBISHED

373920
347099
234420
372398
372397
372376
373166
343890

*Testing

TU LSAT

800-331-5997

800-628-0088
(Audio Only Also Available)

SPECTRY1

To Place AClassified Ad In CED Magazine OR On The Internet...
Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 (e-mail: treeder@chilton.net) by the first of the month preceding the month of the
desired issue. I Fax insertion order and any advertisement copy to 610-964-4663. III Mail any ad materials or Box #replies to:
CED Classifieds, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor, PA 19089, Attn. Tim Reeder.
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leo®-vteMi
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
SYSTEM II

FEED FORWARD
POWER DOUBLING

Triples

Scientific Atlanta
C-Cor
Magnavox

Duals
Singles
Quads

Jerrold

TU LSAT 800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

For More Classifieds
See Us On The Internet
http://www.trans-action

"Mapping the 2I
st Century's
Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •WaterlWasteWater

Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
FOCUS TM • Lode .
"'"

DESIGN
EXTENDER

THE M APPING I
NNOVATORS
Ea 1982
FTF-FTSA Design

Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales & Training

For more information contact:
405 N Reo Street

1799•5 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Chesterfield, MO 63005

Phone:314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786

• P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL

33622-0112

Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile: (813) 287-3674

Far: 314-579-4628

Email: ckramer@glai.com
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Satellite Antennas
• C & Ku high gain
• Delivery Worldwide

• One piece spun aluminum
• Easy installations

Aeel, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axis Mounts

$429

DH Satellite

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233

QUALITY REPAIR
COMPETITIVE PRICES

PRECISION
7iCHNOLOGY
SERVICES

INC

AFull Service Telecommunications
Repair Center
•Converters
vanas onic
•Line Equipment
tow:duet
•Test Equipment
Service C.
•Satellite Receivers
•Headend Equipment
•Standby Power Supplies
1-800-681-TECH
(1-800-681-8324)
Rte. 45, Gateway Ctr. •Westville, NJ
(6091 742-0830 •Fax 16091 742-1780
THE

PREMIER

VCRS
$279 WEDGE

Exchange for working White Label

CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

EST. 1988

SAVE $50 LIMITED OFFER

MAGAZINE OF

IRD CARD

Exchange for working White Label

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

MOST REPAIRS $93

VCRS
PLUS
VCII
IRD'S

TU LSAT 800-331-5997

WE BUY SCRAP
CATV CABLE
MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES
800-852-6276
10 YEARS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE
P.O. BOX 96, Argos, IN 46501

BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS

OCTOBER

1997
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CALL US

nerbfleed

MAGNAVOX

SYLVIANIA

TRUNKS

TRUNKS

51550 61550 81550
51450 61450 8T450
51440 51330 81330

156 155 186
177 163 154
152 153 505C

BRIDGERS

BRIDGERS

58550 68550
58440 58450
58330 58300

277 215 214
213 211 233
245 231 235

rR
EQ's 7MC Pads 8HE's

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

PIS EQ's Pads DC's

TULSAT 800-331-5997

Prices Cut 30%

I

If You Have Any Of This...
We Have A Check For You!

on most popular models!
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MATEJKA CABLE RECOVERY INC.

4r411

Coast to Coast Service

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY, INC.

1-800-831-2925 Fax: 507-345-8840
http://www.matejka.com

6743 KINNE STREE ••EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •
-437-3953 •Fax315-463-1467
http://www.ras. om/mwfilter/rnwfilter.htm
E-MAIL: mfc @ ras.com

1

Over A Hal` Million

TRAPs
New & Used Traps
Pos, Neg &Tiering

IN STOCK
New & Refurbished

NEW

CONNECTORS

Taps

Large Inventory
Popular &
Hard to Find Sizes

a

Traps

WE SWEEP All TRAPS AND TAPS BEFORE SHIPPING
1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 7,1012

TU LSAT

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
By

Idea/onics

800-331-5997

I
1
I

450

MAO
GI Station

450

GI LE

MHz

MHz

• SWEEP / FORWARD / REVERSE
• RETURN ACTIVATION

*PROOFS

• ACTIVATION-BALANCE

*ELECTRONIC UPGRADES

CINCINNATI, OHIO

SA Station
0 -COR Station
MAG LE
SA LE
C -COR LE

$349$85-

ALL TYPES OF
EQUIPMENT WANTED
-Fax ListWE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
SINCE
1982
il I.
Id I
1-800-98-ARENA
Fax 1-610-279-5805

AUIENz_t

i

C El

Since 1986

An Engineering Services Company dedicated to:

BOLIGHT/SOLD/SERVICED

TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE I
or For local franchise requirements 1
Complete Audio and Video
or Audio only systems available
1
Compatible with all headends
I
Affordable
I
Idea/allies
The pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems I
(701) 786-3904
FAX (701) 786-4294 I
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Professional Installation
& Technical Services, Inc.

: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING &
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800-457-4569

kV BUY AND SELL
Murat* QUALITY
CATV EQUIPMENT
ftnpeRpmmt,

UNE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
FAX US YOUR SURPLUS IN
LIST
PH: (760) 631-2324 • FAX: (760) 631-1184

TEST EQUIPMENT WANTED/FOR SALE
Test & Measurement Electronics tor RF, Video,
Fiber Optics, ETC. Wavetek, HP, Tektronix,
Trilithic, Comsonics and many other brands.
Trade in% welcome.
BUY - SELL - LEASE
PTL Cable Service Inc.
PH 561-747-3647
FAX 561-575-4635

1997
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Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.
1950 NW 44th Street • Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Tel: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831
Internet: It ttp://wwvt.Qualit3,Cable.com

Scientific Atlanta
Belden

Jerrold

Pico Macom

Times Fiber

Comm/Scope

Power Tronics

Holland

Magnavox

Eagle

MoPed
Cable Matic/Ripley

Cable-ing the world ....
Headend /Line Equipment /Drop Material /Converte

(800) 978-8845

rà Door to Door
Sales
rà System Audits
à Converter
Placement

RCH CABLE
Serving the industry
since 1977

-'RCI-1 personnel perform visual,
non-subscriber audits, as well as,
full scale climbing audits.
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609-786-1701
Fax 609-786-0121

301 Route 130 South
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
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WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

.‘111fflI

BUY

SELL

REPAIR

RMF

ammiumb, „L Ammulliamm.
Free Pickup & Delivery Service Available
Supporting Broadband Networks
World vvicle

CONNECTORS, TAPS, HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

864-574-0155
Fax 864-574-0383
sales@dbtronics.com
http://www.dbtronics.com

•PPV Set-tops
•Custom Manufacturing

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -Comana, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR F
ax: 208-683-2374
moorst@comtch.iea.COM
HOME PAGE: http://www.iea.com/-moorst/
We Now Accept M/C And VISA
See Inventory On Home Page

•S-A & C-COR 750MHZ EQ's

FA
Scientific
Atlanta

•Mag 550MHZ Upgrades, Reverse Ready
Accepting
Mastercard
and VISA

•Addressable Control Replacement for SM4/5
•Integration Services for Advanced Technology

INSPECT •PAINT •REPAIR •RE-GUY •LIGHTING •ERECT
•ANTENNA •FEEDLINES •ANALYSIS •DISMANTLE

HERMAN J. J
OHNSTON
Industry
Service

,..4 (

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Since

JUMPER CABLES

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

PRESIDENT

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

Nationwide
Tower Company

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

RADIO, TELEVISION, C.A.T.V. AND MICROWAVE TOWERS
P.O. BOX 130 •POOLE, KENTUCKY 42444 •(502) 533-6600
MOBILE 15021831-4573
FAX (5021533-0044
j

ADAMS GIABAL

LOOK No need to shop around.
TO US Call us first!

We buy and sell excess cable equipment!
We provide quality service!
(800) 451-1762 u(913) 764-7280 •fax

(913) 764 -0540
www.adamsglobal.com
email: madams@adamsglobal.com

Quality Merchandise is found at D&P Manufacturing, Inc.
Headend, Line Gear, Converters, Test Equipment & much more.
Our expertise of workmanship guaranteed for Six Months.
Serving the Industry Since 1985

SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON
WIRE & CABLE INSTALLATION

(800) 997-1224 • fax: (215) 348-9399
e-mail: dpman@worldnet. att. net

Faster Installation =Lower Labor Costs
-•Wall fishes—insulated or not
•In attics and above ceilings
•Floor to floor
•Finished basements &crawl spaces
•Behind baseboard w/o removing it
•Under carpet, between todcstrip S, wall
.11.
•Eliminate "fire block" problems
Me Tools and Training needed to do
whole house installations FAST and EASY!

Attention C-Band Shoppers!
Galaxy VII Fully Protected Transponder
Available for Immediate Full-Time Use
Uplink from N.Y. with DigiCipher II MCPC

Flex Bits •PVC Push Pull Rods •fiberglass lelescopic Pole
Sciew-Together fddergloss Rods •One-Ftece 30' Rods &

Below Market Rate! Commit now for Huge Discount!
Only Two Channels Left! First Come, First Serve!

Cull for aCatalog 800-530-3979

Call Today (714) 263-9900 x217

Maarten Company—
(303) 239-0790

FOR SALE
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

www.mccartenco.com

1216 LOW GAIN DUAL SYSTEM AMP
$500.00 EACH
384 LOW GAIN SINGLE SYSTEM AMP
$360.00 EACH
BOTH 750 MHZ 5/42 SPLIT
Fax Quote with Contact Name &Number to:
MEDIAONE Attn: Director of Assets

MediaOnesM

This is Broadband. This is the way.

Fax (303) 239-8750

mccartenco@aol.com

WANTED TO

BUY

The Prairie Cat Zoo of Kansas is
wanting to buy your used obsolete,

Analog Advertising
Insertion Equipment.

(248) 204-1877

Phone or Fax:
(913) 899-5264.
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EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

FIBER OPTICS

General Instrument IRD's
575 DSR-1500's & 80 DSR-2200's

Aelletttilhk elliEFITISCHIS
For Excellence in Fiber Optics
-Splicing - Testing -11esiorzbn
Qualified TechnicalCzeursAvatableg
Ezcelkentleferences'' Compatiti Rate
CallTodayforliorehdoonaincin.

Almost new, available for sale at avery low price!
Call now to place your order!
(714) 263-9900 x217

[800-704-0444

Get FREE design tools on the Internet -

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

www.cabletools.com

1-800-465-5652GoIdCom
(609) 346-2778

Inc.
ilqiimgoldcominc.corn

System Design /CAD Software -Simple, Powerful, Affordable

CDI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

for the following positions:

A national Tele-Communications company in Houston with a 330,000
subscriber system has the following positions available:
Advanced Technicians with at least 2yr in electronics knowledge of
CATV Headends, Fiber Optics aplus.
System Technicians Trunk sweep, preventative maintenance to include
amplifiers and electronics background.
Service Technicians CATV test equipment, leakage detection equipment.
Working knowledge with power supply maintenance. Cable splicing and
trouble shooting capabilities.

Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.
TECHNICIANS

TCI offers excellent career growth opportunities and competitive salaries and
benefits. Please mail resumes to:

TC I

DESIGN ENGINEERS

ICI -Employee Relations Dept.
4201 FM 1960 W. Ste. 300

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890
Ext. 4119

Houston, TX 77068
FAX: (281) 586-8359

Fax: 800-875-1904

E.O.E. Drug Test required for all successful candidates.

Attn. CED97

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

SENIOR NETWORK ENGINEER
Media General Cable of Fairfax, asubsidiary or Media General, Inc., a Fortune 500 company, is
recruiting for aSenior Network Engineer at its Springfield. VA location. Requires 7-10 years background working with RF cable systems, data/computer networking and network management. Strong
engineering problem solving, record-keeping and statistical analysis skills. Experience working with
telephony systems, including SONET, SLC, and Ti preferred.

Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. CED97
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

Excellent Benefits Package includes:
• Health/Dental
• 401K Plan
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Credit union
• Discount cable service for MCC employee subscribers
We are offering relocation assistance for a qualified candidate residing outside of the
Virginia/Washington. DC metropolitan area.
Fax resume and salary requirements to 703-378-3498 or mail to

I

0

k

MEDIA
GENERAL
CABLE
A Mee. General ComMy

MEDIA GENERAL CABLE
14650 Old Lee Road
Chantilly, VA 20151
APre-Employment
ttn: Human Res pn
ources
Testing Required

Say It With Color!
Call 800-S66-0206

.114

fT
.'

For Color Classified Ralés.r
M/F/D
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CATV Engineering and Training

THE FUTURE IS

Blonder Tongue has multiple openings for technically qualified CATV engineering associates. Successful candidates will train and assist Blonder
Tongue's customers to specify, design, and implement Blonder Tongue
products into CATV and private cable systems.

interactive
he

piirt

o I

ir!

Qualified candidates will have aminimum of 10 years CATV technical and
three years of classroom instructional experience in several of the following
areas: satellite and broadcast TV headend signal processing, trunk and feeder broadband distribution, CARS band or 18 GHz AM microwave, or
addressable interdiction systems. Candidates must be able to teach with
confidence, clearly convey technical concepts and present a professional
image. Supervision of technical associates can substitute for instructional
experience.

ResNet Communications provides cable and
Video-On-Demand (VOD) services to multifamily residences. Utilizing proven networked
communications technology. ResNet is well on
its way to becoming amajor player in the
rapidly expanding private cable-services market.
ResNet is looking for qualified applicants for
the following CATV positions.

Educational Criteria: Minimum of a High School diploma and formal
technical education. Candidates with aBS in engineering and partial or full
SCTE BCE certification get preference.At least one position requires fluency in Spanish or Portuguese. Travel requirements range from moderate to
extensive, depending on the position.

Op. Mgmt. ((:orporate/Field) Positions # 11102 1//
MOU Const./Project lAgmt. Positions #1003(//
Service: Technicians/Installers Positions #100491
Ouality Control Engineers Positions #11105W
Training (Management/Trainer) Positions #1110691
Billing System Manager (CSG) # 1110/97

Here's bow to apply.

Experience in amultifamily environment or
shared services helpful. Interested candidates
should submit aletter of application,
resume and asalary history to:
ResNet Communications
ATTN: Human Resources
808 West Ave. N. Sioux Falls, SD 57104-5720

Blonder Tongue offers highly competitive salaries and comprehensive
benefits including a401K plan.
For consideration, please send your resume to:
Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
1Jake Brown Road, Old Bridge, NJ 08857
Fax No. 732/679-4353
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

www.lodgenet.com

RESNET

COMMUNICATIONS

BLONDER
TONGUE
LABORATORIES

ResNri

Communiration,

Since 1975 we have served
the CABLE-TV industry by
matching talent with opportunity.
JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES
One Young Plaza, Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call (800) 433-2160 •Fax (817) 599-4483 •E-mail: iyoung@staffing.net

EOE

SCTE Sustaining Member

roeh
F
Froeh
eter

TECHNICIAN

search

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and
Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

TCl/TKR CABLE OF LONG BEACH ISLAND
1202 Long Beach Blvd. •Shipbottom, NJ 08008
Attn: Tomm O'Reilly
Apply in person or Fax (609) 494-7892
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

It's A
Chilt
Has
hum

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING 8t D ESIGN O CTOBER

lich
lich &Co.

P.O. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337
EMAIL: pfsea rc h(Oflash. net
Web: http://www.flash.net/-pfsearch

Troubleshooting/Maintenance, repair of a 180 mile 550 MHz system with fiber.
•3-4 yr. cable experience
•High school diploma or equivalent
•Good drivers record
•Knowledge of S.A. equipment a plus
Satisfactory passing of practical testing. Drug test required of successful applicant.
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TRAINING
eerieexeeeee

KP"«—
g HenkeIs &McCoy, Inc.,

••:- ON-S ITE e••

"PERFORMANCE
has built our business..." '

MM

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
•OSP Fielders, Engineers and Planners

is anationwide firm

TE CHNI CAL TRAINING

,ek ••OSP
C.O. &Transmission Engineers
Engineers with fiber optic transmission

id&
engaged in utility.

and equipment experience
• Project Managers
• CAD Operators/Intergraph/AutoCADADDS
• Certified Technicians
PBX
Sonet Equipment
•Instructors
Pole Climbers
Cable Splicer

corrosion control
and architectural
engineering and

Deliverable anywhere in the us or
overseas, TTSI offers hands-on technical
training to groups needing retraining
or advanced technical skills. Complete
customization is our guarantee. Bring
the trainer to your site -Our training is
extremely COSt effective for groups of 6
or more.
--AREAS OF EXPERTISE -▪ CATv /Broadband Networks
▪ Fiber Optics Splicing & Testing
• Telecommunications
For aprice quote on your training needs, call Jeannie
Carlisle at (218)631.2746, or e-mail ttsi@wcta.net

construction.

HENKEL5E. M c COY

Our employees

rRA INING SYSIEMS ,

Shawn Heyes
P.O. Box 950, Blue Bell, PA 19422-0900
Tel: (800) 637-7558 FAX (215) 283-7587
email: hmsheyes@aol.com

earn competitive

Sell Your Equipment, Product

NATIONWIDE OPPORTUNITIES
EoE AVE/D/v

salaries and

or Service Here & Still
Make A Profit!

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

tatgest CAN:Pt videt
Comcast is the 3rd largest CATV provider
in the U.S. Our commitment to emerging
technologies and service excellence has
positioned us for continued growth, offering
excellent career oppertunities for
experienced professionals.

General Manager
For our Detroit, MI system you will be responsible
for planning, organizing and directing cable system
staff to reach maximum customer satisfaction and
profitability. Qualifications include BS degree or
equÑalent work experience/self study; 3-5 years
experience in 100,000+ urban subscriber system
to include 3years management experience; strong
leadership, communication and organization skills.
We recognize the contributions of our staff with
agenerous compensation package which includes
a 401(k) plan and medical coverage. For
consideration, send resume with salary history to:
Comcast Cablevision-Human Resources,
29777 Telegraph Rd., Suite #4400-B, Southfield,
MI 48034.
An Equal Opportuni'y Employer

Call

Available in the Hawaiian Islands, California, Texas.
Indiana, Virginia and the Northeast,

excellent benefits.

800-866-0206

E.S.T

SALES/ M ARKETING PRODUCTS

Quality sales and marketing leads
at the touch of abutton!
If you market your product or service to cable
operators, then you need the CABLEfile Database to
make your marketing and sales plan complete.
•CABLEfile is the most complete and comprehensive database of
cable systems and ownership companies (MS0s) available.
•CABLEfile is more than adirectory. Using your current data
management software, you can manipulate CABLEfile (lata as
necessary. For example, select only those regions of the country or
decision-makers relevant for each marketing or sales effort.
•CABLEfile products available include the System and MSO
Database in basic or enhanced packages or customized databases
based on your specifications. Mailing labels are also available.
Once you start using CABLEfile to reach your potential
customers, you won't know what you did without it!
All the key contacts that you need to reach are available
at the touch of abutton!
To learn how CABLEfile can enhance your marketing plan,
call our sales department at (303)393-7449.

CABLEfile
600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400 •Denver, CO 80222
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C ICIORA'S C ORNER

T

he terni "end of an era" is too commonly used to have
the impact that it should. But Ican't think of another way
of expressing the departure of Wendell Bailey from the
National Cable Television Association
(NCTA). From the perspective of the
cable engineering community, we've lost
"a friend in Washington," an ally and an
important interface to government and to
cable's non-technical management.
Certainly, we have not lost afriend.
I'm sure most of us who know him well
will keep in close contact with Wendell
no matter where he goes. And I'm sure
we all wish him well. But we have lost a
friend in Washington. Anyone who ever
attended an NCTA Engineering
Committee meeting had to be impressed
by the famous (or infamous)
"Washington Report" which began each
meeting. Without any preparation,
Wendell could stand up and recite in a
coherent manner the goings-on in
Washington. When necessary, he would
call in someone from the legal department to clarify or expand on apoint. But
usually, Wendell would extemporaneously talk for at least an hour, and often for
two, about what was happening, what it
meant, what direction it was likely to
take, and what we should do about it.
Ithink Wendell's most valuable contribution to the cable industry has been
the structuring and conduct of the NCTA Engineering
Committee. Before Wendell, the Committee was a
small group which occasionally met and did relatively
fewer things. Wendell saw the potential for what could
be accomplished by agroup which met regularly for a
sufficient length of time to interact both in the meeting
and outside of it. In fact, some of the most important
accomplishments took place in the halls while on break,
or over dinner or breakfast in smaller ad hoc groups.
The strength of the NCTA Engineering Committee is
the combination of technical folks from all three of the
major segments of the industry: cable operators, equipment suppliers and programmers. No other organization
brings these three separate but interdependent branches
together on aregular basis to consider common problems.
In particular, engineers from equipment suppliers get to
regularly interface with their technical customers.
When Ifirst started coming to Engineering
Committee meetings, Iwas with Zenith as an equipment supplier. Ithen transitioned to American
Television and Communications on the cable operator
side. The benefit derived when on the supplier side was
acasual, informal way of learning the needs and issues
of the operators. The atmosphere of the NCTA
Engineering Committee made that possible in amanner
that could not be accomplished any other way.
The other major contribution is in conjunction with

Loss of ally
in D.C.
signals end
of an era

By Walter S. Ciciora,
Ph.D.

Have acomment?
Contact Walt via e-mail
at: wciciora@aol.com
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Katherine Rutkowski. The cable industry's most important technical record is the NCTA Convention Technical
Papers publication. Katherine and Wendell have ensured
that the quality of the papers is scholarly, yet practical and
useful. The technical record is continuous and invaluable,
and is aresource both for those with years of experience
in the cable industry, and those who are just entering it.

Bridging the communication gap
The engineering community and management have
always been separated by acommunications barrier.
Management often views engineers as folks who spend
money and want to play with new technology, when the
most recent technology has only lately become almost
understandable to them. For their part, most engineers do
not explain difficult technical issues well. This is partly
out of alack of patience and partly because that kind of
communication is missing in the technologist's skill set.
Wendell was an important bridge between the cable technical community and the management of the industry. He
was comfortable with both groups and had their trust. As
such, he could explain technical issues in amanner that
did not embarrass or intimidate the non-technicals.
Wendell was also very active internationally. In a
world growing smaller every day, this is more important than most appreciate. This visibility helps U.S.
cable operators with interests abroad. It also helps U.S.
equipment suppliers and programmers. While it is difficult to trace specific individual benefits, the overall
exposure of U.S. technological prowess to aworld
hungry for more television "lifts all boats." The U.S.
cable industry needs continuous exposure, if its technological exports are to thrive.
A frightening thought is that another industry might
see the immense value that could be had from employing
Wendell and make him the proverbial "offer he couldn't
refuse?' Not only would Wendell be lost to the cable
industry, but he could become an important asset to a
competitive industry. I'm sure that this is not now in the
works. However, Wendell is well-known, and I'm certain
attractive offers will come his way. Icertainly hope that
the best offer comes from acable-friendly source.
Ican't count the number of people and the number of
times I've heard it said that there may not be asuitable
replacement for Wendell. While there are many who
could do the technical side, and there are many others
who could do the political and interpretation side, we
know of no one who can comfortably master both sides
of Wendell's job. What is needed is rare: someone who
can understand the technology, see its significance, communicate the meaning, work the political process and tolerate the frustrations. Most who are technically competent have no patience for the political process. Most who
are politically sensitive have little technical experience.
Iguess it is most appropriate to end this piece with a
simple "thank you" to Wendell for all of his contributions to the cable technical community. The industry
will miss him, but most of all, we in the technical community will miss him! CIED
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Provides all the network
monitoring pieces...
From the broadband monitoring experts at
AM, OmniSTAT provides all the pieces for an
integrated network monitoring solution. Our
end-to-end system includes multi-vendor hardware,
easy to use software, and the level of support and
service critical to insuring the system works.
MOST EXTENSIVE PRODUCT OFFERING...
From headend, to end-of-the-line, to reverse path management, it
all plays together and is supported by major OEM's...GI, Scientific Atlanta,
Philips and ADC to name afew.
FEATURES...
Windows software, Open Systems Architecture with SNMP interfaces, cost
effective hardware and software, flexible and upgradeable.
SYSTEM SUPPORT..
Extensive training and field support. System integration and customization
services provided by our technical staff insures that the system works and
makes interfacing with other network elements areality.
All from AM Communications...Providing network solutions for over
adecade.

Guardrails for the Information Superhighway
100 Commerce Drive •Quakertown, PA 18951-2237 •(215) 538-8700

ONLY AFEW
TI-1INGS IN
LIFE ARE THIS
RELIABLE.

As sure as the sun rises, you can count on the Continuum Headend
System for exceptionally dependable video delivery. Advanced hardware
design features like gold plated interconnections and afully passive backplane ensure continuous service and peak performance. For proactive
eiv>

headend management, Continuum's Headend Management System (HMS)
provides full remote control, status monitoring and automatic backup 24
hours aday. Make your headend one to count on—call 1-888 -HEADEND
today for acomplete information package.
http//www.sciatl.com
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Scientific
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The Atomic Clock
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The Bloodh und's Nose

giietic Compass

The Force of Gravity
Reader
Service

Slum

The Con tin tuiatirem,

CONTINUUM HEADEND SYSTEM
Platform for the 21st Century

